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Abstract
Dimensional Perturbation Theory (DPT) has been applied to many systems including 
the hydrogen atom, hydrogen a tom  in a magnetic field, molecule and the helium 
atom. Only 5-wave states, and interdimensionally degenerate P*" states, have, up 
until now, been studied for the helium atom. Here we outline the procedures and 
discuss the results of a formalism that generalizes the Schwartz expansion of the 
wavefunction to jV-electrons with arbitrary total orbital angular momentum and  ar­
bitrary spatial dimension. We present results specifically for states of helium
and their interdimensionally degenerate D° counterparts.
IX
Chapter 1
Background
1.1 Introduction
The helium atom  is perhaps the most studied atom because of its simple s tructure  
yet complicated spectral features. In the early days of quantum mechanics the "old 
quantum theory" could not even calculate the ground state energy satisfactorily. 
This failure provided an impetus for further development of quantum  mechanics. .\s  
the "new cjuantum th e o r \" was developed, more accurate results for the ground and 
singly e.vcited s ta te  energies were calculated, and the agreement with experiment was. 
at best, satisfactory. W ith the advent of computers the calculated energies agreed 
more closely with experiment, however, experimental resolution increased faster than 
com putational accuracy and in 1963 a high resolution experiment by Madden and 
Codling [1] showed that the spectral structure of doubly excited helium was not very 
W ('l l  understood. Further development in computational techniques ensued and by 
the late 1980's a much clearer understanding of the helium atom had developed.
In this first chapter we begin in Sec. 1.2.1 with a brief discussion of the "old" 
quantum theory followed by a glimpse of the beginnings of the "new" quantum  theory 
as applied to the helium atom. The bmsic spectral structure based on an independent 
particle model will then be discussed in Sec. 1.3.1 followed by a brief overview, in 
Sec. 1.4.1. of the popular numerical methods used to solve the two-electron problem. 
In Sec. 1.5 we describe a way to represent the two-electron wavefunction. called 
I h e  Schwartz expansion, as a product of two functions one being a  function solely
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of internal coordinates. This expansion is necessarj,' in order to derive a  tractable 
set of differential equations when calculating states with non-zero orbital angular 
inotuentum. Finally, in Sec. 1.6.1 we outline dimensional perturbation  theory (D PT) 
and suniinarize the case for states with zero total orbital angular momentum.
Chapter 2 discusses the generalization of the Schwartz expansion for a two-electron 
atom  with arbitrât} ' angular momentum and arbitrary  dimension, D  [2. 3. 4, 5]. 
This generalization is a m ajor achievement that extends the work of Schwartz [6] 
and Breit [7]. In Sec. 2.2.1 this generalization is presented for the specific case of 
P" states but the resulting computer code, written by the author (see Ch. 3). is 
capaltle of calculating states of any angular momentum. In Sec. 2.2.2 the generalized 
Schrodinger equation and Hamiltonian are presented followed by a discussion of the 
large dimension limit. Finally, in Sec. 2.3 we derive an expansion of the Schrodinger 
ecpiation in terms of the perturbation parameter c) =  i / ( D  -r t) where t is related to 
the angular momentum. Section 2.3 ends with a set of perturbation  equations one 
can use ro solve for the wavefunction and energ}- coefficients exactly up to a specified 
order in ô. These perturbation  equations are an infinite set of coupled inhornogeneous 
differential m atrix  equations.
In Ch. 3 a m ethod for solving the above-mentioned pertu rbation  equations, called 
the matrix method, is presented. Previously the matrix m ethod had been discussed 
in detail only for s ta tes  with zero total angular momentum and  one degree of freedom 
[S]. It has also been discussed for states with three degrees of freedom but not in as 
gr<‘ar of detail [9]. In Sec. 3.1 I present a detailed discussion of the matrix method for 
states with zero to tal angular momentum followed, in Sec. 3.2. by the application of 
the matrix method to states of arbitrary total angular momentum. In Sec. 3.3.1 the 
computer code, written to solve the resulting matrix method perturbation equations, 
is discussed. This code is an extension of a code for 5-wave sta tes  [9] to states with 
arbitrary  total orbital angular momentum. The extension of the .?-wave code was 
cpiite a formidable task due to the complexity and size of the tensors introduced 
through the m atrix  method and due to the large number of additional terms in the
Hamiltonian, which includes a complicated off-diagonal coupling term th a t  is not 
present in the 5-wave case.
Finally. Ch. 4 discusses the results of the first application of the generalized 
Schwartz expansion to states of the two-electron atom with non-zero to tal orbital 
angular momentum. The complexity of the helium spectrum for doubly excited
states cpiickly l)ecomes apparent when one tries to sum the energy series for these
states. To sum even the lowest few P°  states one needs to consider other s ta tes that 
may be influencing the convergence of these lowest states. .A.nalysis of the singularity 
s tructure  of the energy function is discussed in Sec. 4.1 followed by a discussion of 
metiujcls used to sum the energ}' series that results from the perturbation expansion 
of the Schrodinger equation. It is then found tha t we need to consider structure  that 
is more complex than simply poles, and in Sec. 4.3 we discuss branch points and 
how they arise in the energ}' function. In the last section we discuss sum m ation of 
the wavefunction and consider how the wavefunction evolves as one moves from large 
dimension to the physical dimension. D  =  3.
1.2 The Two-Electron Atom
1.2.1 T h e H am ilton ian
Consider an atom consisting of a nucleus of charge Z e  and mass M  and two electrons 
of mass in. Neglecting all forces except Coulomb forces, and separating out the center 
of mass motion, the Schrodinger equation becomes
_ C v - .  _  f  f  V .V __________ ________£ C -
2,< "  2fi "  M  "  (4;r=„) r ,  (47rc„) r .
e~
( I ttco) r  12.
C ( r i , r 2 )  =  £ ’c . ' ( r i . r 2 ) , ( I . l )
where [i =  niM/{ni  -I- M)  is the reduced mass of an electron with respect to the 
nucleus and / | 2  =  |ri — TjI is the interelectron separation (see Figure 1.1). For the 
remainder of this thesis we will consider the inhnite nuclear mass approximation
where /i =  in and the mass polarization term {—f i - / M ) V n  ■ Vp, is zero. In atomic 
units, the Schrodinger equation becomes
H  v ( r i - r2 )  =  E  c-Cri.r.,). 
where the Hamiltonian is given by
Z Z  \
r n ------------------------ 1---------- ■2 - ri r-, r i2
( 1 .2 )
(1.3)
e
ri
Figure 1.1: The coordinates of the two-electron atom in the infinite nuclear mass 
ap;)roximation.
1.2 .2  E arly C alcu lations o f  th e  G round S ta te
The beginnings of quantum theory were based more on a semiclassical approach, 
sometimes referred to as Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization, where the electron of an 
atom, such as hydrogen, was considered to move along a periodic Keplerian orbit. 
This description of the hydrogen atom, as every student of quantum theory should
know, yielded ven,  ^ accurate results and quite satisfactorily explained the full spec­
trum  of the hydrogen atom. However, there were problems. As experimental resolu­
tion increased it was realized tha t certain lines, originally thought to be single lines, 
actually consisted of multiple lines verj' close together. The Bohr model could not 
account for these discrepancies, but it was a very good start.
W ith enthusiasm. Bohr applied this technique to the helium a tom  [10] in 1913. 
theorizing tha t the two electrons orbited the nucleus opposite one another on the 
same periodic orbit. He was quite dismayed by the results, which gave an ionization 
energy of the ground state tha t  was about 4 eV higher than the then-accepted value 
of about 24.5 e \ ' .  Many leading theoretical physicists struggled with the problem of 
calculating the ground state energy of the helium atom  for the next several years. .A. 
good re\ lew of this struggle is discussed by M ehra and Rechenberg [11].
It wasn't until the wave theory of cjuantum mechanics was developed by Heisen­
berg and Schrodinger that successful calculations of the  ground state energ}' of helium 
were obtained. Heisenberg's first application of this "new" quantum mechanics to the 
helium atom was published in 1926 [12]. W ithin the next two years several methods 
were developed and the calculated ground s ta te  energ}' was greatly improved. These 
methods included a first order perturbation theory by Unsold [13]: a  molecule-like 
description in which one electron is treated as being in the presence of two fixed 
centers of charge —e and +e  by Slater [14] (similar methods are still used today to 
describe doubly excited states): and variational techniques by Kellner [15]. who used 
a Ritz variational method, and Hylleraas [16]. who used a trial wavefunction with 38 
variational parameters. For a more complete review of the methods used for low-lying 
states of helium see Bet he and Salpeter [17].
Even with the success of the "new" cjuantum theory, the "old" quan tum  theory 
was to find new life about 50 years later. In the early 1980's Leoplod et. al [18. 19] 
argued that for very high, doubly excited sta tes  of the helium atom  the electrons 
should behave like classical particles. They should have Kepler type orbits somewhat 
similar to the orbits of planets around the sun. This is exactly w hat Bohr and 
Sommerfeld assumed for the ground state, but their theory failed miserably. Percival
coirind the phrase "planetar}' a tom s” to refer to such high, doubly excited atom s and 
through his work was born the semiclassical approach to studying such states.
The theory is called "semi"-classical because it uses concepts from both classical 
and quantum mechanics. A purely classical treatment of these highly excited atoms 
results in an unstable atom. Usually the classical, two-electron atom autoionizes 
after only a few revolutions of the electrons around the nucleus. One electron gives 
some energ}' to the other electron allowing it to escape, leaving an atom with a single 
electron in a much lower energ}' state. Classically there is no lowest energ}' of the 
singly ionized two-electron atom. Tha t allows the remaining electron to give up as 
much energy as is recjuired to ionize the atom. Thus the classical two-electron atom 
is unstable for all initial energies.
Incorporating quantum ideas, such as a minimum energy, into the classical model 
of the atom not only gives a stable atom, but actually gives very accurate energies for 
high. doul)ly excited states. The semiclassical approach will not be discussed further 
in this thesis, but a nice review was published by Tanner et al [20].
1.3 The Basic Spectral Structure of the Helium  
A tom
1.3.1 In trod u ction
We begin our discussion of the spectral features of the helium atom by considering 
the exact symmetries that allow us to specify each s ta te  by a set of good cptantum 
numljers. We begin by noticing th a t  the Hamiltonian, Ecp (1.3). commutes with the 
total orbital angular momentum operator L =  T +  U: the atom  has rotational .sym- 
inetrv. and the total orbital angular momentum is conserved. This gives rise to two 
gocjd (ptantum numbers, the to tal orbital angular m om entum  quantum number L. 
and its projection along the z-axis, A/^,. Furthermore, the Hamiltonian also commutes 
with the exchange operator, also known as the "pairwise particle interchange opera­
tor" and denoted by P\>- which takes f i  and F2  —> Ti. The eigenstates of the
exchange operator are either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to exchange. 
The requirement that the total wavefunction (spatial and spin) be antisymmetric with 
respect to exchange leads to the pairing of the spatially symmetric wave functions with 
singlet ( S  =  0) spin functions, and the spatially antisymmetric wavefunctions with 
triplet ( 5 = 1 )  spin functions. Thus the total spin 5  and its z-component .1/, can be 
used to label the states. Finally, the Hamiltonian commutes with the parity operator, 
which takes —> —r; and r -2 -4- —r>. Thus the wavefunctions are eigenfunctions of
the parity operator with eigenvalues tt =  ±1. In terms of the individual electron 
«ji'bitai angular momentum quantum  number the parity is given by ~ =  ( — 1 
The TT =  +1 states are called "even" states and the ~ = —I states are called "odd" 
states. They are designated with an "e" or an "o" respectively. These three symme­
tries lead to the notation , called a term symbol (assuming LS coupling).
1.3.2 T h e  In d ep en d en t P article M od el
\V(' begin our analysis with the independent particle model. In this model the  Hamil­
tonian is written as
H  = Ho+ H'  
where the zero-order, unperturbed Hamiltonian is
Ho =  -  — -  — (1-4)
-  -
and the perturl)ation.
H' =
riv
is the electroii-electron interaction. If we ignore this term and notice tha t the zero- 
order Hamiltonian Ho is a sum of hydrogenic Hamiltonians then we can write the 
Schrodinger equation as
(ri,T2) =  (r i ,r-2 ) . (1.5)
wlioro (ri.r-i) is a product of hydrogenic wavefunctions
(r i . rz )  =  (ri) ( r z ) , (1-6)
and the energ}' is a sum of hydrogenic energies, in a.u..
=  -  Y  ( ; ^  +  ; | )  ■ ( I - )
Exchanging the indices of the two electrons in the wavefunction (ri. r  ,) we obtain
(ro.ri) =  (r2)^'n..h.m2 (ri) - (1-8)
which is degenerate with (r i .  r-j) ■ This type of degeneracy is called exchange 
degeneracy.
According to the Pauli exclusion principle the total spatial wavefunction m ust be 
either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to interchange of electrons. T h e  full 
spatial jiart of the wavefunction must then be a linear combination of wavefunctions 
(1.6) and (1.8). Thus, the correct zero-order spatial wavefunction in the independent 
])article model is
I. ^  ( r | . r - j )  ( ^ l )  ^ r i j . i j . r n j  (**2 ) ( ^ 2 )  ( T i ) ]  • ( T 9)
The factor l /v /2  ensures normalization, while the (4-) sign gives the symmetric s ta te  
and the ( —) sign gives the antisymmetric state. To obtain the full wavefunction.
is then multiplied by a symmetric spin wavefunction and is multiplied by 
the antisymmetric spin function. Thus corresponds to a spin triplet and 
corresponds to a spin singlet. The singlet and triplet states are still degemuate. 
but if we include the perturbation l / ry ,  this degeneracy will be removed. The only 
states that do not have degenerate triplet and singlet wavefunctions are states where 
b(Uh electrons have cjuantum numbers n, =  n>. li =  and m, =  mo- From Ecj. 
(1.9) it is clear th a t  the triplet s ta te  is zero and only the singlet state remains. In
fact, the early observation that the helium atom did not have a triplet ground sta te  
provided evidence that led Pauli to  formulate his exclusion principle. No two identical 
particles can have the same set o f  quantum numbers, and. since in the ground sta te  
bo th  electrons have the same spatial quantum numbers, they must then have opposite 
spin, allowing only a singlet state.
The energ}' spectrum of helium in the independent particle model is shown is 
Figure 1.2. The horizontal axis labels the principal c[uantum number .V =  u; of 
electron one. We will use .V to designate the principal quantum number of the inner 
electron for excited states of the two-electron atom. Notice that there are several 
series (called Rydberg series), one for each value of .V. with n-, going from .\ to 
infinity. For .V =  1 we have the ground state  and all of the singly excited states. 
T he ground sta te  is at =  —4 a.u.. compared to the  experimental value of about 
FT.-x,, =  —2.9Ü a.u.. and the series approaches E  = —2 a.u. as n-> —> oc. corresponding 
to an ionization energ}' of =  2 a.u.. as compared to the experimental value of 
/i,.,;, =  b.9ü a.u.
The remaining series. .V > 1. correspond to doubly excited states. As is seen in 
the energy spectrum, all of the doubly excited s tates lie above the first ionization 
threshold at I\ .  In other words, the energies of the doubly excited s tates lie higher 
than  the ground sta te  energ}' of the He"  ^ ion. Thus all of the doubly excited s tates lie 
in the continuum of the He~(.V =  1) c~ ion. When we consider the term l/cp j we 
find tha t,  since it is a strictly repulsive term, it can only raise the energy levels so tha t 
even in the real helium atom (and in all two electron atoms) the doubly excited states 
lie in the continuum. .-Vs n-i —>• oc each series for .V >  1 approaches the energy of an 
excited sta te  of the He* ion where the remaining electron has a principal quan tum  
num ber of .V. The energies of the He* ion are unaffected by the l/ryo repulsion term 
and so the ionization thresholds for each Rydberg series of the He atom remain fixed 
while all other energies move up when the 1 /r i j  term is introduced.
In this simple independent particle model the energ}' levels can be labeled by 
(.V: //) where A' and n are principal quantum numbers for the inner and outer elec­
trons. respectively, and a particular Rydberg series is labeled by (A': A\ A*4-1..........oc).
- 4
4
Figure 1.2: Energ}' levels, in atomic units, of the helium atom  in the independent 
particle model. Each series corresponds to one electron with principal quantum 
number .V and the other electron with principal quantum number n =  .V. A' 4 -1 .. . . .  
The series A' =  1 consists of all singly excited states, while all o ther series represent 
doubly excited s ta tes  embedded in the He'^(A' =  I) 4- e~ continuum.
We can also label individual states with hydrogenic designations such as l.s2p or 2p3d. 
etc. The energ}' for a given N  and n may be highly degenerate because of the possible 
values of /[. m ^ .  /j. m;,. L, M l , S, and, A/,. For example, the sta tes  l.s2.s I.s2s 
bS'. I.s2p ‘P". and  l.s2p ^P°  are all degenerate in the independent particle model.
1.3.3 C entral F ield  A pproxim ation
W’e can improve on the basic independent particle model discussed above by con­
sidering how one electron may effect the motion of the other electron by screening 
the nuclear charge. As an example, we assume that each electron "feels" a central
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potential l*(r,) cine to the average motion of the other electron. This extra potential 
is introduced by writing the Hamiltonian as
H  = H q + H'
where
and
H q — —  r f {ri) —  f- I (r-,)
-  r  1 - ■ f'2
H' =  —  - \ ' ( r O - V - ( r , ) .
I f /  ) is chosen such that the effect of H'  is small compared to H q s o  tha t H'  may 
be treated as a perturbation. This model is still an independent particle model but 
it does take into account an effect of one electron on the other. The potential 1 (r) 
depends only on the radial distance from the nucleus, so this model is called a central 
field approximation.
If we ignore the term H'  then the Schrodinger equation will be separable and the 
wavefunction may be written as a product of spherical harmonics and a radial func­
tion. This radial function will not be hydrogenic unless I 'f r )  is a  coulomb potential. 
Hence the energ}' levels will no longer be degenerate in l\ and /•> hut will still be de­
generate in L. M l - S. and d /,.  Then each Rydberg series in Fig. 1.2 will be split into 
several series which depend on /j. and fv. and are labeled as (.V. /,: // =  .V oc./j)
For the ground and singly excited states we have (1.0:// =  1 .2 .3  oc. /_,) and
when /j is specified we can assign term symbols, obtaining singlet and triplet states. 
When the I / / 1 2  repulsion term is included in the Hamiltonian the singlet states are 
found to lie significantly higher in energy than the triplet s tates due to an exchange 
repulsion or exchange force. This arises because the singlet spatial wavefunctions 
are non-zero when ri  =  r^: this allows the electrons to be closer together, which in 
turn raises the energy Itecause of their mutual repulsion. As n —> oc the (1.0: //. L) 
Rydberg series approaches the first ionization threshold /i  a t —Z~f'2 a.u. which 
etpials the energy of the He"  ^ ground s ta te  (~  —54.42 e\').
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The Rydberg series for doubly excited states approach ionization thresholds /,%• 
corresponding to the energies of the excited He'*'(.V) atom  given by — Z'~f {'2N~) a.u. 
.\11 of the doubly excited states lie above the first ionization threshold and are thus 
('iiibc'dded in the H e"(l)  -f- e“ continuum. In general, a particular doubly excited 
state is embedded in the continuum of at least one energetically lower Rydberg series. 
Thus the doubly excited s ta tes are resonances tha t can decay via autoionization 
through the electron-electron interaction. However, the -  =  ( — 1)^^^ states below 
the .V - 2 threshold are bound states since there are no -  =  ( — 1) "^^* states below the 
.V =  1 threshold, .\utoionization does not happen with singly excited states because 
the .V =  1 electron, being in its ground state, can not transfer energ}' to the outer 
electron.
Specifically, for S '’ states there are A' different Rydberg series converging to each 
ionization threshold. Each series corresponds to the possible configurations for fixed 
A' that would yield S'" states. .As an example, for .V =  3 we can have 3.sn.s. iipnp.
with ti > 3. .As a further example, the P ” states have 2.V — I Rydberg series 
approaching the He'*"(.V) threshold. For example, for .V =  2 we have 2.s-(n > 2)p. 
2p(n > 2).s. and 2pnd.
The study  of high doubly excited states of helium by Madden and Codling [I] 
revealed tha t  the simple independent particle angular momentum quantum  numl)ers 
11 and / j discussed above are not appropriate for states associated with overlapping 
Rydb('rg series. For .V > 4 an increasing number of Rydberg series overlap, and to 
a greater extent, as .V increases. This causes the independent particle configurations 
to mix to a greater and greater extent as the energy approaches the double ionization 
threshold. E  = 0. This mixing is caused by the electron-electron interaction and 
can thus only be modeled by a theory tha t  includes electron correlation. Electron 
correlation becomes increasingly im portant for high, doubly excited states. For a 
low-lying doubly excited s ta te  electron correlation is still im portant and there may 
!)(“ significant mixing between independent particle states, but there may be a single 
dominant independent particle configuration tha t can be used to classify the state.
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1.4 Numerical Approaches To The Two Electron  
A tom
1.4 .1  V ariational m eth o d s
An (‘xcollent review of variational methods for singly excited states is given by Drake 
[21], which we briefly review here. These variational methods yield some of the most 
precise calculations for bound states of the two electron atom. We begin by choosing 
any lujrinalizable trial wavefunction. with appropriate symmetry, and  calculate
£ " ,r  is an upper bound for the  lowest energ}' s ta te  with the same symmetry chosen 
for l^tr- The question is. w hat do we choose for the wavefunction 'Itr?  The general 
idea is to choose a trial wavefunction which contains several param eters that can be 
varied to obtain a minimum for E^r- Usually one chooses a basis set and then writes 
the trial wavefunction as a linear combination of the basis functions. For example, 
the basis functions
where p is an index that labels distinct combinations of the non-negative integers i. 
j. and /.-. and o  and J  are constants. This choice of basis set is called a Hylleraas 
basis set [IG]. The trial wavefunction can then be written as
.V
=  ^ C p X p ( a .  .i). 
p = i
Substitu ting this wavefunction into Eq. (1.10) we have
_  e ; L i  e ; ) = i  cpCy < v l  ^  l%p)Lxr —tr  ^ A
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Differentiating with respect to Cp and setting the result equal to zero gives 
SE, ,  ^
or
H p=l = l (^p'I ^  \ ^ p) / I \
\  y  1 2 /  (f \ \V l ^P/
^ 9 = 1  X^<7' =  1 ^<7^^ ( X f l  X , / j  '
È  V  ( v i 7 f i u -  È  < V j  X,) =  0
f)' — \ Z ^ q = l  2 ^ ( f  =  \  \ a V 1  ^ 9 /  <7' =  1
which gives
H  S '  <Xp' I H  |xp) =  £"tr ^  S  ( x v  I S >  •
p ' = i  ( f = \ .
There are .V of these equations, one for each p from p =  1 to N.  Thus the set of 
equations can be written as the m atrix eigenvalue equation
H e =  AOc.
where c is a column of coefficients Cp and H  and O are matrices having elements 
Hj„, =  ( \ p j / / | \ , J  and Op, =  ( \p |  \ , )  . There are ,V eigenvalues A, the lowest of 
which gives an upper bound to the exact energ}'.
The variational method luis been used extensively by several authors [22. 23. 24) 
to obtain highly precise values for the low-lying states of helium. Many variations 
on the wavefnnction expansion have been tried with varying success. .A. popular and 
more accurate method is to use a double basis set where the set consists of Hylleraas 
functions with differing values of a  and ,3.
1.4 .2  T h e m olecular ad iabatic  approach for d oub ly  ex c ited  
sta tes
Molecules are often studied using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation which treats  
the internnclens distance as a slowly changing variable compared to the interelectron
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and cU'ctron-nucleus distances. The molecule is then essentially two or more nuclei 
fixed in space with the electrons moving through their total potential. The energies 
are then found by studying the adiabatic potential energ\- curve. In 1986 Feagin and 
Briggs [25] applied this technique to atoms by considering the interelectron distance 
to be adiabatic.
One starts with a two electron Hamiltonian in molecular .Jacobi coordinates
H  =  - V ’Tj -  - V - ---------    +  —
^  4 ' | R / 2 - r |  |R /2  +  r| /?•
where R  =  ri-^  is the interelectron distance and r =  {p. z. -p) is a vector pointing from 
the center of mass of the two electrons to the nucleus. Treating R  as a slow variable 
may seem strange a t first since the light electrons should move fast compared to the 
heavy nucleus. But. when we refer to mass we must refer to the reduced masses 
involved. The Laplacian terms in the Hamiltonian are multiplied by a fraction whose 
denominator is proportional to the mass. Since the denominators multiplying the two 
Laplaeians in the above Hamiltonian are the same order of magnitude (not orders of 
magnitude different, as for an electron and nucleus) we see that it could be reasonable 
to asstune that R  is a slow variable compared to r. Furthermore, the success of this 
HK'thod does not hinge so much on requiring one variable to be slow, but ra ther it 
allows a quasi-separability of the system in the variables r and R.
The next step is to expand the wavefnnction as a sum over products of rotational.
vibrational, f  and molecular orbital. wavefuac­
tions. The wavefnnction is then substituted into the Schrodinger equation with the 
above Hamiltonian and integrated over r and the Euler angles that take one from 
the lab frame to the Ijody-fi.xed frame. This results in a set of coupled differential 
('({nations for the vibrational wavefunctions. In the adiabatic approximation the ex­
pansion of the wavefnnction is limited to one term. We then have a single differential 
('(Illation for a single vilirational wavefnnction. Transforming to prolate spheroidal 
coordinates gives
cP
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The eigenvalues of this equation give the energies of the doubly excited state res­
onances. In the process of deriving this equation several quantum numbers have 
been introduced. The exact quantum numbers L, M .  S, .1/,, and tt are the usual 
angular m om entum  and parity quantum numbers, while n. rix. ii^. and  m  are new 
quaiuuiu numbers introduced through the molecular adiabatic approximation. The 
ciuantuin number n performs the same task as the hydrogenic quantum number n of 
the outermost electron. In other words, n specifies the excitation of the  outermost 
electron along a single Rydberg series. In terms of the  hydrogenic quantum  numbers
n  —  n  —
There are many advantages to the molecular adiabatic  approximation. It allows 
(me to derive propensity rules for radiative and nonradiative transitions, such as 
autoionization and dipole transitions, based on the approximate quantum  numbers. 
It also allows one to better understand the structure  and decay widths of very highly 
excited states where n >> N  called planetary states. Unfortunately, this method is 
not \er}- useful for low-lying excited states where bo th  hydrogenic quan tum  numbers 
are small.
1.4.3 C om p lex  R ota tion
The complex rota tion method allows one to calculate resonant energies, widths, cross 
sections and wavefunctions of autoionizing states b\- making use of bound s ta te  meth­
ods. The radial coordinates are scaled according to r  —> r exp(zf^) and the  momenta 
are scaled as p —^ pexp{  — iO). The rotated Hamiltonian is then diagonalized in a l)asis 
set of real s(|uare-integrable wavefunctions. and eigenvalues — i r „ / 2  are obtained. 
The resonance energy is and the width is obtained from F,,.
This method was first employed by Doolan et al. in 1974 [26] for doubly excited 
stat(\s of helium. Since then it has been extensively employed by numerous authors 
such as Ho. Wintgen. Burgers et al. and Richter et al. [27, 28. 29. 30. 31]. Extensive 
lists of energies and widths of various states of the helium atom are given in the above 
references as well as in Ref. [32].
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1 .4 .4  T h e  h ypersp herica l ad iab atic  approach
In the liyporspherical adiabatic approach we first introduce hyperspherical coordi­
nates through the hyperradius R  =  (r'f -I- where r, and r-> are the  electron-
micleus distances, and the Inperangle a  = tân~^ (r-2 / r i ) .  The two vectors Fi and r-j 
are replaced by the six coordinates R  and Q. where Q =  (o, O-i) denotes the
five angles, with respect to the laboratory frame, with and o, being the spherical 
angles of electron i. We can eliminate first-order derivatives in the Schrodinger equa­
tion. Ec[. (1.2) by introducing the square root of a portion of the volume element. 
dvi flTo =  /? '(sin a  cos a)-rff  1 dr? into the wavefunction
r  (rI. r-,) = v- {R.Q) j{W^~  sin a  cos a )
so that I.'{R.Q)  satisfies
/  ([- A- 2C \
E  is the total energy- in atomic units and is the grand angular momentum operator
given by
+ - V - +  -  j -  ( 1 . 1 2 )\  an-  cos- a  s in“ a  /  4
where 1, is the angular momentum operator for electron i. .Also. C / R  is the total 
Coulomb potential with C  given by
C{n.O)  = --------------- :------ h —------:— --------------------------------- (1-13)coso  siiia  ( 1  — sm 2 cvcosw)‘/-
wliere 0 is the angle between the two electrons w ith  respect to the nucleus and Z  is 
the nuclear charge.
Some features of this potential are interesting to note. When o —^ 0  (r_, -s- oc) 
and o —r ~/2  (c, —> oc) there are deep valleys corresponding to strong Coulomb 
attraction  ijetween the nucleus and the near electron. There is a steep spike when 
o =  - / 4  (ri =  r-j) and 0 = 0  corresponding to the strong repulsion of the two
olectroas when they are near. Finally there is a saddle point at rv =  tt/4  and 6 = t t . 
The potential decreases as a  moves away from t t / 4  but increases as 9  moves away 
from 77.
The eigenfunctions of the A~ operator are called hyperspherical harmonics. «rfcj(Q). 
wliere [/.•] denotes the set of quantum numbers ( / i . / j .  m) with I, being the orbital an­
gular momentum quantum  number of electron i and in being related to polynomial 
functions in the angle a .  The hyperspherical harmonics are functions on the hyper- 
spheri' in six dimensions and are simultaneous eigenfunctions of .V". If. If. L ’ and L- 
and form a complete set.
The wavefunction can then be expanded as a sum of hyperspherical harmonics as
î i iR.Çl) = ^ 2
[t!
and substituted into Eq. (1.11) to obtain a set of second-order hyperradial differential 
('([nations for .Attempts were made to solve these equations but the conver­
gence of the wavefunction expansion was very slow [33. 34]. This lead to the adiabatic 
aiqu'uximation first applied by Macok [35] where he expanded the wavefunction as
c { R . n )  = ^ F „ { R ) 4 ? , , { R : Q ) .
/'
When this expansion is substituted into Eq. (1.11) we obtain an equation for the 
"channel functions" 4*n{R:Q)
C
r :^  ' R (1.14)
and a set of coupled equations for the hyperradial functions F,^{R)
{R)
dR
(F
dK^ ■» F,{R) .
IS
Ill the adiabatic approximation <&,,(/?: f2) is assumed to be a slowly var\ ing function 
of R  and Ecp (1.14) is solved at fixed R  to form a potential curve. U^(R).  The 
adiabatic approximation is valid if the off-diagonal coupling terms | ^ |  0 ,,) and 
small so that in a zeroth order approximation the right hand side 
of Eq. (1.15) is zero. The index fi. associated with the potential L'„{R). can then be 
used to define a new set of quantum numbers used to identify doubly excited s ta tes in 
each channel. The hyperradial functions give information about the size of the sta te  
while the channel functions give information about the internal motion and overall 
ro tation of the state.
The adiabatic approximation fails near avoided crossings where the off-diagonal 
coupling terms may be large. One technique to circumvent these problems is called 
the hypiuspherical close coupling (HSCC) method. In this method the hyperradius is 
broken down into sectors and within each sector the channel functions <Pf,{Ra: O) are 
fixed and chosen to satisfy Eq. (1.14) at /?„ where /?„ is a point within the sector. The 
wav('f\mctions are then matched at the sector boundaries. For an excellent review of 
these techniques see Ref. [36].
Macek showed that there are three potential curves for ‘P" states below the 
He~(.V =  2) threshold whose en erg}' levels agree very well with the three known 
Rydberg series. This wius the first indication that treating the hyperradius as an 
adiaijatic \ ariaijle was at least approximately valid and that individual Rydberg series 
can be associated with an individual hyperspherical potential curve and the energy 
levels in a particular Rydberg series can be found by calculating the eigenvalues from 
the corresponding curve.
In addition, since the number of curves tha t approach the He*(A') threshold. 
2 .V— 1 for P" states, increase rapidly as N  increases we can reproduce the complexity 
of the iielium spectrum even for A' as low as A' =  5. It is found tha t the minimum of 
the potential curves for low A' are above the asymptotic limit of the (A* — l ) th  curve 
s(j tha t  the energy levels of each curve never overlap. This is no longer true for larger 
.\'. i.e. A' > 5. For these "large” values of N.  energ}' levels from many adiabatic 
potential curves may overlap resulting in strong mixing of the corresponding states.
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In this region electron correlation plays a large role in understanding the spectrum  
and experimental results are resolved well only for states with N  less than  6  or 7 (see 
Figs. 4.2 and 4.9 in Ref. [36]).
A major advantage of the hyperspherical adiabatic approach is the iclentifica- 
rion of approximate quantum numbers, identified collectively as /£. for doubly  ex­
cited states of two-electron atoms. Each potential curve can be designated b\' quan­
tum  numbers A'. T. and .4 using the notation (A', T)'F The index /£ equals the set 
{ { K . T )  K X .  L, S , ~ } . where X  refers to the asymptotic limit of the curve, i.e. the 
energ}' of the He"^(.V) ion. L and S  are the total orbital and  spin angular m om en­
tum  cjuantum numbers and tt is the parity. The A'. T. and .4 quantum  numbers 
do not arise from the hyperspherical adiabatic method nor are they needed to com­
pute the various energies. Procedures for assigning these ciuantum numbers to states 
calculated via the hyperspherical adiabatic  method were developed by Lin [36. 37].
T he original definitions of the K  and T  quantum numbers were formulated by 
Herrick and Sinanoglu [38]. They constructed doubly excited state basis functions 
(DESB) from products of hydrogenic basis functions to study the helium atom . From 
the expansion of their wavefunctions they derived the following limits on A and  T  
for a given L and .V
T  =  0 . 1 .2  n iin (I .  .V -  1 ). A' = X  - l - T .  X  -  3 -  T  - ( .V  -  1 -  T).
(1.16)
For states with tt =  ( —1)^^F T  =  0 is not allowed. The meaning of the K .  T.  and 
.4 ciuantum numijers can be understood by considering the wavefunction in the  body 
frame'. The results are that T  can be considered as the projection of the to ta l orlntal 
angular momentum. L. along the interelectronic axis. The K  quantum num ber is 
related to the angle iietween the two electrons. For each A', states with A' =  .V — 1 
have the largest angle between the two electrons. To a good approximation A' can 
be related to the bending vibrational quantum  number u = X  — K  — I. Finally, the 
ciuantum number .4 refers to the body frame wavefunction s symmetry with rc^spect
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ro clectroii exchange. When the angle a  -4 - - / 2  — a  (ri r-j) the body frame 
wavefunction has symmetry
.4 = if K > L - N .  (1.17)
The .4 =  -r l  states have an antinode at q  =  ~/4  (r'l = r-j). and the .4 =  — 1 states 
have a node at ci =  t t / 4 .  Not all doubly excited s ta tes have this symmetry. These 
states are laljeled as .4 =  0 and the A' and T  quantum  numbers are then just used 
as labels and do not retain their original meaning. The rule that Lin has derived is
. 4 = 0  if K < L - N .  (1.18)
.\n  interesting feature of the helium spectrum is th a t  if one fixes the A . T.  .4. and 
.V ciuantum numbers and plots the energy levels of the states by letting L increase 
from zero one finds that the spacing of the states resembles the spacing of the* rotor 
seric's of a molecule. Furthermore, for states with T  ^  Q there are two rotor series that 
are nearly clegenerate. This near degeneracy is similar to .V-doubling in a molecule 
and is called it T-doubling. Finally, the .4 =  0 states do not give rise to this rotor 
pattern  (See Fig. 4.12 in Ref. [36]). The .4 =  0 states are not described by a molecular 
picture but are easily calculated by the hyperspherical adiabatic approach since this 
approach does not assume a molecular structure at any order, unlike the molecular 
adiabatic ap[)roach discussed above.
Two other advantages of the hyperspherical adiabatic approach is that electron 
correlation is included at lowest order and since a series of states can be calculated 
from a single potential curve, their corresponding wavefunctions are already orthog­
onal. This aids in calculating various cross-sections and expectation values.
1.4 .5  D im en sion a l sca lin g
The first step in dimensional scaling is to derive a D-dimensional Schrodinger equa­
tion. This can be accomplished by writing the wavefunction in such a way th a t  it is
2 1
a product of two functions, one of which depends only on the internal coordinates. 
One can then obtain a D-dimensional Schrodinger equation th a t  can then be scaled 
in such a way that the limit D  oc gives a finite energ}'. In the D —> oo limit all 
dynamical terms in the Hamiltonian disappear and the electrons are stationary in the 
infinite dimensional potential. This limit is then used as a zeroth order perturbation 
theory and can be developed into a full dimensional perturbation theor}' with the 
addition of more terms. This method is the focus of this dissertation. We begin by 
considering a way to write the wavefunction that will be useful when one goes to 
large dimension.
1.5 The Two-Electron wavefunction:
The Schwartz Expansion
In I9G1 Charles Schwartz [6 ] published a paper on the Lamb shift in the helium atom 
and in an appendix he vaguely demonstrated how one might write the wavefunction 
of a two-electron atom with a  total angular momentum L as a finite sum rather than 
the usual infinite sum over all possible values of and lo- Earlier, in 19.30. G. Breit 
[7] derived the same results for L = 1 states but his method is difficult to extend to 
higher L. Here we will present the Schwartz expansion, filling in a few of the gaps in 
his appendix and applying the results to *-^ 5'  ^ and states. We will also adjust
notation slightly by writing the radial coordinate of the electron as r, and the 
Cartesian coordinates as (r,)j where j  =  1.2.3.
The usual way one would write the spatial wavefunction for two electrons with 
total orbital angidar momentum L is
^  ( r , . r 2 ; L. M)  =  ^  c  {h-lo-. L. M )  (/'i. r_,). (1.19)
tt .t-i
where
miyTn-y
00
and the siiljscripts are particle indices. Equation (1.19) is an infinite sum  which would 
normally be truncated at some point. Schwartz avoids this by extracting  functions 
of the scalar
ri2 = k i  -  rzl
and combines these with the (ri ,  cg). Equation (1.19) then becomes a finite sum
'■i {t i . t-,: L. M)  = ^ 2  L. M )  Fi^j.,{ri.r2.ri-2) . (1-21)
{li-h]
where we are now summing over the restricted set {l\, /•?} with either (A): /[ -i-lo = L 
or (B): li +  lo =  L + 1 and |/i — Zoj <  L. The parity, t t .  of the s ta tes  is given by 
"  =  ( — 1)'’^'-. Thus states with parity -  = ( — 1)^ correspond to condition (.\) and 
states with parity ~ =  ( — 1 ) "^^^  correspond to condition (B).
.As au example, for S-wave. L =  0. we are restricted to /[ =  /j =  0. We have
'h ( r i . r - j : 0 . 0 ) =  f  (0 . 0 . 0 . 0 ) Fq.o (ci. r->. ci-j)
=  io°(l)^o^(2)To.o (c i . T2 - /’i2 ) =  F  {rI. r>. r 1 2 ) .
The full spatial wavefunction must then be symmetrized and so we define 
F(r i .  r>- ’'1 2 ) =  F ( t 2 . / 1 . 7-1 2 ) and finally we have
Ilr ('■■■^S') =  F  (7-1.72, r i 2 ) ±  F ( r i .  7-2. r , 2 ) . ( 1 2 2 )
The plus sign is taken for the singlet s tate since the singlet spin wavefunction is 
antisymmetric. Also, there are no odd-parity S  states in three dimensions since 
condition (B) above would require {/1 . / 2 } =  {0.1} or {1.0} which would violate 
|/i -  /v| <  Z..
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Xow for P-wave states. Z, =  1. and we have either {/1 . / 2 } =  {1,0} or ( 0 . 1 } for 
odd parity or =  {1.1} for even parity. Considering odd parity s ta tes  Eq.
( 1 .2 1 ) becomes
1^» ( r | .  rv: 1. M )  =  (1, 0. 1. M )  Pi.o (ri, r-j, r i 2 )+b- (0. 1,1. M )  Fq.i (r^. rg, rio) . (1.23)
Ecp (1.20) gives, for M  = 1.
'. (1 .0 .1 .1 )  =  r / ( l ) r o ° ( 2 ) and r  (0 .1 .1 .1)  =  î ; " ( l ) r / ( 2 ):
f(jr M  =  0 .
r ( 1 . 0 .  1.0) =  i ; / ( l ) ro ‘^ (2) and L'(0. 1.1.0) =  i;°(l)}ô '(2):
and for M  =  —1 .
(.•(1.0. l . - l )  =  r i , ( l ) r o " (2 )  and r ( O . l . l . - l )  =  ) ^ ( l ) y j^ ( 2 ) :
where all Clebsch-Gordon coefficients happen to be 1 .
We define F  =  Pi.o (' ’i ' " r i )  and F  =  Fq.i (7 1 . T2 . rio) . and since is a con­
stant. it can be absorbed into F  and F . This allows us to write Eq. (1.23 ) as
vf ( n .  r . ;  1. -U) =  r ‘; ( l ) F  ±  1 \V(2 )F .
where we have included the minus sign to symmetrize the wavefunction for the  triplet 
state.
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A general P" s ta te  can be written as a  linear combination of this wavefunction 
for eac h value of M.  W ithout specifying the coefficients of the linear combination, we 
can write the wavefnnction as a spherical tensor of rank - 1  giving
F  ±
/  y / ( 2 ) ^
V /
F. (1.24)
This spherical tensor can be transformée] to a Cartesian tensor via a unitary trans­
formation. In this case we have
Ui
\ -  /
= u
where
\
c 0  I
0 \/2  0
(/ =  \J — 1 in the matrix U.) Operating on Eq. (1.24) with U  gives
.(/I 
V ~i /
F ±
( . . .  \
IJ2
V '  /
F
.Absorbing the factor T  (A )  - into F  and T  - into F  and writing the wavefunction 
in terms of Cartesian vectors r i  and r-j gives
^  (1.3po^ =  n  F  ±  r -2 F  =  f i r i  F  ±  F r ,  F . (1.25)
This can be written in matrix  form as
(1.26)
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where
f  F  \
and
r-2
Alternatively the wavefunction can also be written in component form as
'I'j — (ri)_, F ±  (rv); F  where j  =  1.2.3.
To extend this wavefunction to F-dimensions. as will be recptired when we discuss 
dimensional perturbation theory, one might think to simply let j  range from 1 to D. 
This is almost true. !>ut it is not just a simple extension of j .  We  will return to the 
Schwartz expansion in Sec. 2.2.1 where we discuss its generalization to D-dimensions.
1.6 Dimensional Perturbation Theory and 
Dimensional Scaling
1.6.1 T he helium  atom  in th ree d im ensions
Before delving into the world of arbitrary dimension we will first review the three 
dimensional helium atom. Since we are treating the nucleus as infinitely massive we 
can consider the laboratory and body-fixed reference frames as having their origins at 
the nucleus. In the laij frame there are six degrees of freedom, three Euler angles that 
take one from the lab frame to the body-fixed frame, and three internal degrees of 
freedom. The three internal degrees of freedom, {/'i. r-j-t‘i2 } • (ot { / 1 . / ^}) consist
of two electron-nncleus distances and one electron-electron distance (or one inter­
electron angle). The two electrons and the nucleus form a plane which we can take 
to !)(> the ZT-plane. or the z(/-plane, etc. of the body-fixed frame. The helium atom 
thus occu[)ies a two-dimensional subspace of the three-dimensional world.
The wavefunction in the body-fixed frame is a function of {/ ,. r^. ( F  and F  
in the previous section), while the wavefunction in the lab frame. is a function of 
the three internal coordinates as well as the three Euler angles. One may transform
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from tlio l)ody frame to the lab frame using Wigner rotation matrices which depend 
on the Euler angles. We then obtain a sum consisting of products of functions of the 
internal coordinates times functions of the Euler angles (see Eq. (1.22) for 5-wave 
and Eq. (1.25) for P-wave). We have in effect factored ou t the internal degrees of 
freedom from the Euler angles. Upon inserting this wavefunction into the Schrodinger 
ecjuation. we obtain a set of coupled differential equations for the internal coordinates 
which can. in principle, be solved.
When we consider the helium atom in D-dimensions we will have 2D degrees of 
freedom: they will consist of 2D —3 Euler angles and. again, three internal degrees of 
freedom. The three internal degrees of freedom define a plan and the D-diinensional 
Iielium atom  will again occupy a two-dimensional subspace of the D-dimensional 
world.
The wavefunction for 5-wave states of the helium atom  is independent of the 
Euler angles (see Eq. (1.22)) and thus has the same form in the lab frame as in the 
body franu'. The wavefunction for any sta te  for which L ^  0 will depend in some 
way on the Euler angles. To transform from the lab frame to  the body frame we use 
generalized Wigner rotation matrices which will depend on the 2D — 3 Euler angles 
and are D-dimensional. Thus, the dimension of the rotation matrices grows as D 
increases and so do the number of coupled differential equations. When we consider 
the limit D ^  3 C. as is required by dimensional perturbation theory, we would expect 
tin' dimension of the matrices to also go to infinity. This will lead to an intractable 
set of differential equations, making the solution of the perturbation equations nearly 
impossible. We will return to the problem of £  7  ^ 0 later, bu t first we need to  review 
the technicpies employed for 5 - wave states.
1.6.2 O u tlin e o f d im en sion a l sca lin g  and D P T
The general procedures for dimensional scaling and dimensional perturbation theory 
are as follows:[2. 3. 4. 5. 39. 40. 9, 41, 42. 43]
' I
1. Derive an expansion for the wavefunction as a product of two functions, one 
l)eing a known function of the generalized Euler angles and  internal coordinates 
and the other being a function only of the internal coordinates. For S'" s ta tes 
the full wavefunction is already factored: it is already a function only of the 
internal coordinates and does not depend on the Euler angles. For higher 
angidar momentum states we will use the generalized Schwartz expansion to 
achieve this factorization.
2. Insert the factored wavefunction into the Schrodinger equation and derive a 
differential equation, depending only on the internal coordinates, allowing con­
tinuation in D.
.‘3. Incorporate a factor of the square root of the .Jacobian into the wavefunction. 
This eliminates some first order derivatives and introduces new terms into the 
effective potential allowing there to be a lower bound to the effective potential 
as D  —T 3c.
4. Re-scale the radial coordinates r, and  energy E  so they remain finite as D oc.
where
5. .At this point, as D  oc. the derivative terms vanish and the effective potential 
ajiproaches a minimum. The large D  limit is thus an "electrostatic" pioldem 
with the electrons frozen into a rigid configuration, called the Lewis structure. 
at the minimum of the effective potential defined by r, =  r,„ and 6 =
The minimum of the effective potential gives the zeroth order energ}-. 5 ^  =  
1 0 f f ( C / « - i u  our perturbation expansion.
2 8
6 . To calculate higher order corrections to the energ}- and wavefunction we allow 
for movement about the D  oc Lewis structure  equilibrium positions. To do 
so we introduce displacement coordinates x i ,  xo. and y  through
. 1  I \ / 2: r,n -r S^Xi and 6 =  ^ -----y. (1.27)
r,n
and symmetry coordinates x  and f/i through
X =  (x[ -r x-y) and (/i =  —7= (.cj — x-,) . (1.28)
\ / 2  \ / 2
W’e then expand the Hamiltonian, wavefunction. and energy as power series in
OC OC
H ' = ^  diH'j, (D =  ^  (1.29)
j = 0  p —O
and
OC
^  =  1 e f r ( . r „ , , 0 m )  +  à  ^  S-^s -y j■ ( 1 . 3 0 )
J = 0
Finally, we plug these expansions into the Schrodinger equation and equate 
powers of to obtain a set of coupled differential equations in { y i . x . y } .
7. The first order energ}' correction co is given by the 6 order equation
ff'y^o —
The Hamiltonian. H ! y .  becomes a three dimensional simple harmonic oscillator 
Hamiltonian if we transform to normal coordinates qi = ^ ( % |  — j,-j). %
i ( j  [ - r  x->). and </3 ~  y. Thus r/i corresponds to an antisymmetric stretch 
mode while q-y and q-.\ correspond approximately to the symmetric stretch and 
Ijending vibration modes respectively. These small oscillations about the Lewis 
structure are called Lanymuir vibrations.
The zeroth order wavefunction ‘Lq is then a product of three simple harmonic 
oscillator wavefunctions, while the energ}' correction, c», is a sum of three simple
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harmonie oscillator energies. VVe call £o the “harmonic order" correction to the 
energy and H'o the harmonic order Hamiltonian.
8 . Finally, once the zeroth and first order energies and the zeroth order wavefunc­
tion are found one may solve the coupled differential equations developed in 
step 6  by a number of different methods. We will limit our discussion to the 
matrix method which is currently the method of choice for multiple degrees of 
freedom [8 ].
The above steps will first be demonstrated for 5-wave states and then for higher 
angular momentum states in the next chapter.
1.6.3 5 -wave sta tes  and th e  ex ten sion  to  D  d im en sion s
We will discuss the 5 - wave perturbation expansion in detail because many of the 
(‘cjuatioiis we will arrive at will be identical to equations used in the perturbation 
expansion for higher angular momentum states. Beginning with Step 1 we simply do 
iiotliing since the 5-wave wavefunction is a function of the internal coordinates only. 
We then proceed to Step 2 and derive a differential equation in terms of the internal 
coordinates allowing continuation in D.  We do this by writing the Hamiltonian in 
D-dimensions by starting with a D-dimensional Laplacian in Cartesian coordinates. 
Xu (/>■ =  1 . 2 ......... D).
and defining the radial coordinate r as
E 4
.A:=l
In polar coordinates there are one radial coordinate and D — 1  angles denoted by V.p-i 
and the Cartesian coordinates, xu. are defined by xu =  r fu iQ o- i ) -  The fu  consist of 
cosines and sines of the angles . . . .  ^ d - i-  In two dimensions there is one radial
coordinate, r. and one angle. Ox. We then have Xy =  r cos Ox and x-, =  r  sin 6 %^. with
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0 <  <  2". In three dimensions we have the usual spherical polar coordinates r.
B\ =  o.  and O-i =  Q. We can then write xi =  r  cos^i s in ^3 . x> =  r s in ^ is in ^ o -  ^ 3  =  
r  cos 0 2  with 0 < 0 2  ^  And in four dimensions we have xi =  r  cos 0 1  sin 0 2  sin 0 3 . 
X - ,  =  r sin 0 1  sin 0 2  sin 0 3 , X3  =  rcos 0 2  sin 0 3 . x., =  r cos 0 3  with 0 <  0 3  <  - .  The 
extension t(j D-dimensions is straight forward. The Laplacian in polar coordinates 
heeonies
where is a generalized orbital angular momentum operator and a function of
the D  — 1  angles. As discussed by Herschbach [44], can be w ritten  in terms of
a secpience of generalized orbital angular m om entum  operators of lower dimension:
L\  = a-'
dQ\
, 2  1  9 d  \  L'i
~ sin 0 2  502 \  ^ " 502 /  sin- 0 2
etc.. or in general
sin*’ ‘ 0 fc 50/t V 50t /  sin- 0 ^
with k  =  2. 3  D — 1 and 0 < 0jt <  rr.
For 5-states  the wavefunction depends only on the internal coordinates ( r i .  r-,. 
/ 1 2 }. or { / 1 . / 2 - 0}. where 0 is the angle between T| and ro. In atom ic units the 
•Schrodinger equation is written as
. 9 )
The sum of the two D-dimensional Laplaeians was worked out by Hill [45] and is
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^D - 1  (If'pt'iids on ZP — 1  angles of which all are separable (do not appear in the 
potential 1 )  except the angle 0. Thus. will be a constant of the motion and so
we write
r '2 _^ D - i  — sin ~ 9 do \  09 J  sin~ 9
with being replaced by its eigenvalue L{L + D  — 3) which is zero for 5-states.
This completes s tep  2.
The next step is to incorporate a scjuare root of the Jacobian
J d =  s in ^“  ^9
into the wavefunction. which allows us to write
( T  +  r  +  1 ') (h =  E<I>
with derivatives appearing only in
while dimensional dependence appears only in the centrifugal term
( e - 2 ) ( 0 - 4 )
sin" 9
Wo also have
1 ' = --------------- 1- A -f- r.) — 2 / t r ,  cos 0'\ .
ri r-2 '
where we have introduced A =  l / Z  and = ( r f "  4- r . J " ) / 2 .  In addition, the en­
ergy units of E  are atomic units divided hy Z~ and distance units are atomic units 
multiplied hy Z.
Notice that the centrifugal term. L. becomes infinite as D —>• oc. We proceed with 
Step 4 to remedy this by introducing a suitable scaling of the distance units. If we
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Ipt /•, =  with 6 =  1 /D .  and let È  =  D ^E  then we have the dimensional scaled 
Schrodinger ecjuation
(1.32)
when*
^ ' 4
(I -  2())(1 -4rt)
sirr 6
lu rlie kinetic term of Eq. (1.32) we see that the dimension D  appears &is an effective 
mass.
In the limit D —> oc the electrons become infinitely heavy and stationary at the 
minimum of the effective potential
Ufr(/'irr2,(9) =  (ri. r-i) +  V  [ri.r-i-d) .
4sin‘ 8
Continuing with Step 5. the dimensional scaled Schrodinger equation becomes, as 
D —> oc.
U f f  ( r i .  r - i - l ? )  <I> =  c o c < h .
wticrc is the euergv" at the minimum of the effective potential. This then provides 
a zeroth order perturbation theory for the D-dimensional helium attnu. To stdve for 
we need to specify which minimum of the effective potential we wish to expand 
aljoiit. We choose a symmetric minimum where Ci =  r-> =  r„, and 0 =  We then 
find
--
J'rn —
COS 9,n = — 2A
J (1 + Cm) ' .
- A  1/2
— f off ( Cfn • J rn- ^ rn) — 1(1 + Cm)(1 — Crn) :i..33)
with A =  \/2A/16. This symmetric minimum exists for Z  >  Zq 1.2279. For smaller 
values of Z  the atom ionizes as D  —> oc. Therefore, to studv H " one could introduce
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a D  dependence into tlie nuclear charge in sucli a way that Z  =  1 when D =  3 [46]. 
Tlie geometry of the helium atom at £> —> cxd is called the Lewis structure. For Z  =  2 
we find that ~  95.3° and =  —2.737769133.
The choice of the point of the effective potential to expand about is not arbitrary. 
The only requirement is tha t  it be a s tationary point so that the first order correction 
to the energ}' comes from harmonic oscillations about the expansion point. We chose 
to expand about a symmetric minimum in the hopes that our results would better 
descril)e doubly excited states. Our zeroth order helium atom has its two electrons 
at ecptal distances from the nucleus unlike a singly excited sta te  where, on average, 
(jiie electron is further from the nucleus. In other words, the choice of expansion 
points depends on the physical properties of the system you are trying to model. 
.-Viiother possible expansion point might be a saddle point. Expansion about saddle 
points would result in complex energ}' coefficients, allowing one to calcidate resonance 
positions and widths. Otir symmetric minimum gives real energy coefficients not 
enabling us to calculate resonance widths.
.\('Xt. to determine the first order correction to the energy, cq. we proceed to Step 
6  and introduce dimensional scaled displacement coordinates x j. ./:■>. and ij and sym- 
iiK'trv coordinates .r and qy. which represent symmetric and antisymmetric stretches 
respectively. Substituting these coordinates into Eq. (1.32) gives a  Hamiltonian that 
can lie expanded in powers of
1 I A
t'l yjr'j 4- r -2 — 2 7~i r -2 cos 0
.After expanding the Hamiltonian in powers of we find that the zeroth order term 
is simply the energ}' at the minimum of the effective potential, coc =  f'm- (Kn)-
The first order term, of order is zero since it is the first derivative of the effective
potential evaluated at r,„ and which define a minimum. The A-order term is the
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first torni to contain derivatives and. for reasons tha t  will become apparent later, we 
call it the harmonic order Hamiltonian, HÔ. It is given by
2 „ 2 3
where
I t  =
V  =
IL' =
3
8 r m •‘’7h
A
1
9r3m
1
fm •'’m [ 2  ( 1  — Cm)]
+
1 / 2
3 / 2
and
- 1  --
[2 ( 1  -Cm)]
A ( 1  +  Cm )
2  [2 ( 1  -  Cm)]:
3 / 2
where .s,„ =  sin 0 ,„ and =  tan  Or
(1.34)
(1..3.5)
(1.36)
(1-37)
(1.38)
We can separate the coordinates x  and tj in Eq. (1.34) by transforming to normal 
coordinates. This is accomplished by setting
u X- +  w y-  +  V x y  =  r/.j 4- %.
or in matrix notation
( .r // )
2 </ V
c 'he
X
!J
~  (  72 73 )
;.7 0 72
73
W'e then diagonalize the matrix on the left obtaining the eigenvalues
;-2 =  (u 4- w) — \ /{ ic  — u)'- 4- 4 c - (1.39)
and
=  (u 4- tc) 4- \ / [ w  — il)'- 4- 4c-. (1.40)
3.5
and tho oigonfunccions
({■> =  - x s in  X +  y cos \  and % = xcos \  +  y sin Xr (1.41)
where \  is given by
(a- -  a) 
tan X = ----------- sc (1.42)
\  is approximately 90 degrees, so from equations (1.27). (1.28) and (1.41) we see 
th a t  fji corresponds to the antisymmetric stretch mode while q-,- and % correspond 
approximately to the symmetric stretch and bending vibration modes respectively. 
Finally, the ô-order Hamiltonian becomes
1 f  0'~ d- &- \  1 1 1 .3 / T , V
and the first order energy correction is simply a sum of three one-dimensional simple 
harmonic oscillator energies plus a constant
- 0  =  4- 2 )  +  ^ ' 2  4- (jio 4- 2 )  “  . , , . 2  ^.2 ■ (^ 44)
while the zeroth order wavefunction is a product of three one-dimensional simple 
harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions
^ 0  =  lin, (^ ’-^“<7 2 ) hn, ■ (145)
This completes Step 7.
T(j complete Step 8 we reconsider the Schrodinger equation after transforming to 
normal coordinates.
//'<!) (f/i, r/2 : r/3 ) =  (f/i. <7-2- f/.d T
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with
H  -  , ) ( ^ - - ( ^ c o s - , ; g ^ - 2 s m x c o s X 3 ; p ^ + s . n - V g g  +  g ^ j
- G -  ( „ . , 2 .?:,) " f  (cos^ x ^  +  2 sin X c o s + sin’ x ^ )  )
4 V sin- e
1 _ 1 ^  A
/'i /■••_, ' r i 2 (1.46)
where
— (f/lr f/2- <7.3 ) — • (1-47)
aiul
/ ' l  =  / ’m  4 -  o ' A  ( g g  COS X  -  f/2 Sin \  +  C/i ) .
h  =  r ,„  4 - 0 ' / ^ A  (Ç3  c o s  % -  q o  s i n  X  -  <7i ) •
■J \ A
0  =  0 „ ,  +  0 ^ / -  —  ( q -2 c o s  X  +  9 3  s i n  x )  •
^  rn
ri-, =  [r7 +  7 .f -2 r i r ,c o s0 j^ ^ ~ .  (1 .4 8 )
Expanding G~  and the various potential terms as power series in <)*'■ gives us a 
kinetic term
6 (  d '^  d '~ d -
^ -  - 2 ( #  +  â g  +  %
OC ( j - 2 ) / 2  j - 2 - 2 f c
+  E o ' " - ’ E  E
j=3 t = 0  1=0
(  y 0 ’ d -  ., d -
X COS- XTTT +  2 sin \  cos \  tt— -^-----1- sin- ) . (1.49)
V d<l2 dqidq-.^ df/ 3
and the effective potential term
c  =  Ê - ' " "  E  E  <if iy 4 ' " “' '
j=0 k=0 1=0
oc 0-2)/2 j~2-2k
j = 2  fc=0 / = 0
oc 0 ~ * ) / 2  j — I —2A:
+ ! ]< * " "  22 Z  (1.50)
j = 4  fc=0 / = 0
which are eombiiiod to give the Hamiltonian
CC
H  where. H j = T j - r U j .  (1.31)
j = 0
.\ext. we expand the wavefunction and energ}' as power series in
OC OC
(I> iqi.q-i. f/3) =  ^  P/-, and È  =  1 éfrC^ mr dm) +  à ^  c o j f ) (1.32)
p = 0  J = 0
wliere 1 (.ff(r,„. / m.0„,) is the value of the minimum of the effective potential, as D 
3C. such that C| = r, =  r,„. and 6 = dm-
Substituting these expansions into the Schrodinger equation gives
OC
Y .  '  Y  = Y  l'crr(r,n. dm) + - (1.53)
J = 0  p = 0  P—O V J = 0  J
The h" term gives =  léff(rrn- /',». ^m)‘I*o which simply says that H'q =
1 ).tf(r,„. fl,„). which is the energ}' at the minimum of the effective potential: in other
words, it is the energ}' as D —> cx: of the D-dimensional helium atom. The term 
gives (//(,‘hi +  //[(ho) =  12ff(^mr Tm- dm)^I  hut H\  coutains only effective potential 
terms and is the derivative of the effective potential evaluated at its minimum. Thus. 
H\ = 0. and we are left with =  lcfr(^’r«r 6>„,)<hi which gives us no new
information. Since =  \ ‘efr(/'m. fm- dm) and H[ =  0. Eq. (1.53) can now be written 
as
Y  Y  = ^ Y  Y  “ (1.34)
j = 2  p  — O p = 0  J = 0
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wit II S-2 J- 1  =  0. After a  change of variables and some rearranging we can write
= 0 .
p = 0  1 = 0
where H[ = This then leads us to an infinite set of coupled inhomogeneous
differential eqtiations
p
=  0 p =  0 .1 .2 ----- (1-55)
1=0
The method we used to  solve these equations is called the m atrix  method and will 
be discussed later. For p = 0 Eq. (1.55) gives the zeroth order Schrodinger equation. 
//()T() =  ‘hoco- Identifying Ho with H', we find, as in Eq. (1.43)
LT _  I f  d'~ d ‘^ &- \  1 1 1 -, V 3
This zeroth order Schrodinger equation is clearly a three dimensional harmonic os­
cillator equation and thus the energ}' and wavefunction are given by Eqs. (1.44) and 
(1.45). The //;, in Eq. (1.45) are the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions
A-Cr) =  • (1-36)
The are the Hermite polynomials of degree u. The normalization of the li„ has 
iieen chosen such that
/ / / dqidq-idq,, = \.
• / —oc • / — 'X.  V  — X
The zeroth order wavefunction. Eq. (1.45). describes harmonic oscillations about 
th(' D  —> oc limit of the helium atom. Thus we refer to {//„. u.,./to} as the large 
dimension cpiantuni numbers and we refer to Ho as the harmonic order, rather than 
zeroth order. Hamiltonian. The large dimension states are designated by the ket
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and they evolve into known states of the helium atom as higher order 
terms are included in the Hamiltonian and as D —> 3.
1.6 .4  Large order q u an tu m  num bers
The large dimension limit provides a set of approximate quantum  numbers, {ua- n.s- 
rio}. to label states when D  =  3. We  would like to relate these qtiantum numbers to 
ciuantum numbers used in the literature to describe D =  3 states of the helium atom. 
Several examples have been discussed so far. There is the set {n. rix- n,,. ni} used 
in the  molecular adiabatic approach, the set {K, T.  .4} used in the hypersplierical 
adiabatic approach, and the set {.V. / y  ti, /„} used in the independent particle 
approach.
Looser and Herschbach [47] have demonstrated how the large dimension quantum  
numbers can be related to single particle quantum numbers in the limit Z  ^  oc. 
They found that states in the large dimension limit (harmonic states) can be written 
as liiK'ar combinations of singly and doubly excited independent particle states. It 
was not clear which state the large dimension state becomes as D  is decreased to
3. Some insight can be gained by noting th a t  classically, the potential ridge riding
symmetric stretch states, states with large electron density for r, =  r-> for large D.  
tend to become unstable as D —> 3 due to strong interactions at the triple collision 
point. These states tend to "fall ofT' of the potential ridge and become states with 
uneciual excitation when D =  3. From this analysis one finds a relationship between 
the large dimension and single particle quantum  numbers
A' =  [ n „ / 2 j + n o  +  l (1.57)
n =  N  +  «S +  (n„ — 2  l_n„/2 j) ,  (1.58)
where [.rj denotes the integer part of x. The quantum numbers and n, describe 
radial excitation while no describes angular excitation, which leads to the correspon­
dence for L = Q states
= no (1-59)
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and tlie spin is given by
5  =  l - ( - l ) " “. (1.60)
Thus, singly excited states (A' =  1) have uq =  0 and Ua < 2  so that |0n,,0) corresponds 
to I.s/).s ‘5 ’’ with n = n, +  1 , and | l n , 0 ) corresponds to Isn.s with n = -r 2 .
.As an example, Loeser and Herschbach suggested tha t  the state |020) corresponds 
to a linear combination of D =  3 states such as l.s3.s 5^*^  and 2 .9  ^ ^5®. W ith the 
quantum number correspondences listed above this sta te  should become the 1 .9 3 . 9  
‘.S' state at D  =  3. agreeing with the classical argument tha t the symmetric stretch 
states should fall off of the potential ridge as D —>■ 3 becoming states with unequal 
excitation between the two electrons.
Correspondences between the large dimension and the (A . T}  quantum numbers 
have also been discussed. The T  quantum number is the projection of the total 
orbital aiigidar momentum onto an axis parallel to the interelectron axis. Thus for 
L = {) states we must have T  =  0. The K  quantum number is related to excitation 
in the vibrational mode with the relationship [48]
A' =  X  - 2 n o - \ - T
=  \j^a/2\ — no for A =  0 . (1.61)
The correspondences for states with L ^  0 have not been completely worked out yet.
1.6.5 In terd im ensional D egeneracies
The existence of states in one particular dimension being degenerate with different 
states in a different dimension was first discussed by Herrick and Stillinger in 197-5 
[49. 50]. Using the results of Breit [7] and Schwartz [6 ] they started by writing a 
P' st;ite in terms of an state. Breit and Schwartz found that P'' states could be 
written as
»Ir =  P y ( n . r 2 . 0 )
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with
P  = yo -  xo Ui,
wlu'rc ./• aiifl y  are two Cartesian coordinates of a space-fixed frame and the subscripts 
distin<>nish the coordinates of the two electrons. The function \  is a function only 
of the internal coordinates and so must be an S*" state. Herrick and Stillinger then 
evaliiared the com m utator - I - P] where is the D  -dimensional Laplacian 
for electron /. They obtained
“  9 -^ 0  ^ +  C -  P \  =  P  ^ - - A ‘o L  -   ^ X-
Thus if P \  is an eigenstate of the D-dimensional Schrodinger equation with eigenvalue 
E  then V is an eigenstate of the {D 4- 2)-dimensional Schrodinger equation with the 
same eigenvalue E.  In other words, \ .  an 5*^  state, evaluated at D =  5 has the 
same energy as P \ .  a P^ state, at D  =  3. In addition, since P  is antisymmetric 
with respect to electron interchange then P \  and \  have opposite spin. Thus, for 
every ' \S'' s ta te  at D  = ô there is a •^•'P'’ s ta te  at D =  3 w ith the same energ}'. 
These exact degeneracies are called interdimensional degeneracies. Similar exact 
degeneracies exist between ' ' P° states at D =  -5 and  ^ ' D" s ta tes  at D  =  3.
At  D =  -9 the lowest 5*^  ^ state is the ground s ta te  with an energy of —0.71a.u.[39. 
40. 9] This s ta te  is degenerate with the lowest P*^  state at D =  3. The D =  .5 fir.st 
ionizarion threshold is given by the energ}' of the He* ground s ta te  at D = -3. The 
energies of tlie He* atom  are given by
P//f+ =  —2(-V +  A)*'^ in a.u.
where A =  ^(D  — 3) and N  is the principal ciuantum number of the remaining 
electron. Thus the first ionization threshold at D =  .5 is at —0.-5 a.u.. which is 
degenerate with the second ionization threshold at D  =  3. and the first ionization 
threshold at D =  3 is at —2.0 a.u. Thus, at D  =  3. all singly excited states lie below 
—2.0 a.u. .so the P^ s ta te  a t  —0.71 a.u. [D = 3) must be a doubly excited state.
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Iiiclpecl. there can be no singly excited states. More importantly, the state at 
D  = 3 is a bound state, since there are no lower states for it to autoionize to. and 
it is degenerate with a D =  3, 5*^  bound state.
.A.r D = ~) the lowest P° state lies a t  about —0.-36 a.u.. which is a singly excited 
i)ouncl state. This s ta te  is degenerate with a D° state at D  =  3 which is doubly 
excited (its energy is between the first and  second ionization thresholds at D =  3). as 
well as bound, since there are no D° s ta tes  below the D =  3 first ionization threshold 
for it to decay to.
To suiniiiarize. all S'' (P") states at D = ô are degenerate with douijly excited 
P ' (D") states a t  D  =  3 and if the 5’^’ (P") state at D =  3 is a  bound state so too 
will the P ' (D")  s ta te  at D  =  3 be a bound state. .Also, for D =  3 all states above 
—0.3 a.u. are autoiouiziiig resonances and can decay into the continuum. These 
states are degenerate with states at D  = 3 tha t are also autoionizing. Thus, bound 
states are degenerate with bound states and autoionizing states are degenerate with 
autoionizing states.
Taking advantage of these interdimensional degeneracies allows one to write code 
to find the energies of two states at D  = 3 by calculating an (uiergy series for one 
state*. For example a single series can then be summed at D  =  3 to obtain a P" 
eu(*rgy or it can be summed at D = ô to obtain a D  = 3 D° energ}'. This is exactly 
what luis lieen done to obtain D = 3 P^  states and this is what we will do to obtain 
D  =  3 D"  states in Chapter 4.
1.6 .6  Fermi R eson an ces
Recall the harmonic order energy
.As can be seen from Eqs. (1.33)-(1.40), jJi , ujo: and are functions of A. In Fig. 
( 1 .6 .6 ) we plot the versus A. First notice tha t  uiy, the antisym m etric stretch 
frequency, is zero a t  Aq =  0.8143894 corresponding to Z q = 1.227914. .As discussed
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on page* 33. when Z  < Zq the two electron atom ionizes so tha t  we must include some 
() dependence into the nuclear charge in order to study the H“ ion.
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Figure 1.3: jJ\,. uJo- and u.'.-; as functions of A.
Since the harmonic frequencies are functions of A we can look for values of A 
where ratios of different frequencies are rational numbers. For example, when A =  
A" s  0.G369 we find = 2. For this value of A we find that the states |010)
and 1200) are degenerate at harmonic order. These degeneracies, which arise from 
the hariiHJiiic frequencies being commensurate, are called Fermi resonances. In Fig. 
(l.G.G) we plot the harmonic order energ}' verses A for several states.
We can consider the energ}' function of the states of helium as being a function of 
both A and S. When A =  A*, zeroth order perturbation theory gives energy functions 
of tin* lOlO) and |200) states tha t  are degenerate. It is a general result of perturbative 
eigenvalue problems that when two eigenvalues are degenerate at zeroth order in 6 
I heir eigenvalues as a function of the perturbation parameter 6 will share a square- 
i(j(jt branch point at () =  0. .As A moves away from A’ the zeroth order energies are
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Figure 1.4: Harmonic order energies as functions of A. The order of the states from 
lowest to higliest is jOOO). |100). |0I0). |200). |110). etc. Notice the degeneracy at 
A =  0.G369 for the |010) and |200) states.
no longer degenerate and the branch point moves away from the origin usually tis a 
pair of complex conjugate branch points.
simple example should clarify this. Bender and Orszag [51] consider the "sim- 
pli'st eigt'uvahie problem of all." Consider the two real 2  x  2 matrices
.4 =
a 0  
0  b
and B  =
If we wantf'd to find the eigenvalues of the sum of these two matrices we could 
multiply D by the parameter 6 and express the two eigenvalues as power series in 
d. One power series will have a zeroth order coefficient equal to o, and the other 
will have a zeroth order coefficient equal to b. We would then find the eigenvalues of 
.4 -r SB  using perturbation theory.
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This problem can also be solved exactly by diagonalizing the m atrix  A  +  SB.  i.e. 
by solving A 4-  6B — I s  = 0 where I  is the 2 x 2  unit matrix. We find
=  [(a — b + 6 X — Ô y ) ~  +  4S~z^^
These eigenvalues are functions of 6 and are analytic except where the term in the 
square' roor is zero. Thus the functions £±{d) have a pair of complex conjugate branch 
points at
^ jn -  6 )(/y -  X ±  2i z)
The radius of convergence of is equal to .
The two eigenvalue functions c+ and c_ are analytic continuations of each other. 
.Analytically continuing around either branch point changes the sign of the square root 
term in the eigenvalue function and hence the two eigenvalues exchange character. 
This is called a level crossing. The two single valued eigenvalue functions and 
£■_ can be considered to form a single two-valued function £•(5) which is defined on a 
two sheeted Riernann surface. On one surface while on the other surface
£(r)) = £ _ .
Xow consider the zeroth order eigenvalues a and b to be functions of some other 
parameter A. If for some A =  A*. a(A*) =  h(A’ ) =  c then the radius of convergence 
will go to zero as A —> A" and the branch points will coalesce a t  the origin. This 
example illustrates what has been found for the helium atom for S  states [9] as well 
as for P" states as we will see in Chapter 4. .Also, for an enlightening discussing on 
Itranch points and the Barbanis Hamiltonian see Ref. [52].
The zeroth order eigenvalues corresponding to a and 6  are the harmonic order 
coefficients which are functions of A =  1 /Z .  When A =  A* two or more states 
have degenerate zeroth order energies and hence share a square root branch point 
at the origin. .As A moves from A* to A =  1/2 these branch points move away from 
th(' origin possilily increasing the radius of convergence. .As the energy function of 
t liese connected states are analytically continued beyond the radius of convergence 
(i.e. summed at point 6 =  1/3  perhaps, corresponding to D  = 3) the characters of
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the states are exchanged. This exchange is also seen by the presence of an avoided 
crossing between the two states.
For example ratio and root tests for the energ}' series for the |010) and |200) states 
show a radius of convergence of 6^ ~  0.0118. Furthermore, quadratic  Fade analysis 
(able to model the singularity structure of the energ}' series including branch points) 
suggests a square root branch point at =  —0.011386007 shared by both energ}' 
series. This branch point is thought to arise from the ujojuji =  2 Fermi resonance 
which occurs at A =  A* =  0.6369. Thus, the energ}' functions for these two states 
could be modeled in the form
■£'oio(^) — / ( d )  -F <7(d) \ / d  —
and
^ 2 0 o ( d )  —  / ( d )  —  g ( d )  \ / d  — d g .
Each energy is thus considered to be a separate branch of a two-valued function. 
W hen these two energ}' series are added term by term and then analyzed using 
(quadratic Fade appro.xirnants the branch point is no longer present. The states have 
a certain character for large D  but as D  is decreased to D =  3 the s ta tes  are seen to 
exchange character due to the above mentioned shared branch point. Analysis of the 
wavefunction at large and small D  also show this exchange of character.
Looking again at Fig. 1.6.6 we see tha t  for higher lying sta tes the number of 
Fermi Resonances increases rapidly. Thus we would expect higher lying states to 
have many square root branch points in their energ}' functions and thus exchange 
character several times as we go from large D. to D = 3. The increasing number of 
branch points also makes summation of the energ}' series more difficult. To accurately 
sum these series we must somehow remove or account for these branch points. We 
will see in Chapter 4 th a t  this behavior exists for higher angular m om entum  states 
as well and can actually be more complex.
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Chapter 2
The D-Dim ensional Helium Atom  For L ^ 0.
2.1 Introduction
The' (lorivatiuii of tractable perturbation equations requires an expansion of the wave- 
functiou in which the rotational degrees of freedom, which multiply with increasing 
D.  are isolated within known basis functions so that perturbation equations purely in 
terms of internal coordinates ma\' be derived for the unknown expansion coefficients. 
For S-wave states  this is fairly simple [39, 40. 9]. thus to date  D P T  studies have 
focused for the most part on states and their interdimensionally degenerate P'- 
counterparts (see Sec. 1.6.5).
During the past five years Dunn and Watson have published a series of four [>a- 
pcrs [2. 3. 4. 5j. which detail the extension of the D PT formalism to higher angular 
momentum states for multi-electron atoms. This work completes and generalizes 
earlier work by Schwartz [6 . 53] and others [7] who worked solely in 3 dimensions. 
References [2. 3] describe, in detail, the derivation of a finite expansion for the D- 
dimensional. .V-electron wavefunction using D-dimensional rotational invariance im­
plemented through the group theoretic method of irreducible tensors. The resulting 
wavefunction expansion leaves the expansion coefficients dependent only on a finite 
number of internal coordinates. In Ref. [4j. application of the Hamiltonian to this 
wa\('function expansion for the atomic two-electron system results in a tractable set 
of differential equations which allow continuation in the dimension D.  i.e. allow 
a perturliation theory which uses D  as its parameter. These differential equations
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also clearly reveal the complete set of exact interdimensional degeneracies for the 
two-electron system generalizing the work of Herrick and Stillinger[49. 50]. Doren 
and Herschbach [41. 42. 43] and Goodson et. a i .[54] who identified a few particular 
interdimensional degeneracies. Finally, in Ref. [5], these differential equations are 
solved in the large dimension limit and a zeroth order solution is obtained about 
which a perturbation series can be developed. This enables the methods of DPT to 
be extended to all higher angular momentum states of two-electron systems. (For 
a different treatment of higher angular momentum D P T  as applied to molecules see 
reference [55]).
The goal of this dissertation is to present the first application of this extensive 
formalism. For our initial system we have chosen to study excited states of the helium 
atom. We begin in the next section by summarizing the results and procedures 
outlined in Refs. [4. 5]. We begin with a brief discussion of the generalized Schwartz 
expansion as applied to states with P°  symmetry. We then outline tiie procedures 
for dimensional scaling and dimensional perturbation theory for a rb itrary  angular 
momentum, deriving a set of perturbation equations as was done in Sec. 1.G.3 for S-  
states. .After having obtained a suitable zeroth order approximation we then outline, 
in Ch. 3. the procedure for solving the perturbation equations to any order. Finally, 
in Ch. 4. we present the results for various P" states and their interdimensionally 
degenerate £)" counterparts.
The results of this research serve to validate the  correctness of the formalism for 
rwo-cdec tron atomic states with arbitrary total orbital angular momentum developed 
ijy Dunn and Watson. We are now confident that the formalism should be correct for 
an arbitrary numijer of electrons as well. The formalism is now being used to study 
Bose-Einstein condensates and can. without too much effort, bo used to study  more 
complex systems such as many electron atoms.
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2.2 Two-Electron Ham iltonian And Large-D Limit
Tlio two-f'lectron Hamiltonian in Z)-dimensions for arbitrary' angular momentum is 
derived in Ref. [4] by specializing the wavefunction expansion of Refs. [2. 3] to a two- 
electron system. Reference [5] then discusses the large D  limit of the Hamiltonian. 
Here we present a summary of the results of Refs. [2. 3], specifically, we consider the 
generalized Schwartz expansion for the wavefunctions of P°  states, then we summarize 
the results of Refs. [4. 5] and discuss the application of the equations to the calculation 
of the states that arc the focus of this dissertation.
2.2.1 T h e  D -D im en sion al Schw artz E xp an sion
We begin by summarizing the generalized Schwartz expansion, the results of Refs. 
[2. 3]. specifically for P°  states. The D-dimensional Schwartz expansion for two 
electrons is given by Eq. ( 1 ) of Ref. [4]
'&}/,) (ri ,r . j)  =  (r i- rz )  (t'i. r .  rr ,)  (2 . 1 )
r  labels the irreducible representation of the D-dimensional orthogonal group 0 { D ) .  
the group of rotations and reflections in D-dimensions. (Recall tha t the Spherical 
Harmonics T/„, transform under irreducible representations of 0 (3 ) . )  We concern 
oursc'lves only with those irreducible representations that survive down to D =  3. 
These representations may be denoted by a \b u n g  diagram with y, boxes in the 
row. 1  <  / <  2 . and y.j is restricted to be 0  or 1 . Young diagrams determine a 
particular symmetry with respect to perm utation. E is then taken to be the partition 
r  =  In three dimensions the F =  [7 J  (y.  ^ =  0 ) states are the L = yy. -  =
( — 1)'- s ta tes  and the F =  [7 ,. 1 ] s tates are the L = yy, ~ = ( — states.  .Also 
/ =  '  1 -r- "•_> =  /H +  Pj- For example, the P°  states would have L = yi  = 1 and 
-  =  — 1 . This would imply that the P"  s tates would transform under the irreducible 
representation denoted by F =  [1 ], (i.e. yy =  1 , 7  ^ =  0 .) Similarly, D°  states would 
be represented b\’ F =  [2, 1].
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Xow consider the indices in Eq. (2.1) for P°  states. F irst of all. the set of indices
{/,} =  { / 1 . ' 2  it} becomes just one index, i. since t =  1  for the P° states. Thus
the wavefunction is a first rank tensor. This index i ranges from 1 to D. The sum over 
(s is a sum over s tandard  Young tableau of the group of permutations of t objects. 
St. Since / =  I. Si is just the identity and there is only one s tandard tableau, thus 
the sum over < gives ju s t  one term. Finally, the sum over /q  and results in just 
two terms since /q  +  /q  = t = I which gives (^i, /q) =  (1.0) or ( 0 . 1 ). Xow we can 
rewrite the Schwartz expansion as
(ri -r- i )  =  ( r i . r 2 ) / [ o ( ^ n r 2 - r i 2 )  +  ^y[,o.ut (t i - r-i) f o j  ( c i . / q . / q j ) .  (2.2)
with i =  1 . 2 . . . .  D.
W hat is i r ?  In general IF  is given by
( r i . r j )  =  ^  r  A / {w   ^  ^  ^ .{V,,}
ir ,  is a rank-/ homogeneous polynomial/tensor with each tensor index ranging from 
1 to D.  Since / =  1 . Il'i is a column of homogeneous polynomials. M  is a tensor with
the set of indices } = j i . J>  and {./„,} = J i . j 2  Jn-, with 1 <  j .  <  D.
Since //[ -r //j =  f is the number of indices on M . then M  is also a rank-/ tensor and. 
like i r .  the tensor indices of M  range from 1 to D. .Again, since / =  1 . M  is a column 
vector, like IF. In other words, when (//^. /q)  =  (1.0) we have =  j  and
} =  0 . similarly, when (;/ i , /q )  =  (0 . 1 ) we have } =  0  and {./,,,} =  j \  =  j- 
Finally, the operator D has t indices given by } and another t indices
given by {/,} and is thus a rank-2/ tensor. D  is simply a m atrix  when f =  1 .
Since the set of indices {./,.^} . {.7,.^} is really just one index when / =  1 . the 
multiple sum in Eq. (2.3) becomes just one sum and H'l becomes
( r , . r . )  (2.4)
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The operator ^ t u r n s  out to be the identity matrix and so \vc can write 
ô,j and Eq. (2.4) becomes
=  ( r u r , )
4 /  is defined as
wliere
(""'L - ( ' " 'L
The (y\)j are the Cartesian components of the D-dimensional position vector r, of 
the /'*' electron. When /q =  0. T" is the identity. When /q =  I. Tj =  (r,)^ . We can 
now write
i:i.o;j (**1 ^ 2 ) — (ri)j and II I-q i .j (ri,ro) — (ro)j-r
Sul)stituting into Eq. (2.2) we have
' 2^ (ri. fj)  =  (ri)^ / [ o  (ri.r-j.  rrj) 4- (rj)^ / [ ,  (ri.r-j. /qj) ■
We can write this wavefunction as a column
T ' ( r i . r j )  =
( r , ) .  ^ 
(ri).,
\  ( ' i ) d  j
f[o (ri. To, 7-12) +
 ^ (^2 ) 1  
(^2 ) 2
 ^(’’2 ) 0  )
/ I l  (ri. 7-2. 7-12) . (2-5)
or in Cartesian vector notation as
( r i T 2 ) =  r i / f 'o  ( r i , r 2 , r i 2 ) ±  r 2 / I i  (r^, ro^ryo)
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This last form is identical to tha t  derived by Schwartz in 1961 except for the  fact 
riiat the vectors r, contain D  components. Also, we have properly symmetrized the 
wavefunction with the 4- sign for the singlet state and the — sign for the triplet s tate.
If we define F\ =  ' 1 2 )- and -  /(xi(^i- ^2 - ^ 1 2 )- the wavefunction can
he written as
(fi-r-i)  =  Ti F i  ±  F2 i 2^ =  fiT i Fi ±  v r^-i F , .  (2 .6)
Or. if we define the following column vectors
F  =  and W  =
we can write the wavefunction as
=  [W ^ ]^ F ^ .  (2.7)
This is exactly the same form as Eq. (1.26) for the Schwartz expansion of the  P" 
wavefunction in three dimensions. Notice that is a known function of internal 
(■(jordinates and Euler angles while the function is a function of the internal 
coordinates only. Thus our goal of factoring the wavefunction as discussed above has 
been achieved and we now need to solve for F*^ . Even though we have summarized 
the generalized Schwartz expansion for P°  states. Eq. (2.7) is true for any s ta te  of 
any two electron atom. will always be a column vector but the number, and  the 
functional form of. the elements will vary. The function F ‘ will also be a  column 
vector for all states and will depend only on the internal coordinates.
We now will change notation slightly to make the angular momentum and parity  
((uantum numbers more explicit in our equations. Rather than writing we will 
write " and wherever else there appeared a E we will simply replace it with 
L.~ .  Now that we have succeeded in writing the wavefunction as a product of two 
functions, one of which depends only on the internal coordinates and the other is a 
known function of the Euler angles and internal coordinates, we proceed to step 2
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of th f  general D P T  procedures and derive a differential equation for the unknown 
functions F^ “ ,
2.2 .2  T h e Schrodinger E q u ation
The generalized Schwartz expansion of two electron atom s in D  dimensions was de­
veloped in Refs. [2. .3] and is given by
v k ' - ' C r i . r , )  =  [ W ^ - " ( r i . r , ) f  F ^ - " ( r i . r . , . n , ) .  (2.8)
as discussed al;o\ c. where L is the angular momentum and ~ is the parity.
[ W ^ ( r i .  r-j)] ^ is the transpose of the column vector (r,. r )^ of basis func­
tions and F^'" ( r , . r->. / 1 2 ) is the column vector of expansion coefficients. The scalar 
quantities / i and r> are the electron-nucleus distances while r i 2  is the inter-electron 
separation.
In Ref. [4] the wavefunction expansion of Eq. (2.8) is introduced into the Schrodinger 
equation
T —- V j  — - V . ] --------------- 1------ \  “ (ri, r?) — E  ' (ri. Tj) .
\  I r-2 1 \ 2  /
resulting in a  system of coupled differential equations [4]
(2.9)
Hjr.^F^-^ =  E F ^ - \  (2 . 1 0 )
where the matrix differential operator. • is
H£,.-(ri, r 2 . r i 2 ) =
1 d~ 1 d- d~ rf., + r'i -  r.j d~
2 d r f  2dr'j drf., SriTi-j dridri-,
r]^ + r't- rf' æ J _  , .
2T2T12 dr2dri2 r, rvi
(D — 1 + L + 1 2 )^3: 4" L i  d
2ri dri
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{D — \ -r L  7 2 )^3  ^ Lr d 
2r-2 dr-2
{D — 1 + L + "o}!-! -r Sx d 
2ri2 dri2
(2 . 11 )
wirli .r = L — and =  (^(n +  ( —1)^'^‘))~ which yields 7 -j =  0 for states with 
“  =  ( — 1 )^ ' and " 2  =  f for states with ~ =  ( —l)^ ‘^ ^[56j.
l_r is a (./; +  1) X (j* +  1) dimensional unit matrix and and are {x +  1) x 
(./• -r 1 ) dimensional matrices given by
Lx =
/
and
X t) 0 . . . 0 0
0 2 -  2 0 * • 0 0
0 0 X  — 4 0 0
0 0 0 - ( 2 :  -  2) 0
0 0 0 •  * 0
(  0 1 0 Ü 0 ^
X 0 2 0 0
r
0 u 2 0 X
\
( 2 . 1 2 )
\ 0 0
2 .2 .3  T he P auli P rin cip le
1 0
(2. 13)
The system we are modeling consists of two identical fermions. Therefore the com­
plete wavefunction must be totally  antisymmetric under interchange of the two elec­
trons. For a singlet state the spatial wavefunction m ust be symmetric while for the 
triplet state it must be antisymmetric. It has been shown that this antisymmetry is 
ensured when the column vector F^"" satisfies the following constraint (see reference
M )
0 0
( n , r 2 , r i 2 ) =  (r,,  n ,  r ,o) .S-7, i L , ~ (2.14)
whore 5  is the total spin and the {x + 1) x (x +  I) dimensional m atrix  N^, is
0 0 
0 0
0 I
1 0
\
0 1 
I 0
0 0 
0 0
(2.15)
2.2 .4  In terd im ension al D egeneracies
Ecjuatious (2.10). (2.11) and (2.14) show the complete spectrum of exact interdimen­
sional degeneracies between the tt =  ( — 1)^ and ~ =  ( —1 ) "^^^  states. The differential 
('([nations are invariant under the replacement
L +  7 -^ : 7T =  ( -1 )^ ;  (25 +  1) =  3.1: D  O  
I  -i- 7 2  +  2 : -  =  ( - 1 )^" ':  (25 +  1 ) =  1.3; D -  2 (2.16)
For instance, the ‘•‘P '’ states calculated at D =  5 give the  ^ 'D" sta tes  at D  =  3. 
Recall our discussion in Sec. 1.6.5.
2.2 .5  T he Large D im en sion  Limit
The goal in this section is to transform the Schrodinger equation to obtain an exact 
solution in the D —?■ oc limit. We begin by regularizing the large Z  limit with the 
transformation r, —> i \ / Z  and E  ^  Z~ E  and we define A =  l / Z .
Next we transform from the variables {r;. / ,2 } to {zq. r-j. d}. where 9 is the
angle subtended by the two electrons at the nucleus. This transformation eliminates 
tlu' derivative cross-terms in the Hamiltonian. _
Finally we rewrite Eq. (2.10) as
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( n .r o .  6)  0 ^  " ( n .  r,. G) =  E  (n .  ro. 6)L .r t (2.17)
with
H£, - (ri. r-2 . 6>) =  j ' H j i . - j  -, (2.18)
(2.19)
J  =  J  and
( 2 .20 )
whoro ,/ is tiio .lacobian. The matrix differential operator 'Hl .- becomes
( 2 .2 1 )
where r) = 1/{D -r L -h ~-,)-
Every term in Eq. (2.21) is a function of { r i .r? .^}  . The terms T. Ù. and 1 T^ r 
contain the matrices an d /o r  L ,  and hence are diagonal matrix operators. The 
term W is a tridiagonal m atrix  operator with zero diagonal. Furthermore, all the 
terms except \ '  are 6 dependent. The terms T and W are kinetic terms (i.e. contain 
derivatives) while \ ' is the Coulomb potential term and U is an additional "potential" 
term with factors of l / r f .  These terms are given by
T ( r i . r - 2 . 0 ) =
1 f  æ  d-
2  V ^rf ^  dr%
-G cot 0 —  Lx. 
00
— G
09-
(2 .22)
U (rj. r^ .É^ ) = - r r ( i - 2 d ) ( i - 4 r f )
A — ^ 0  '  V
+  6 - L. Q-
Di
I (ri .  r-2 - ^) = ---------------1- A [rf +  r.j — 2 r i r -2 cos d]
J_
r-y
W = jri.r-y) / _  1 1 - 2  
r , r 2 sin ^ \  0 0  2  tan 0
where
M_r (r[. r j)  = ''1 \  - c  (I Ir> /  V r > ,
0 o . 0 0 . . .  0
0 O Z L 0 . . .  0r |
0  ( x - D t :
~  r  _.
0
%
. . .  0
0 0 0 0
: :
0 0 0 0
r >
0
and
G-
2 .2 .6  L ew is S tru ctu re
(2.23)
(2.24)
(2.25)
(2.2G)
To consider the large dimension limit we scale the coordinates and energ}' as we did 
for S-wa\'e
r, =
and introduce these into Ecj. (2.17) to obtain
(2.27)
( r , . r 2 . 0 ) +  W (rT .72 .0 )}
+  Ù  (7,. r,. 0 ) +  r  ( r i . 7 2 , 0 ) i J  " T
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Notice tha t  as —>■ 0 {D —> oc) the derivative terms disappear and so the electrons 
arc s tationary at the minimum of the effective potential given by Vefr( ri,  r-y. 0) = 
Û q (  Cl- r-y. 0) +  1 '( f i.  r-y, 6)1j: where Uo( f ;,  f-y, 9). a multiple of the unit matrix, is 
the S —r 0  limit of Ù( r\. fy, 9). Explicitly, the D —)• oc potential is given by
/'[. r-j. 9) = T . ~    — +  A [rf +  r-T — 2 r \r-y cos#]4 sin" 9 vi ■ L I - J
- 1/ 2
r-y
\ \  c again choose to expand about a symmetric minimum where /'i = r_, =  r ^ .  and 
0 =  9,;,. This "frozen" structure is again called the Lewis sbucture.  Notice that this 
Lewis s tructure is independent of angular momentum, since the large D  potential 
only contains the matrix and not the matrices or whose elements change as 
angular momentum is changed. This is also evident since Veff( r , .  r-y- 9) is exactly the 
same as 5-wave large D  effective potential multiplied by the unit matrix Ix- Hence, 
the values of r,„ and are given by the same equations as in the 5-wave case
c„, =  cos#,n =  — 2A A (2.29)
and
^  T t l  -----
^  , - 2  , T V 2 A-- (1 +  c,„) . where A =  .
4 10
(2.30)
while : ^  is again given bv
^  ( 1 — Qri )
1
(2.31)
.Again note that the results of the large D  limit, equations (2.29) through (2.31 ) hold 
for any value of the total orbital angular momentum. Furthermore, the  term \ '. 
containing all of the electron correlation, has no overall factor of S and hence has a 
contribution a t zeroth order. In other words, electron correlation effects are incltided 
at the lowest order of D P T  unlike other perturbation methods which include electron 
correlation only at higher orders.
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2.2 .7  T h e Langm uir V ibrations
The iK'xt stop in developing a perturbation expansion of the Schrodinger equation 
is to allow for small oscillations, called Langmuir vibrations, about the Lewis struc­
ture positions. To investigate these oscillations and obtain a zeroth order solution 
to the wavefunction we introduce the dimensionally scaled displacement coordinates 
and // through the transformations given by Eq. (1.27). When the displace­
ment coordinates are substituted into the Hamiltonian we find that U  and \ ' remain 
unchanged, except that r, and 9 are functions of x,. y. and 6, but T and W change 
slightly due to the presence of derivative terms. The Hamiltonian becomes
H  =  d 'T  (x t.x j .  //) + d ' W  {x'l.x-,. y) -r Ù  ( x i . x>. y) +  1 ' (./’i . x-,. y) L
where
and
S W  ( x i . x ^ . y )  =  — r—^  à
V2 dy
riCjsinS \  \ f2  'ày 2  tan 6
Xow since r,. and 9 are functions of displacement coordinates and <) we can expand the 
Hamiltonian and wavefunction. ( r ,.  r->: 9), in powers of while Ë  is expressed 
as a power series in 6 as we did in the S-wave cause, see Ecjs. (1.30) and (1.29). 
The co('fficients of in these expansions are no longer simply functions of the
displacenu'nt coordinates but are matrices, in the case of the Hamiltonian, or column 
vectors, in the case of the wavefunction. Those expansions are then substitu ted  into 
E(j. ( 2.28) and by equating coefficients of <5*'^ " we obtain a set of equations for 5 , and
Th(' coefficients of 5° give the large D  energ}' s-x tts derived above but we get no 
information about ^o- The coefficient of in the Hamiltonian is zero since this
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c oefficient is the first derivative of the effective potential with respect to evaluated
at S ' -  = 0  which is at the minimum of the potential. Finally, the coefficient of S.
i.e. second order in gives us a coupled differential equation for Sq and ^o-
Specifically
H j //) " ( jq . X-,. y) =  T-j {x^. x-,. y) -r U-j (%i. .'/) +   ^2  ( j ' l • ^ 2 - !j) L
-fW j (.ri. .r2 . y) # 0 J'2 - y) = ^ 0  ^ 0 -fi- y) -L.z (2.32)
where Tv. U j  and ivlj- are diagonal (they are simply' scalar functions of (j-[. .r-j.//} 
multiplied by the unit m atrix I^ .) and W-> multiplies the non-diagonal m atrix  S^ , and 
is independent of the displacement coordinates. T he term Wv thus serves to couple 
the (.;• -f- 1 ) differential ecjuatious in Eq. (2.32).
E(|uation (2.32) is invariant under the substitu tion Xi •«-> .r> so if we transform 
to symmetry coordinates using Eq. (1.28) the variable cji separates from the other 
\ariables and we are left with x  and y  still coupled. T he ci order Schrodinger ecjuation
becomc'S
where
H -2 ( c/ i .  X .  y) # 0  " (c/i..r. y) =  (<7i- !j) ■L.— (2.33)
H -2 (f/i. ./•. y) = 1 d-
2  \ d q l  dx-  dy-  
S .
-t- a xr  -f c x y  -r tc y~
r ' ‘" ‘ -  w x i Ix — rrt'^ Tn*- T.
(2.34)
and II. r. ir and x j  arc the same functions given by Eqs. (1.35) and (1.38).
We can then separate x  and y by^  transforming to normal coordinates using the 
transformation of Ecj. (1.41) where \  is again given by Eq. (1.42). % is approxi­
mately 90 clegrec^s so from Ecjs. (1.27), (1.28) and (1.41) we see th a t  c/i corresponds
Cl
to tlio iiiitisyinmetric stretch mode while Ç)- a-nci q-3 correspond approximately to the 
symmetric s tre tch  and bending vibration modes respectively.
.A.t this point the full Hamiltonian is given by
H =  d- f  + (J w  Ù  -r ri^
w lie re
Ô - T  =  <5 +  sin“ y
agf
a:' . .. a:'- G  {(ji. f/2 . gi)  ^cos- +  2 sin % cos 4- sin"
dqodq?^
(gi. q-2 , g.i) cot ^sin X~q^  +  cos Lx-
5)1 I x
(2.3Ô)
dW  = M x  ( c i  - {  a n  ' ' r ’ i /  ^  A 1 -
n r , s i n 9 I "  " â l I i T Ô '
(2.36)
U  = -
( 1  -  2d) (1 -4(5) 
sin- 0
d- L + d '^ L ; G  ( g i . g > -g . i )
d 1 — 2 d ^ _   ^  ^y
Ô • > n G (gi-g2 .g;i)Lx- 
2  s u r  y (2.37)
and
\ — ——  — 1— H A [;■( 4- r>7 — 2 r ;/ v c o s # ]
ri r-2 -
- I / - J (2.38)
where Pi and cv are given by Eq. (1.48). W ith the  matrix Mj. given by Eq. (2.26). 
we can write the term d W  as a matrix by defining
rr, sin #
-.i/ 2  ' d d
" \ / 2  r " ^ a g . i  2  ti
d 1 -  2 d
an B
(2.30)
and
D = r'f sin 0
r.i/ 2  Cm (  . d  a  \  d I — 2d (2.40)
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aiul absorlîing these terms into the matrix M^. We have
(TWj.=
0 A 0 0 0
x B 0 2.4 0 0
0 ( z - l ) B 0 3.4 • - 0
(2.41)
0 0  (x -  2)B 0 0
■ ■ ./.4
0 0 0 0  B 0
This term is the only non-diagonal term in the Hamiltonian, coming in a t  order 
r). and it thus serves to couple the x  -!- 1  differential ec[uations. At d order A  = 
B  =  -l/(2r;;,.sv„fr«) and the 6 order Hamiltonian (also known as the harmonic order 
Hamiltonian) becomes
H j  [qi.q-y- 
3
1 (  d- d-
Or- s- f-  rn' r^n’-m
(2.42)
Xotice that the terms in square brackets are identical to the 5-wave harmonic order 
terms. The harmonic order Schrodinger equation is still a set of .r -f- 1  coupled 
differential ecpiations. coupled by the matrix S^ -- This matrix  can be diagonalized by 
a ecptivalence transformation which takes > L^.
Lx =  QxR-xSj. [QxRx] - I
03
Sj- =
transformation works as follows. The transformation = here
0 0 0 0 0  ^
0
/ Ï
0 0  . . . 0 0
0
°  V
/ 1 x2  
/ x(j:-1) 0 0 0
R. 0 0
0  V
1x2x3 0
0
0
0
x ( x - l ) ( x —2)
0 0 0 0 0
I  0
0 0 0 0 X i j
es Sr to the symmetric matrix
^ 0 vG 0 • • • ............... 0 0 0  ^
/ F 0 v / 2 (x — 1 ) • • • .....................  0 0 0
0 V 2 (.r  -  I ) 0 .....................  0 0 0
0 0 \ /3 (x - 2 ) • • •  0 0 0
{) 0 0 . ■ - ■ • • ■ • • y  ( J '  - 2)3 0 0
(] 0 0 . . . 0 y  (■'■ -- 1 ) 2 (1
0 0 0 ............. y/( f' - 1 ) 2 0 / F
V " 0 0
. . . ............. 0 v/T " y
Xcnv if \v(‘ consider the example of x  =  1 (corresponding to P°  states) we find
L| =
1 0
0 - 1
and S 1 =
0 1 
1 0
and it is clear that r^Li and ijSi are the ./ =  1 / 2  angular inoinenturu matrix represen­
tations for and respectively. In general. and are matrix representations 
of ./; and ./j.. respectively, with J  =  x /2 .  To transform to we simply operate 
with the appropriate real orthogonal rotation matrix tha t would take ./^ to ./-. This 
would he a clockwise rotation of ~ /2  about the y-axis. This transformation would
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also tako Lj- —> — S^- The appropriate rotation matrix is the inverse of the VVigner 
rotation matrix. for rotations about the y-axis. Thus we have
When we apply the transformation
H  =  Q ^R ^H  [Q ,R , i-i (2.43)
to the Hamiltonian we simply change Eqs. (2.35) and (2.37) by le tting —>■ — S^.
while the term becomes =  QxR^cTWi [Q iR i]~ ^  Explicitly.
d W '  =
^ U - B )
(f-i)(.4+e) ‘' (.-t-B)
(£_2)(.4.ri5)
0
The wavefunction is transformed as
— Q x R r ^ r , . - -
Finally, for the 6 order Schrodinger equation we have
(2.44)
h :,Go^’" = 5 oG o^’". (2.43)
h ; =
2  0 ) 4 3
3
2  r  2  .s- 2 I r --------T—^----2r .^S'f7i/n,
where
(2.46)
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Go"' {qi.qo.qri) — Q jRi^q ' (9i- ?2- %) - ('---i~)
Efiuation (2.45) consists of z  4- 1 uncoupled and separable simple harmonic oscil­
lator differential equations, one for each of the x  -f- 1 components [Gq"'(<7i-<7 2 - 9 3 )]a 
of the vector Gq ' (r/i. r/-,. f/3 ). Thus, all components. [Gq]^ . of the zeroth order wave­
function are identical and equal to a product of three Hermite polynomials as in the 
6 '-wa\-e case. The only difference is tha t  their energ}' depends on the index a  because 
of the diagonal matrix in last term in the harmonic order Hamiltonian. Eq. (2.46). 
Thus, by diagonalizing the harmonic order Hamiltonian we have made the zeroth or- 
flc'r energy multivalued. We simply pick one of these energies as our zeroth order
energy by picking a value for a .  say a  =  7 . where 7  =  1 .2 .  x  4- 1. The zeroth
order wavefunction then consists not of .r 4 - I identical components bu t ra ther a single 
non-zero component, the 7 '^' component, with all other components equal to zero. 
By choosing a specific component of the zeroth order wavefunction to s ta r t  with we 
are in effect choosing a fourth quantum  number, /ci. Choosing a different component 
of the zeroth order wavefunction gives us the zeroth order energ}' for a  different state. 
For example, as will be discussed later, choosing //„ =  0. =  0. tig - 0. and =  I.
denoted by the ket jOOOl). we will calculate the energ}’ series for the l # 2 p  state, 
while cluHJsing - =  2  will give us the la'lp state.
The zeroth order wavefunction is now given bv
I ^ {) I ^  — \ — 1. J....... j; -r i ,
0 ft
(2.48)
and the zeroth order energ}' is
" 0  " ("■ " 0  + ( " " + 5)  " Ï )  -  2; ^ '  <-■
when'
T  4- 1 — — 2"}
49)
and n.i =  -------- — ---------- , (2.50)
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and Cl and '  range from 1 to x -f- 1. Or we can write
1 < 7  <  L +  1  for the tt =  ( — 1 )^ states and 
1 < 7  <  Z, for the -  = ( — states.  (2.51)
The sealed energy È  to first order is given by
+ X 3  ^ r i 0  4 -  + u J . i (2.52)
.A.Iso ii„. n., and no are the number of quanta in the antisymmetric stretch, symmetric 
stretch and bending vibration modes respectively. Finally, in order to satisf\- the Pauli 
[)rineiple. the total spin 5  must satisfy [5]
5 = 1  when Ua +  y-, +  7  — 1 is odd and
5  =  0 when n„ +  +  7  — 1 is even. (2.53)
2.3 The Full Schrodinger Equation 
and Its Solution
Up to this point we have found the zeroth order wavefunction and the zeroth and 
first order (harmonic order) energies. VVe have also defined four quantum numbers 
in the large D  limit which we can choose according to which state we would like 
to calculate in 3 dimensions. For example we would like to find the energies and 
wavefunctions for the l.s-2p and l s 2 p states. We know that these are the 
lowc'st lying states with P° symmetry so we choose the smallest possible values for
{lia- Us. Ho} which would be {0,0.0}. Also we know tha t for P°  we have L =  1 , and
TT =  — 1 thus '•■.j =  0 and x  =  1. Thus the wavefunction G ^ '“ will be a column vector 
with two ('leiiients so that 7  will take the values 7  =  1 and 7  =  2 (see Eq. (2..51)). 
Finally, from E((. (2.53). we have that 7  =  2 for the l.s2/; ’P ” s ta te  and 7  =  1  for 
the l.s2/> ‘P" state. Selecting one of these states forces us to set all elements of the 
column vector Gq " to zero except the 7 '^ *' element which becomes a  product of three 
harmonic oscillator functions with quantum numbers n„. n, and . To obtain higher 
order corrections to the energ}' and wavefunction we need to consider the expansion 
of the full Hamiltonian.
.After the equivalence transformation of Ec[. (2.43) the full Schrodinger ecpiation
l)ecomes
_ {([1,(12,  % )  ' {(Ji , ([2,  93 )  — P  G ^  ' ( f / i .  f/2- ([3] (2.54)
when
= s - T  + Ô w ;  +  U ' +  I "Ii
ami
Ô-T' = Ô
r -  f  d'~ d'~ d'-
- G ^  (f/i. ([2 . (h) - f -  cos- \  —  4- 2 sin \  cos   h sin" y —
2  V àq.j d(i2d([3 df/-7
-r<y^'~G {([i- ([2 . ([3 ) cot 6^-^ ^sin y +  cos y ^ ^ ^  S^-
L
(2.55)
(1 -  2A)(1 - 4 0 )
sin"^  6
-  à- I ,  +  6-S i G ^  (9 1 , 9 2 . 9 3 )
(2.5G)
The terms riW^ and I ' '  are given by Eqs. (2.44) and (2.38) respectively.
The Hamiltonian, wavefunction and energ}' are expanded in powers of as 
Ix'lbre
=  G '- -  =  f ; , ) i G , y .  o .ôt)
J= 0  pr: 0
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and
Ê  ---  I  e ff ( VjYi  • ^TJl  • ^ TT l )  4" ^  ^ ^ 2  j  ■
J = 0
(2.58)
When wo expand the Hamiltonian we collect all terms tha t multiply the same power 
of </,. (]■,. (/.-}. as well as d^'~. There are also other terms tha t  multiply derivatives of 
the q's as well as powers of the q's. These terms are collected separately. The final 
expanded Hamiltonian is given by
2
3C 0 - 2 ) / 2  j - 2 - 2 k
k=Q / = 0
X cos- +  2  sin \  cos y —  h s u r  y
V oq.2 df/jC>f/3 dr/3
3C ( j — D /2  j — \ - 2 k
+  Y  Y  Y  k. I) qf-'
J= -I fc=0 1 = 0
è » ' - ' ' "  Y  Y ^ - ’i(j-i---i) #  4
j = 0  k = 0  1 = 0
oc  0 - 2 ) / 2  j - 2 - 2 k
+  Y  Y  <-"AJ-k.i)<iT 4<à'-~“‘~‘
J = 2  k = 0  1 = 0
oc ( j —- l ) / 2  j ~ { —2 k
^Y'>'’' Y  Y  ’-'3(j.k-i} q? 4 4r'
j = 1
+
— i - 2 k - t
k = 0  1 = 0
Ix
+
3C Ü - D / 2  j - 0 - 2 k
j= . 'l  k = 0  1 = 0
oc ( ; —3 ) /2  j - - , - 2 k
_/=•') k = 0  1 = 0
+ , 2 k  I  j — t - 2 k - l
3C i j — * ) / 2  J—1—2 *
Y '^'‘ Y  Y  'if 4 4"
j = A  k = 0  1 = 0
+ Ô W ' .
S ;
(2.59)
G9
The term  6  is still given by Eq. (2.44) but now .4 and B  become 
A =  ^  Ÿ .  A l U . k . l )
j —2 k = 0  t —0
+ ^  ^  ^  .42(j. k. I) çf q!, ("sin -r cos
_;=.•? k=0 1=0 \
+  ë  Z  --isO -A -.O îfîJ
J=.( fc^ O i= 0
with B  equaling the same expansion w ith the exception th a t the coefficients 
B , ( j . k . l )  =  i - l f A i U . k . l ) . [ 0 7 ]
These expansions o f the H am iltonian, wavefunction and scaled energ}- are then 
substitu ted  into the Schrodinger equation. We obtain equations th a t look exactly 
like the 5-wave case except tha t the H am iltonian and wavefunction coefficients are 
m atrices or c olumn vectors respectively. Substitution into Eq. (2.54) gives
=  Y  I 'cfr(r,„. r,„. /?„,) +  5 Y  - 2/ "  • (2.60)
j = t )  [ /=Q p = Q  \  j = 0  /
.4s before, the <)° term gives H q^q =  ^eff(t'm- ' 'm-Sm)^o which sim ply says th a t Hq =  
 ^ ''m- (kn)lr- Thus. Hq is a diagonal m atrix with each diagonal element being
ecpial to 1 i,ff(r„,. r,„. 0,„). the energ}' as D  oc. The 6^^' term gives (H q # ! + H )$ o )  =  
1 0 fr(/ r«- I'm- (^m)^i. but H , coutuins only effective potential terms and is the derivative 
of the effective potential evaluated a t its minimum. Thus. H , =  0. and we are left 
with =  1 ,.ff(''rfi. e,„. 0 „ ,)^ i which gives us no new inform ation. Eq. (2.60) can
now be w ritten as
Y  Y  = ^ Y. Gp(^^- Y  (2.61)
j = ' 2  p = 0  p = 0  j = 0
with z i j^ i  = 0 . .\fte r a change of variables and some rearranging we can write
oc p
Y  Y  (H / -  c,Ix) Gp_, =  0 .
p= 0  1=0
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where H/ =  H^^2 - This then leads us to an infinite set of coupled inhomogeneous 
differential m atrix  equations
p
^  (H, -  c ,I,)  Gp_, =  0 p =  0 .1 .2 . . . .  (2.62)
l=Q
For p =  0  th is equation gives the zeroth order Schrodinger equation. HqGo =  coGq. 
Identifying Ho with Ho we find th a t H q  is given by Eq. (2.46) and thus Go is given 
by Eq. (2.48).
For p > 0  we obtain equations th a t can be solved recursively once the p = 0 
solution is known. The method we use is called the m atrix m ethod and is discussed 
in tlie next chapter.
Chapter 3
Com putational Strategies
3.1 The M atrix M ethod for States W ith L  =  Q
Previously the m atrix  method has been discussed for one degree of freedom and briefly 
for three degrees of freedom [8 , 9]. Here we consider the three degree of freedom case 
in detail so as to bette r understand how to implement it for s ta tes w ith Z, 7  ^ 0 .
Since the harm onic oscillator eigenfunctions given by Eq. (1.56) form a complete 
ortluuujrmal basis set we can write each of the wavefunction expansion coefficients, 
introduced in Eq. (1.52). i\s a linear combination of products of the lit, .
r/lpj TTlprf TTlp^
,, =  ^  ^  /h life - (3.1)
J = 0  J = 0  f c =0
The upper lim its in the summations are finite numbers which will be discussed below. 
We can use the rank-3 tensor, or cube, with elements to represent the function 
T;, in a basis of triple products of harm onic oscillator eigenfunctions. VVe can also 
write the value of the overlap integral of two expansion coefficients <I>p and as 
inner products of the tensors a.p and a ,,
r o c  r o c
/ / / d q i d q o d c i : ^
J  -  ^  J — J —oc
- f  [ [  ^ 2  /h lij K  /'rn hn dr/,r/f/of/f/.-j
V-7C V-oc V-oc . ^  „
11
= H IT  ''""O, (^ -Y  ^ r  Kh, {'4'‘ r  h-h„ dq,
dq3^
i . j .
X
= Z E  ' ' "’ X 'S .j V » ov„ = XI ''" ‘ “IKj.i- l.rn.n ij.k
= *<7 -
\ \ r  an ' now working in a three-dim ensional space spanned by products of the 
Form
h, hj (u:V\i2^ hk -
A single product of this form  may be represented by a rank-3 tensor with a 1 in the 
i . j .  k position and zeros ever>^vhere else. Since the three-dimensional basis functions 
a n ’ [n'oducts of three one-dim ensional basis functions. Ii^. the rank-3 tensors can 
be thought of as a direct product of three rank - 1  tensors. In other words, the basis 
function hi can be represented by a column with a I in position I (the position indices
of these tensors s ta rt at zero since the basis functions can take u =  0 . 1 . 2 ___
Recall th a t u is a. simple harm onic oscillator quantum  num ber.), ho is represented 
by a column with a 1 in position  2 and becomes a column with a 1 in position 3. 
Thus the product hih iho can  be represented by a direct product of the corresponding 
column vectors yielding a rank-3 tensor with a 1 in position 1.3.2.
The satisfy the following recursion relations
q , h u [ ^ \ ‘' q ^  =  (2 u.-,)~‘ "^ -K (// +  l)'^'-h„_i 'r /J  -
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\ \ p  SCO that the effect of operating on h^{ujy~qi) with the operator qi can be repre­
sented by m ultiplication of the column representation of by the m atrix  q,
0  y i  0  0  ^
yr 0 \/2 0
Q.I — /.-i 0  y 2  0  v/3
0  0  y s  0
V : /
y 2 ^
and  similarly the effect of operating on hi,{^y~qi) by the operator djcUh can be 
represented by m ultiplication of the column representation of by the m atrix  cl/dq.
dq,
( 0 yr 0 0
-yr 0 y2 0
0  - s j ï  0  x/3
0 0 -v /3  0
\
V /
The wavefunction consists of products of three and is represented by rank-3 
tensors which are direct products of the columns which represent the Therefore, 
the  operator, say q\. operating on the wavefunction would be represented by the 
operato r q, 0 l 0 l  where I is a unit m atrix operator. In other words, the Hamiltonian 
contains terms which have factors of the form f/jf/Jh/". These factors become operators 
which operate on the wavefunction and are represented by a direct product of the 
m atrices of each individual operator rjj. The Hamiltonian then becomes a rank-G 
tensor which operates on. or is contracted with, a rank-3 tensor wavefunction giving 
a rank-3 tensor wavefunction multiplied by the energ}'.
.\s  another example, the kinetic term. T, of the Hamiltonian contains terms of 
th(‘ form [Eq. (1.49)]
Oq>dq^
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which can be w ritten as
since f/, c om m utes with djdqj  but does not commute with d/dqi  for i ^  j .  W riting 
these as m atrix  operators gives
Q2 d q 2
j-2-2k-l  d
^  5 ^
wiic're we would do the respective m atrix  multiplication first and then perform the 
fJirect product. In particular, the harmonic order Hamiltonian. H q. becomes
H o  —  — — 0 l ® I + 1 ®
d q j  V dq 2 /  Vdq^
(Qi ® I ® I) +  ^^2 (I ® Q2 ® I) +  ( I®  I®
I. (3.2)
where I is a rank-2 unit tensor everywhere except in the last term  where it is a rank - 6  
unit tensor.
The perturbation  equations, Eq. (1.55), can now be w ritten as
^  (H/ -  £(1) a.p-1 =  0 p =  0.1,  2. (3.3)
/ = o
where I is the rank - 6  unit tensor and 0 is the rank-3 zero tensor. .\'ow rather than  
having to solve an infinite set of differential equations we sim ply have to contract a 
bunch of tensors and then extract the energy and wavefunctions.
The case p =  0 in Ecj. (3.3) has already been solved. The energy £q is given by 
E(|. ( I .-14) and the wavefunction $o is given by Eq. (1.45). <I>q consists of a single 
product of three /i, and so by Eq. (3.1) the tensor, aq. which represents $o, contains 
a 1 at the location ( i . j . k )  =  (na.iis-Uo) and zeros ever\^vhere else.
For p =  1 we have
(Ho — cqI) 4- H iHo =  0, (3.4)
c o
whore we have rem em bered that ei =  0 . The only unknown in Eq. (3.4) is a% which 
can be found in the usual manner as long as the tensor K  =  (H q  — c o l)  has an 
inverse.
Ho is a diagonal rank six tensor since it is w ritten in term s of its eigenfunctions, 
the 'Hi). Since I  is also a diagonal rank six tensor. K  is a diagonal rank six
tensor. T he question is. does K  have an inverse? We can construct the elements of 
K  by calculating the elements of H q . (H o):j,t.!.m .nT  with the indices being integers 
greater than  or equal to zero. Recalling th a t the i, j .  k . l .  m, ri clem ent of the tensor 
product of three rank two tensors. A . B . and C , is given by we can
find (Ho),.j.A-./.m.n from Eq. (3.2).
(^^o) I.J.k,l.rn.n r> .dQi
+ ài.jàk.l
dq.5
‘■J
1
dq^ k.l
1 -,
(Q i ) ,  J (Q'ij/t./^m.n +  i.j ^  t.t
=  ) h ' î ( q r ) , „ - dq, ^k.l^rn.n
d q j 
d
k.l,
dq.3
I.J ^ Kn.n
àr.jàk.l
(3.Ô)
where.
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q, =
and
dq,
f  1 0 / 2 0 0
0 3 0 v/ 6 0
1 v/ 2 0 5 0 v/ 1 2
C-,
0 \ / 6 0 7 0
0 0 / Î 2 0 2 j  + 1
V
/ - I 0 v/ 2 0 0
0 - 3 0 /G 0
\ / 2 0 —5 0 v /l 2
2 0 0 — 7 0
0 0 v /Î 2 0 - ( 2 v +  1 )
\
Clearly, tiie term s in parentheses in Eq. (3.5) are non-zero only along the diagonal. 
We then have:
- u J i  (2 j -f 1) +  -ü/'2 (2 / -r 1) S i ^ j S k j à j n . n
+  (2 n H- 1 ) ôijÔk.lSrn.n
1
3
2 r i  sin- 9r
3 k.l^ rit.ii ■
H() is thus a diagonal rank six tensor, i.e. a rank six tensor with non-zero elements 
only when I =  j ,  and k  =  /. and rn = n. To finish constructing K.i.j.k.i,rn.n we simply 
sub trac t from (Ho),._,.A.-.z.r„.H with cq given by Eq. (1.44 ).
=  (“^ 'l {j — Jia) +  (^  ~  ^s) +  -^ '.3 (» — U(?))
I  i
Clearly K  is diagonal and has a zero on the diagonal when j  =  and I =  n., and 
n =  Tio. Thus K  has no inverse and we cannot use it to solve Eq. (3.4). W hat we can 
do. however, is define a tensor K  whose elements are the reciprocal of the elements 
of K  except that we place a  0  in the location where K  had a zero on the diagonal. 
In other words.
— ('^’l {j ~  "«) -V “^ ’2  ~  "s) -T -^ -'3 (/' — "«))
for i =  j .  />• =  /. nt =  I) and {j  ^  Ua or / #  or n ^  no): and
K,_j,k.i.m.n =  0  elsewhere.
Then the product K K  will then be a unit tensor of rank six but with a zero when
i = j  = Ha and k = I =  n , and m  = n = no.
W ith the normalization
{^oWp) ~  ^  ~  O^.p
{^p\^q) ~  ^  ' 9^ — p^.q (3.6)
we see that since the {/i„. n.,, no} element of a j  is a 1 and all other elements are zero 
then the {//„. n ^- n o }  element of a.p is zero when p >  0. Thus (K K ja^  =  a.,, for p >  0 
since K K  would make the {na.n^.rio} element zero if it was not zero to begin with. 
Finally, if we now multiply Eq. (3.4) by K  we are able to solve for a t.
K (Hq ~ c I^) at 4- KHiao = 0 
=> KKai 4- KHtao = 0 
=> at 4- KHt&o = 0
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which implies ai =  —K H iHq- In general if we m ultiply Eq. (3.3) on the left by K  we 
obtain an equation for &p.
K  ^  ' (H/ — £/I) 3ip-i =  K  (Ho — cqI) ap h- K  ^   ^(H/ — c/I) ap_i 
/=() / = !
p
= KKap + K ^  (H, -  £/I) ap_i = 0
/=i
which implies
p
ap =  K  ^  ( c j  -  Hi) ap_i for p > 0. (3.7)
/=!
In addition we can find an equation for the energy coefficient S p  by contracting 
a,( with Eq. (3.3) on the left,
p  p  p
&0 - ^  (Hi -  £il) ap_i = a j  • H,ap_i -  a^ - ^  cilap_i 
/ = 0  1=0 1=0
p  p
= a.1 ■ Heap +  a ^  ■ Hiap_i -  ^  ■ Iap_,
z=i /=o
p  p
~  ^  ^   ^Hiap_i ^   ^rifio.p-i =  0 .
/=! 1=0
The first term in the second row is zero because ap luus a zero in the /lo}
position and Ho is diagonal so tha t the product Hoap also has a zero in the n,. no} 
position. Contracting this with a j .  which is non-zero only at the {n„. n ,. no} position, 
then gives zero. We then obtain
p
cp =  a j  • ^  Hi ap_i for p > 0 . (3.8)
/=!
3.1 .1  T he w avefunction arrays have fin ite size.
Looking back at Eq. (3.1) we see tha t the wavefunction expansion coefficients are 
finite sums of products of the /i,. Now we can explain why the sums are finite and not 
infinite. First consider the zeroth order wavefunction for a state with large dimension 
quantum  numbers {n„,ns,no}. There is only one product of three li; as is seen in
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Eq. (1.45). Thus the tensor ao, which represents the zeroth order coefficient o f the 
wavefunction. has a 1  in position («„, tij, and zeros even.'where else. The rank-3 
tensor, ao. is a direct product of three rank - 1  tensors, or colum n vectors, ao =  aoi 
@ ao2  ® ao:(. The column aoi has a 1  in the position, sim ilarly for the o ther two 
column vectors. Thus the upper lim its of the sums in Eq. (3.1) are moi =  Ua, ttiq^  =
and /«Oi =  rio-
Now that we know the zeroth order energy. fQ. and the zeroth order wavefunction. 
ao. we can proceed to p =  1  in Eq. (3.7). This yields a , =  K  (c |I  — H i ) ao. We need 
to calculate the tensor product —H iao- m ultiply this by K , which is diagonal and 
simply multiplies each element by some numerical factor, and  finally add the tensor 
K c j l  which, ill this case, is zero since S\ =  0. The structure  of a i will be identical 
to the structure of H^ao since K  is diagonal. The only difference might be th a t one 
element of H iao th a t is non-zero m ight become zero when H iao  is m ultiplied by K .
The terms in H i correspond to H ’^ and, as can be seen by exam ination of Eqs.
( 1.49)-(1.51). contains powers of q\ up to qf, powers of 9 2  up to q^ and 9 3  up to 
9 3 . The kinetic term . T  contains derivatives with respect to 9 ? and 9 3  which, when 
w ritten as a m atrix, have the same struc tu re  as the matrices for 9 2  and 9 3 . Thus the 
structu re  of the m atrix  q.> is identical to  the structure of say q ô (d /d q ^ )-. So for now 
we are only concerned with the structure  of H% and so to simplify the discussion we 
will ignore the m atrices corresponding to the derivative term s and instead focus on 
the m atrices for the 9 '.s.
.-Vny order of the Ham iltonian can be w ritten as H„ =  H „i ® H „ 2  ® H „ 3  where 
H „i contains only qi and its derivatives. H „ 2  contains only q 2  and its derivatives 
and sim ilarly for H »; Similarly, any order of the wavefunction can be w ritten as 
a,, =  a^i 0 ap2 ® ap 3 . The product of H „ 3  w ith the wavefunction tensor, ap. is w ritten  
as H „ 3 ap =  H „iapi ® H „ 2 ap2  0  H „ 3 ap3 . Let us define a'^  =  H iao  =  H u ao i ® H i^aoj 
® LI 1 3 ao3  ^ a^I ® a i 2  ® a^^
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Tlio construction of a'u will involve only powers of q i the highest power being 2. 
The structure of qf looks like
qr
X 0 X 0 0
0 X 0 X 0
X 0 X 0 X
0 X 0 X 0
0 0 X 0 X
\
V /
where an x  represents a non-zero element. Since the column aoi has a 1  in the iia 
position, when it is m ultiplied by q^ we get a colum n with non-zero elem ents only 
up to the n „  -r 2  element because of the presence of the lower diagonal in q f which 
is two elements down from the  m ain diagonal. Thus the upper sum m ation index in 
E(|. (3.1). need only be as high as n„ -f 2.
Similarly, the construction of a'^  ^ and a '[ 3  involve only powers of q? and q.-j. re­
spectively. with the highest power of either being 3. The s tructu re  of q^ looks like
q  ■ oc
0 X 0 X 0
X 0 X 0 X
0 X 0 X 0
X 0 X 0 X
0 X 0 X 0
\
V /
Thus, the last non-zero element of either a ’j., or a';;, will be a t the rt., + 3 or no 4- 3 
position, respectively, allowing us to write =  n, 4- 3 and m i, = r i g  4- 3 for the 
upper summation indices of Ec[. (3.1).
From t he preceding analysis we see that since the first column of the m atrix  q" 
will have its last non-zero element in row n (we consider the first row to have index 
zero). q"ao, will be a column w ith its last non-zero element in row n, 4-tt. (tt, =  n„.
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or rtfj when i =  1.2. or 3. respectively) .A.Iso, any column vector, a^,. when m ultiplied 
by q" will have the index of its last non-zero elem ent increased by at m ost n.
Consider the construction of a?. From Eq. (3.7) we have
a-2 =  K  [(s’i l  — H i) ai +  (sg l — H^) ao]
and we see th a t the structure  is determined by the products H ia i and  H^ao Let 
a._, =  H ia i =  H n a i i  3  H i^ a ij 0  H i;;ai3  =  a%i 3  0  a],^. Since a ,i  has its last
non-zero element at position -h 2 and H u  contains powers of q i up to q f, then 
a_,i will have its last non-zero element at position -f 4. Similarly, aio and  ai;i have 
their last non-zero elements a t position n, -f-3 and  no -r 3 respectively, and  since H 12 
and H i ; have powers of q 2  and q.3 , respectively, with the highest power of either 
Ix'ing 3. then a 2 2  and will have their last non-zero elements at n, -i- 6  and no +  G 
respectively.
Finally, we can also define a.> =  HoHq =  H jiSoi 0  H jiao'i 0  H 2 ;?ao.j =  a]], 0  0
a.%.;. H j corresponds to and. as can be seen by exam ination of Ec[s. (1.49)-(1.51). 
contains powers of r/i up to  qf. powers of q-, up to  q^ and f/ 3  up to qf. Since aoi. ao> 
and ao.i have their bust non-zero elements at positions /la. n^. and no- respectively, 
t hen a_,i. a.,.j. and a]., will have their last non-zero elements a t positions n„ + 4. n, -1-4. 
and //o 4- 4. respectively. Thus to accommodate all of the non-zero term s th a t arise
from the products H ia i and  H jao we must let the upper summ ation indices of Eq.
(3.1) (or p = 2 be tn-,.^  = 4- 4, ni>., =  /i, + 6, and  niy^ =  ng 4- G.
.\s  one more check we can consider a^ =  K  ](f i l  — H i ) a j 4- (^2 !  — H j)  ai 4- 
(f 3 I  — H . j )  a,,]. .A. little analysis shows that from the  H ia j  term  we find the  maximum 
indices for any non-zero term s to be /n.-j, = G. = n^ 4- 9. and m.3 ,, =  rio 4- 9. 
The other two terms require indices equal to or less than these.
In general, a^ contains the term  H iap_i and it is the structure of this term  that 
determ ines the structure of ap. Moreover, we can w rite rup, =  ria + 2p, nip., =  tt., 4- 3p. 
and //fp, =  iio + Sp showing th a t each order of the wavefunction can be w ritten  as a 
finite sum of products of three harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions.
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3.2 The Matrix M ethod for States W ith L ^  0
Xow \\<‘ can apply the m atrix m ethod to the set of perturbation equations. Eq. (2.62). 
H/ is the coefficient of in the Ham iltonian and is an z  -I- 1 by z  +  1 m atrix
whose elements are products of the g. and their derivatives. H ; is already a rank- 
2  tensor and when we apply the m atrix m ethod it becomes a rank - 8  tensor. The 
elements of H; can now be labeled by eight indices  ^t ^  « .j the first six indices 
take values from zero to infinity and the last two take values from one to z  -i- 1 . The 
m atrix  Ij- now becomes a rank - 8  unit tensor, I . with index ranges identical to those 
for H; Finally. Gp_/ becomes a rank-4 tensor which we write as ap_; as we did 
for the .5'-wave case. The elements of a.p-i. i.e. have four indices with the
first three taking values from zero to infinity and the last taking values from one to 
./• -r 1. The wavefunction ao now consists of a  1 in the {«a-a.,, 7 } position and
zeros e\ (uywhere else. The perturbation equations now look like
p
( H / — s;I) ap_i =  0 p =  0 .1 .2 ----  (3.9)
l=Q
We again consider the tensor K  =  (Ho — f o l ) . which is now a rank - 8  tensor, and 
as before we can show that it is diagonal with one diagonal element equal to zero.
- ( ^ ' 1  {j — t^a) +  •^ '2 (^  ~  AZ,) -f (zZ — A Z g )  + — J ) )  à ,_ jdjà „i,„d r,,J.
Thus K  Inis no inverse and so we define a new rank - 8  tensor K  as
=  (^'l {j ~  n^) +  (/ — H.,) -f* , ^ '3  (zi — Z Z g )  -f uc'., ( 7  — J ) )
for / =  j  and k  =  I and zzz =  n and a  =  ,i cvnd (j ^  iz„ or / 7  ^ n , or zz ^  n<j or 3  ^  ~ );
;uid
^i.j.k.i,,n,n.a..} =  0  elsewlicwe.
The product K K  will be a rank - 8  unit tensor with a zero when i =  j  = zz„ and 
/.• =  / =  zz, find zzz =  zz =  Tio and a  = 3 = 7 .
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Equation (3.6) for the normalization of the a.p still applies, and we see tha t since 
the {n„. Us./ifl, 7 } element of a j  is a  1  and all other elements are zero then th e  
(n„. n., .  U0 . 7 }  elem ent of is zero when p > 0. Thus (K K ja^  =  ap for p  >  0 since 
K K  would make the {ug. Ug, ug, 7 } element zero if it was not zero to begin w ith. 
Finally, as in the  S-wave case, we m ultiply Eq. (3.9) on the left by K  obtaining an 
equation for ap,
p
ap =  K  ^  (c/I — H/) ap_( for p >  0. (3.10)
i-\
and we find an equation for the energy coefficient jp by contracting a^ w ith Eq. (3.9) 
on the left.
p
cp =  a J - ^ H /  ap_( for p > 0 . (3.11)
1 = 1
These equations are identical to those for the 5-wave case except for the fact th a t 
the wavefunctions are rank-4 tensors and the Ham iltonian coefficients are rank - 8  
tensors. .\lso. the tensor indices are not symm etric. In other words, all the  indices in 
the .?-wave case range from zero to infinity but in the higher angular m om entum  case 
the last index of the wavefunction coefficients (and the last two in the Ham iltonian 
coefficients) range from one to r  4 - 1 . These last indices, a  and 3  m ay be thought 
of as angular m om entum  indices since as angular momentum increases so too does 
.r -f- 1 .
3.3 The Computer Code
3.3 .1  In trod u ction
To solve the pertu rbation  equations of Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), I s ta rted  w ith FOR- 
TR.A.X code developed by Tim  G erm ann [9] which dealt specifically w ith 5-wave 
states. The extension to higher angular m om entum  states seemed, a t first, straight 
forward but upon further analysis and subsequent trials it proved to be ra ther com­
plex and at times frustrating. It seemed simple because the pertu rbation  equations 
for 5-wave [Eq. (3.7)] are identical in form to those for higher angular m om entum .
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The H am iltonian coefficients are simply rank - 8  tensors ra th e r than  rank-6 , and the 
wavefunctions are rank-4 tensors rather than  rank-3. T he first difficulty was in un­
derstanding the original 5-wave code.
The code can be broken down into two programs: one program  calculates all the 
H am iltonian expansion coefficients and writes them  to files, and the other program 
actually solves the perturbation equations. The original code was written quite effi­
ciently which made it hard  to decipher especially since there  were very few comments 
in the code itself. Understanding the 5 -wave code resulted in about one hundred 
pages of notes th a t I. ver\' briefly, summarize below in term s of higher angular mo­
mentum.
Xext. was the problem of how to calculate all the new term s in the Ham iltonian 
(compare Ecj. (1.49) and (1.50) with Eq. (2.59).) The calculation of one specific 
term in the higher angular momentum H am iltonian will be discussed in the next 
section. The resulting code, consisting of several subroutines, for the expansion of 
the H am iltonian is listed in .A.ppendi.x .A.. The ability to do A variation, i.e. allow A 
to be a function of d up to order d~. was also added to the code. This allows one to 
study the H“ ion as well as the case A =  0  which proved indispensable while the code 
was being delmgged. The A =  0  case is sim ply a case of non-interacting electrons 
resulting in energies th a t are sums of hydrogenic energies with Z  =  2. The energ}- 
coefficients are easily calculated analytically and com pared to code output.
Finally, the second program  had to be rew ritten to include all the new Ham iltonian 
terms and take into account the fact tha t the H am iltonian is a rank - 8  tensor and the 
wavefunction is a rank-4 tensor. In Tim 's original code he applied memory saving 
techniques referred to as wavefunction truncation and axis contraction. The axis 
contraction technicpie depended on the fact th a t the coordinate (ji appeared only in 
even powers. It was not immediately clear how this techniques would be coded for 
higher angular m om entum  since the H am iltonian contains bo th  even and odd powers 
of f/i.
The first a ttem p t was to write the code w ithout the two mem ory saving techniques 
m entioned aI)ove. .A.fter many attem pts the code finally compiled and was run ijut.
8 5
as is usually the case, the numbers for A =  0 were not correct. Many M athernatica 
notebooks were created to solve the first few orders of the perturbation  equations from 
which the correct values for A =  0  appeared. Then by com paring the wavefunction 
coefficients, element by element, the bug was found. The bug was in a  section of 
the code that h ad n 't been touched. The matrices tha t represent q and d /d q  were 
multiplied in the wrong order. For some reason this d idn 't affect the 5-wave results, 
but it certainly affected higher angular momentum. Xow there was a code th a t would 
give i)eautiful results for A =  0 but it wrote and read the wavefunction tensors to 
and from disk and thus was ver>' slow. The memory saving techniques could then 
1 ) 0  implemented so the wavefunctions could be stored in memory. The final code 
restdted in over tfiree hundred pages of notes mostly detailing the memory saving 
techniques. The resulting code is listed in .Appendix B.
Currently the code is run in quadruple precision on the IBM SP2 at the University 
of Oklahoma D epartm ent of Physics and .Astronomy. The SP2 is a machine wit h six 
RSGOOO processors enabling one to run parallel or serial code. Currently the code 
is a serial code and thus runs on a single node of the SP2. Each node has at most 
512MB available which allows calculation of the energ}- series up to twenty-seventh 
order in d for the s ta tes  with the lowest angular momentum and quantum  numbers.
I have run a calculation for L =  20. but I can only get fifteen coefficients.
Future goals include writing the code in parallel. I am currently teaching at 
Oaklon Community College in Des Plaines Illinois and I am working with a faculty 
member to develop a four or five node parallel processor from pentium Ill 's . The 
plan is to develop my code on this machine as part of a student project: w riting it in 
such a way th a t it could then be run  on larger parallel machines. This would allow 
us to obtain many more energ}- coefficients, while reducing round-off error by using 
more efficient and precise algorithms.
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3 .3 .2  E xpansion  o f th e  H am ilton ian
I will Illustrate the expansion of the Hamiltonian with an example. Consider the 
th ird  line in the Ham iltonian. Eq. (2.59) which corresponds to the term
T2 =  cot 0 ^  +COS S .
in the third line of Eq. (2.55). The term in parentheses multiplied by the m atrix  
Sj- becomes a rank - 8  tensor when the m atrix m ethod is applied. In the notation  of 
Sec. 3.1 it becomes
d - d -
sin X I ® I <2 > ——  ® Sx +  cos y I ® - —  0  I ® 
dq.3 dq..
The fact that this is a tensor and it is contracted with the wavefunction is addressed 
in the second part of the code which will be discussed in the next section. For now 
we will ignore this part and focus on the expansion of
6^'~G (f/i. f/j. f/.j) cot 61-^. (3.12)
The term G~ is almost the same as the term G ~ . G~  is expanded as a power series 
in ô ''-
r t = 0
( \^T^ f I 1 \
k=0 l-O
where
C {n .k . l )  =  ( - 1 ) '^ ^ ^  ^“^ ^ (c o sx ) '(s in x )" - ■2k-l
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The coefficients C (n , k .  I) are calculated in the subroutine setup.C .f listed in appendix
A. G ~  is then expanded as
G -  =
n= 0
( n - l ) / 2  n - 2 * - l
■ - ) n / 2 j . n - r 2
™ k=0 1=0
when
B{7i,k.l)  = —-— "  " -C i n . k . l ) .
cos % 2 A- -h 1
Tlie coefficients B { n . k , l )  are calculated in the subroutine setup_B.f in appendix A. 
Xext we expand the term  cot#  in Eq. (3.12). Leaving out a lot of details we have
cot 6 =  "•
j = 0  n = 0
where
c o t( j. n) = co t# m -^ (j. n) f | a2{j — i . l ) a l { i . m ) .
\ r m j
The coefficients 5 . a'2. and a l  are involved in the expansion of sin# and cos# and are 
calculated in the subroutines sin_derivs.f and gtoy.f. The coefficient co t(j. n) is then 
calculated in the  subroutine cotan.f.
Finally, to com plete the expansion of Eq. (3.12) we multiply the expansions for 
cot # and G~ together and obtain
cY ^^ -Q  ( ( /i , f/2 . </;j ) c o t  #
3C (j li/'-J—I —2 t
J = \  fc=0 /= 0
which is calculated in the subroutine se tu p .T .f  and is given by
7— 1 f  _  _  . ) \  m in (Z .m )
T 2 (j. A'. /) =  ^ 2 ----- . ^ ---- j—— C'(j — tn) ^ 2  B { j  — m  — 3, k . l  — n) cot(m, n).V — tnTri=0 n = 0
8 8
The coefficients C { j  — m )  are calculated previously and given by
( - l y + ' O - i )
C{j)  =
The term  T 2  is then given by
T2 — /c. /)  ^  ^ ^sin %— hcos \ —— 'j S_c-
j= l A— 0  1=0 \ 92/
When the m atrix  method is applied it is convenient to write this term  as two separate 
terms
DC U—1)/2 j—I—2k p ,
2fc-f-l ^  ^  j-2k-l-A QT2 =  ^  ^  S^>^T2{j.k.l)
k=0 1=0
+  cos \  0  q o ; ^  ® qg ^   ^®
dq^
Because of the way th a t the matrix m ethod is impletnented it is convenient to intro­
duce the identity
Substitu ting  this identity into the equation for T2 gives four term s which are referred 
to as T2_l. T2_2. T2_3 and T2.4 in the com m ents of the subroutine com p_H_\.f in 
appendix B.
All of the o ther terms in the Ham iltonian are expanded in a sim ilar way. T1 gives 
rise to ten different terms. LT. L'2. U.3 are each one term. These thirteen term s are 
identical to the S'-wave terms. For higher angular momentum we have the additional 
four term s of T2. a single term from each of U4. U5. and U6 : one term  each from .41. 
.43. B l. and B3; and four terms each from .42 and B2 for a to ta l of nineteen additional 
terms. These nineteen additional terms are non-diagonal in the sense th a t they either 
multiply the m atrix  or its square, or they are involved in the non-diagonal term 
h W '.
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3 .3 .3  Im p lem en tation  o f th e  m atrix  m ethod
Suppose we wanted the energ}' E  to third order in 6 or sixth order in È  would
be w ritten as (see Eq. (2.58))
È  =  - ^m) +  ^ ^ = 0  +  ^ ' " ^ 2  +
We already know the term s I éff (^m-^'m: ^m) and Sq so that we must calculate the 
term s s> and f., using Eq. (3.11). From this equation we see tha t we need only 
calculate the wavofiinction coefficients up to a^. Writing out Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11)
gives
=  K ( c i l  — H i)a o  =  —K  H iaq 
a-2 =  K  [ ( c i l  — H i ) a i  +  ( c2 l  — H-j) ao]
=  K  [—H ia i  —H 2 CI0  +  C2 I a o ] . 
a:{ =  K  [ ( i l l  — H i )  a2  +  ( ^ 2 !  ~  H 2 ) a i  4- ( i .^ I  — H i )  ao]
= K [—H ao—Hjcii—Hiaq 4- c?!ai] (3.13)
and
i 1 =  0 .
£ > = [Hiai 4- Hoao],
4:1 =  0 .
41 = [Hia^ 4- H23.2 4- H^ai 4- H.iao]. (3.14)
In general, for order in we need energ}- coefficients up to c „ _ 2  and wavefunc- 
tion coefficients up to a„_ 3 . Also, the highest order Hamiltonian coefficient is H „ _ 2  
which is H'„ and is the d"'~ order term  in Eq. (2.59).
The second program, listed in Appendix B, calculates the energy and wavefunction 
coefficients using Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14). In the main program, qhelium.f. we s ta r t by 
calling the subroutine q inpu t.f which inputs the Hamiltonian expansion coefficients
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th a t were calculated in the first program . Along with the expansion coefficients we 
input various other constants such as A. u i  through iu.i, etc. We then  calculate 
the harmonic order energ}'. S q . and store the harm onic order wavefunction coefficient. 
a(). as a four dimensional array with a one in location {n„. n ,. no. 7 } and zeros 
everywhere else. .Actually, the indices for the arrays in the FORTRAN code start 
a t 1 and thus we put a  one in location {ria -f 1. n,, +  1. no -t- 1. 7 } since the first 
three ciuantum numbers s tart a t zero but the fourth, 7  . s tarts at 1. A rrays are 
also created for the other wavefunction coefficients a% through a ,^. Since the term s in 
scjuare brackets for £.\ are exactly those we would calculate for a., we need an array 
for a i even though we do not calculate it completely.
The next step  is to  call the subroutine comp_H_\.f. The first pass th rough this 
subroutine calculates the contribution of ao to all higher order wavefunction coeffi­
cients. In other words, we calculate HiHo and store the result in the array  for a;: 
then we calculate HvSo and store the result in the array for a^: etc. W hen we come 
out of comp_H_A.f for the first tim e we have the array for =  H^ao for j  > 0. a; 
is not yet complete and before we complete it we m ultiply the array for a ib v  a^  on 
the left. This operation basically extracts the { 4 -  1. ri., +  1. ti» 4- 1. ~ } elem ent of 
Hia<) which gives us ci =  0. Next, we complete a , by multiplying H iao  by —K  on 
the left. This am ounts to tnultiplying each element of H iag  by one of the elements 
of K  btit does not combine elements of H iao  since K  is diagonal. This com pletes the 
wavefunctioti a , .
We then pass through comp_H_\.f again and th is tim e we calculate th e  contribu­
tion that a , gives to every higher order wavefunction coefficient. We calculate H ia j 
and store this in the array for a^ so that the array for a ,  contains H ia i  4- H^aq: we 
calculate H-^ai and store it in the array for a^: etc. Coming out of comp_H_A.f the 
second time we have a^ =  H_,ao +  H_,_iai for j  > 1. The 4- 1. n., 4- 1. no 4- 1. 
} ehanent of the array for a^ is equal to 5 2  and we complete a? by first sub tracting
&(!. which essentially sets the {n^ 4- 1, n, 4- 1. no 4- 1, 7  } element equal to zero, 
and tin'll m ultiplying the array by —K . We continue this process until we calculate 
tin ' final energy coefficient.
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Finally, as each wavefunction is com pleted it is stored in memory' as well as w ritten 
to the hard drive, and the energ}' coefficients are written to  a  file as well. VVe write 
only the non-zero elements of the wavefunctions to disk along w ith the four indices 
that give the location of th e  element in the array.
One note of caution! Both FORTRAN codes are written so th a t the first quantum  
num ber is the anti-sym m etric stretch, the second quantum  num ber is the bend, not 
the sym m etric stretch, and the third is the sym m etric stretch. Every non-zero element 
of ('ach wavefunction array  corresponds to a  triple product of harm onic oscillator 
eigenfunctions. The first index gives the quan tum  num ber for th e  anti-sym m etric 
stretch , ry,. the second index gives the quantum  number for the  bend 7 3 , and the 
th ird  index is for the sym m etric stretch, qo- So care must be taken when using these 
wavefunction files. W avefunction sum m ation will be discussed in the next chapter.
3 .3 .3 .1  W avefu n ction  tru n cation  and a x is  co n tra ctio n
We iHJw briefly discuss the memory saving techniques m entioned above. .A.s was 
m entioned in Sec. (3.1.1) the wavefunction arrays have finite size. T he arrays are used 
to construct the wavefunction coefficients from Eq. (3.1) w ith the upper lim its of the 
sums being finite. The upper limits were seen to equal rnp^  =  -f 2p. nip., =  /Zs +  3p. 
and ///,,, =  no -r 3p. where p is the order of the  wavefunction coefficient. In order to 
Ite abh* to use a single code for several sta tes we set itip^  = nip., = nip.  ^ - -f-
3/>. where /î„,ax is perhaps 6  so that we can calculate states w ith  q u an ta  from zero to 
five w ithout having to recompile the code. This gives array indices th a t range from 
one to //rn.ax +  3/j for the first three indices and  from one to two for the fourth index 
for P"  states. For a 40'^' order calculation, giving twenty energy coefficients, we have
p =  1. 2......... 38. R ather than  dimensioning every wavefunction array  separately we
dimension a single main array with dimensions ttmax 4- 3pmax h}' Umax -r 3pmax by 
"iiuix -r 3p,„ax by 2 by 39 to hold all wavefunction arrays (for P "  s ta tes). In the case 
of Piii.ix =  38 and quadruple precision this array takes 2156 MB o f memory! Well, 
this is not good.
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The first rem edy is to take a close look a t which wavefunction elements are actually  
required to calculate the energ}- coefficients. After a bit of analysis it was found th a t 
we need all wavefunction elements up to 3ip„^/2 thereafter the required elements have 
maximum indices th a t decretise bv three for each wavefunction bevond ,-y. This 
only a|)plies to the first three indices of the wavefunctions. and we are also assum ing 
that is even. Thus, since the m axim um  index for ap, . , . ^ / 2  is "max +  ipmnx/'^
and this is the largest wavefunction array  then we dimension our m ain array as rim^ 
~  '^Prnax/— ^Pmax/- b\ ^Pmax/~ b} 2 b} 39. For Prnax ~  38 and
(luadniple precision this array needs 312 MB of memory. T hat is much better.
The final m em ory saving technique is called axis contraction and is possible be­
cause if one holds all wavefunction indices fixed except the first, one finds th a t every 
ot her element is zero. This can be seen by a few examples. Appendix C contains the 
results of a M athem atica notebook th a t looks a t the first few wavefunction arrays 
for three different states. The states are labeled by their large dimension quantum  
numbers for exam ple "poddOOOl" is a P°  s ta te  with Ua =  tt, =  rig = 0 and 7  =  1 .
Since the first index has every o ther element zero, with a little accounting we 
can contract th is axis and reduce its dimension by a factor of 2 . Then our m ain 
wavefunction array  is dimensioned as above except the first dimension is (/tmax +  
8/-'m;i.x/2)/2. For Pma.x =  38 tliis array now needs 159 MB of memory.
The wavefunction array is the largest array in the code. By including the menior}' 
requirements of the other arrays and w ith the lim itation of about 500 MB of usable 
memory in the SP2 we are able to calculate up to 56‘*‘ order in which gives us 27 
energy coefficients for P"  states with a mttximtim large order quantum  number =  
5. For any o ther higher angular m om entum  states, due to memory restrictions, we 
will always got fewer energ}- coefficients.
This concludes the discussion of the  m atrix  method and its im plem entation. In 
the next chapter we will discuss various results of calculations on a few P°  states and 
tlnnr interdiinensionally degenerate D°  counterparts.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Introduction
In rliis c liaptc'r we will discuss the results of three states in particular. They are P° 
states with large dimension quantum  numbers |0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ) . 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 2 ) .  and | 1 . 0 . 0 . 2 ) .  
We start with these sta tes because the |G,O.O.7 ) s ta tes are the lowest sta tes with P° 
sym m etry and the s ta te  jl. 0 , 0 , 2 ) will be shown to have some interesting connections 
to the |0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ) state. Specifically, in Sec. 2.3 we determined tha t the |0. 0. 0 . 1 ) state 
is a l.v2/t ‘P" state while the jO.0.0. 2) state is a l.s2p ^P° state. In a sim ilar fashion 
we find that the | 1 . 0 . 0 . 2 ) s ta te  is a 2s2p *P" s ta te .
We performed a 56‘‘* order perturbation calculation for each of these states yield­
ing 27 energy coefficients (or 28 if you count 5oc) resulting in a  power series in 6 to 
27'*' order. The energ}' coefficients are listed in tables 4.1 through 4.1.
4.1 .1  H ydrogenic Energies
.\s  a zeroth order approxim ation we can consider the helium atom  in the independent 
particle model by letting A =  0 (Z  —> oc). This results in the energy consisting of 
a sum of two hydrogenic energies. The hydrogen atom  was studied by Herschbach 
where he found the D-dimensional energies to be given by
t.N,D =  —r-
(D  — 3))
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Order in 6 Coefficient in a.u.
0 -2.7377691411277241474551687111949910(0)
I -5.5517569456007492130601380009088860(0)
2 -4.0386190497526871387196754878983764(1 )
3 9.3756296524758507733433202122858138(1)
4 -2.5094295028902611301462902488896942(3)
5 4.5524599175781089674425547744991512(4)
6 -1.0219647226881943849280406526523506(6)
7 2.4302979978761535263562483913890093(7)
8 -6.0455175233675708860457376365008897(8)
9 1.5525128730646016725408447038418350(10)
1 0 -4.08555110329978390481550615597123.36(11)
1 1 1.0961093427774128631973262524283545(13)
1 2 -2.9871890492039795305307897890366095(14)
13 8.2469027840296697987374982916372601(15)
14 -2.3012921554082458053954842445993023(17)
15 6.4772102690906824497806705883963332(18)
16 -1.8341493127426192902798027358587206(20)
17 5.2046172976464484912995638901095372(21)
18 -1.4689386103059148414683120831293613(23)
19 4.0585908939519090877491381422324181(24)
2 0 -1.0567711011606970983698525737860107(26)
2 1 2.3140274932999665351427003531054688(27)
2 2 -2.0715022041770969420449050575000000(28)
23 -2.1772442816015100369203907869120000(30)
24 2.2107613859984324635717161592422400(32)
25 -0.14584781147777775301246942519623680(35)
26 0.76247305495430008802678705534009344(36)
-0.26610266245672926030402504892528722(38)
Table' 4.1; Energy coefficients for the |0 ,0 .0, I) s ta te . The num ber in
j)arentheses is the power of ten.
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O rder in d Coefficient in a.u.
0 -2.7377691411277241474551687111949910(0)
1 -6.5634269511265441216626712745072566(0)
2 -2.7111054468975874690889809365745192(1)
3 -6.5880702211870580543272176456757790(1)
4 -9.3413944869177271772804601758901307(1)
5 -9.8189383511971194105735838197114349(2)
6 4.9385110127813235847120645269788767(3)
7 -7.425596529.3672170538423792742254109(4)
8 9.9977718060702186109216221296495640(5)
! 9 -1.3457034593470299947502481744995988(7)
1 0 1.1481688177722297570022068203255991(8)
1 1 2.6765641058092717769485497130524138(9)
1 2 -2.4294602052627871957578465900151870(11 )
13 1.2551619835241941365081265611254591( 13)
14 -5.7068540649039043012588033753385020( 14)
15 2.4758772366706428420616142207094867(16)
16 -1.0468416606746196744309069072560305(18)
17 4.3024.397082106708826016650065314025 ( 19 )
18 -1.678121137615581588.3201895152926445(21)
19 5.80037214523162038477640214740276.34(22)
2 0 -1.3601484928427659643588814723281860(24)
2 1 -3.01548352160939002103715699990234.38(25)
2 2 8.0721021212148611975374167290312500(27)
23 -8.5433655153818794139311656880800000(29)
24 7.3911624450298769363394359049216000(31)
25 -5.8350914229192728423333966168719360(33)
26 0.43432088558498566298502229032488141(36)
27 -0.30658219529927177459296627086004847(38)
Tal)l(’ 4.2; Energy coefficients for the |0 .0 .0 .2) ls2p ’P " state. The nurnl)er in 
parentheses is the power of ten.
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O rder in Ô Coefficient in a.u.
0 -2.7377691411277241474551687111949910(0)
1 -3.0143990845712093495446203088151474(0)
2 -7.3119163088476292102917601985636584(0)
3 -6.3105012188.392019541444724.324694743(2)
4 -5.6107824487697653758296950287909491(3)
5 -7.4978745381421085106623746203439970(4 )
6 3.9809418022770067345383989410155522(6)
7 7.40846669.30590154789562016438295145 ( 7)
8 1.5923758935429915332009020672838624(9)
9 -5.5796646776753816407652233499809878(10)
1 0 -1.5639473439550951770450997464836375(12)
1 1 -4.188617395322184635399705882668.5966(13)
1 2 9.2.369006077547391346566788512097157(14)
13 3.7893458378655357744872466024563806(16)
14 1.2022572263134969524516955018814599(18)
15 -1.46813249158770602183372911.39747094(19)
16 -9.7350762924156384492852891089583864(20)
17 -3.5768951017144428636907241457953118(22)
18 1.4341390454740307390673631603124738(23)
19 2.5966096040713745374257202032798767(25)
2 0 1.0640003270577503928119217884296873(27)
2 1 3.9397849790333702325036695037500000(27)
2 2 -6.7780695551719630696459348821600000(29)
23 -3.5803873998293985205892831903232000(31)
24 9.8425186974470618731857878990848000(31)
25 -0.24228380364577523884047815482015744(35)
26 0.45694507647999335613274667433601270(37)
27 -0.26291753415867776864334139776011600(39)
Tablf' 4.3: Energy coefficients for the [1 . 0 , 0 .2) 2s'2p  ^P°  s ta te . The number in 
parentheses is the power of ten.
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________2 Z -
{2k + 2 1 - 1  + D Y
(4.1)
where k is the num ber of radial nodes, I is the angular m om entum , D  is the spatial 
dimension. Z  is the nuclear charge, and .V =  +  1 is the principle quantum
number. .A.t zeroth order in A the energ}' of the helium atom  becomes
Eo =  - 2 Z -
I I
_{2k\ 4- 2l\ — 1 +  D)~ {-k-> 4- 2lo — 1 4- D)~_
(4.2)
where the subscripts denote electron 1 or 2 .
Consider a ls2p  s tate . The Is  gives us A: =  0 and / =  0  while the 2p gives us 
k = 0 and / =  1. The to tal energ}- then becomes
Eo = - 2 Z ' 4-
1
( D - 1 ) '  (D + 1)"J
We can see that there will be second order poles in the energy function when D  =  4-1 
and D = —I. The energ}' calculated through the m atrix method gives a scaled energ}'. 
E.  where
r
E  =
Z-A-
and Ô =  1 /(D  4- y.j 4- 1 ). For P° states we have =  1 /(D  4- 1) since =  0 and we 
can write the scaled hydrogenic energ}' as
Eo =  —2
( D  +  1)
( D - 1 )
wlicu'c' we have, in effect, factored off the second order pole at D  =  —1 . W riting this
1
in terms of c) gives
Eo =  —2
A  -  i ) '
The energy E„. as a function of d. has a second order pole a t 6 =  1/2 with a residue 
o f - 1 / 2 .
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As another example consider a 2s2p sta te . The 2s gives us /j =  1 and 1 =  0 while 
the 2p gives us k =  0  and Z =  1 . The to tal unsealed energ}' then becomes
1
In this case there will be a second order pole in the energ}' function when D  = —1 
l)ut there is no pole for D  =  4-1. Again, for P°  states we have 6 = 1/{D  -+■ I) and we 
can write the scaled hydrogenic energ}' as
Eo =  —4
( Z )4 - l) ' 
(D + l f
= —4.
By factoring off the second order pole at D  = —I we eliminate all "hydrogenic" poles, 
at zeroth order for 2s2p sta tes, th a t m ight arise from treating  A as a pertu rb a tio n  
l)arameter. However, o ther poles may arise due to singularities in the wavefunction.
Considering A to be a pertu rbation  param eter gives Eq. (4.2). as a zeroth 
order approximation to the energ}'. For l.s2p states this zeroth order approxim ation 
has a second order pole a t D =  1  (5 =  1 / 2 ) and thus we would expect the energ}' for 
helium with A 7  ^ 0 to have this pole structu re  as well since it can be "built" from this 
zeroth order result. This is indeed w hat we find, as discussed below. .All of the  l.s2p 
sta tes we will discuss have poles at D = I (6 = 1/2) with a residue of —1/2. Likewise, 
all of the 2 .s2 p states we will discuss do not show the existence of a second order pole 
at D = I. Talde 4.1.1 lists several sta tes along with their hydrogenic poles.
From this table it is clear th a t all sta tes will have second order poles at D =  3  —2 .V 
and at D = 3 —2 n. For states w ith A' or n equal to 2 the second order pole at D  =  — 1 
is factored out by scaling the energ}' by l/6~.
.Any helium wavefunction can be w ritten as a linear com bination of products of 
hydrogenic wavefunctions since they form a complete set. To exactly construct a 
helium wavefunction. an infinite num ber of hydrogenic wavefunctions are needed, 
including arbitrarily  large values of the principal quantum  num ber [58]. T hus one 
m ight expect the helium energ}' function to have second order poles a t all negative
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State Possible Terms Second Order Poles
1.S- 1 5 e D =  4-1
1.S-2.S- D  = +1. -1
l.<2/) 1..3 p o D  = 4-1. — 1
I .v.3.9 1.3 D  — 4-1. — 3
1 .s3/; 1.3 p o Z? =  4-1. —3
1.93d l . 3 £ , e Z? =  -f-1. —3
1.9 n/ 7T =  (--1)' Z) =  4-1.3 — 2n
2.9'^ 1 5 e D  =  - I
2.92/; 1.3 p o D  =  - \
2.93.9 1.3^c D  = —3
2.9.3/; 1.3 p o D  =  - 1 . - 3
V ' 1 5 e 3 p e  l p e D  =  - l
2p3.9 1.3 p o D  — — 1. — 3
2pip l . 3 ^ e  1.3 p e 1.3 Q c D  = —3
2p3d 1.3 p o  1.3 Q O 1.3 p o D  — — 1. — .5
X l i n l - 2 * ' ' D =  3 -  2.V. 3 -  2n
Table' 4.4: \a r io u s  hydrogenic states and their second order poles.
odd inte'gers of D  except D  =  — 1. For P° s ta tes this corresponds to second order 
poles at d = —1/2. —1/4. —1/G, . . . .
4 .1 .2  Large O rder Q u an tu m  N u m b ers
T he energy to harmonic order is given by
è  — - "x; “b Sc-Q —
I
+ L o '2  I n., +  -  I +  u.’3 (4.3)
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w hore
"4 =  —  (4.4)
We have been labeling states with the three quantum  numbers n ,, and no along 
w ith a fourth quantum  number, 7 , where 7  takes values given by Eq. (2.51). There 
is another quantum  num ber th a t is useful, the T  quantum  number, which is given by
T  =  Z, 4- 1 — 7 . (4.-5)
.\s  discussed in Ref. [5] and above on page 20. this quantum  num ber is identified 
as the same T  c[uantum number as in the work of Herrick. Stillingcr. Kellman. and 
o thers (see Refs. [37. 48. 59. 60]). It is identified as the modulus of the projection of 
the angular momentum about the inter-electron axis. The internal s ta te  of the atom  
is determ ined more explicitly when we introduce this quantum number along with the 
num ber of quanta in the antisym m etric stretch, symmetric stretch and bend normal
modes. For D = 3. singly excited states are identified by T =  0 (see Eq. (1.16)) and
for doubly excited s ta tes  T  can take values given by
Q < T  < L when -  =  (—1)^ and
1 < T  < L when tt =  ( —1 )^'*^ (4.6)
From E(|. (2.51) we had that ranges from 1 to Z. -f 1 for states w ith ~ =  ( — 1)^ 
and from I to L for sta tes with tt =  ( — 1 )^: thus, as we move down the column vector 
G(j for the harmonic order wavefunction. 7  increases from 1 to Z 1 or L while T  
decreases from Z to 0 or 1 respectively. For P°  states 7  equals 1 or 2 while T  equals 
L or 0 respectively. Hence, the state |0 .0 .0 .1 ) is a T = 1  state while the sta tes 
|0 . 0 . 0 . 2) and | 1 . 0 . 0. 2) are T  =  0 states. This seems to suggest th a t the |0. 0. 0. 1) 
s ta te  is doubly excited, but we identified it w ith the ls'2p state sim ply summ ing 
the expansion for its energ}' and evaluating it a t D = 3. We must remember th a t 
the (juantum  numbers {n„, n.,. uq, 7 } are large D  quantum numbers. Thus when 
D  =  3. the sta te 's  character may change if it is somehow connected or mixed with
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somo o ther s ta te . Also, it seems th a t the sta te  |1. 0 .0 .2 )  could be singly excited 
l)uf by com paring its energ}- with that of the 2s2p ^P° we find th a t it is definitely a 
doubly excited state. It turns out th a t there is a connection between the |0. 0 .0 . 1) 
stat(' and the 11 . 0 .0 .2 ) state. Before we discuss this connection we describe how the 
energy series are summed and how we deal with the pole structure mentioned above.
4.2 Energy Summation
The energy series obtained are divergent so we can not simply sum them  in the 
usual wav. Instead we use linear Fade approxim ants to sum the energ}- series. Fade 
approxiinants are ratios of polynomials in the expansion param eter S. The -'diagonal 
secjuence" consists of the Fade approxim ants whose num erator and denom inator are 
polynomials up to order n in 6, denoted [n/n]. Similarly, off-diagonal sequences 
are labeled [n/n  +  1 ], [n +  1 /n j. etc. Due to the presence of the polynomial in the 
denom inator the Fade approximants can model poles of the energy function, poles 
that may be [^lotted on the complex 6 plane. .A.Iso. by arranging poles and -zeros in 
a particu lar way in the complex â plane. Fade approxim ants can even model more 
coiiqdicated singularities such as square-root branch points and essential singularities 
[Gi].
More specifically, the [L/M] Fade approxim ant. is given by the rational
function
5,y.u,(i) = H-a
2 ^n= 0  à
with the choice of 5q =  1 . The remaining L + M  \ coefficients are determ ined so 
that the first L + M  -r \ terms in the Taylor series expansion of the Fade approxim ant 
match the  first L  -t- M  + 1 terms of the series we are try ing  to sum. Equivalently. 
Fade approxim ants are constructed with the requirem ent th a t
Q E  -  P  ~  0.
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wlioro E  is flu* energ}' series. P  is the num erator in Eq. (4.7) and Q  is the denomi­
nator. The 0" m eans asym ptotic to 0 up to  and including order L  -I- M  so that 
the energy series E  is asym ptotic to the Fade approxim ate S[£,/.\/j-
In addition, a quadratic  Fade approximant m ay be constructed by introducing a 
th ird  polynomial. R.  of order N  with the requirem ent
Q E - - P £ ’ - r i ? ~ 0 .
where ()" m eans asym ptotic to zero up to and including order L M  + .V -f 1 . 
The energ}' is then asym ptotic to the quadratic Fade approxim ant given by
Sli/A ,/.V1 =  5  +  —  Q ® - -  - )  • <■*■*>
The square root term  in the quadratic approxim ant means that ErL/At/A'l is a mul­
tivalued function w ith two branches. Summing the energ}' series w ith a quadratic 
approximant will give energ}' values on only one branch corresponding to the energ}' 
of a particular s ta te  while the other branch m ight correspond to a different sta te . We 
will not use the q uad ratic  approximants to actually  sum the energ}' series but rather 
to locate possible square root branch points th a t may result from Fermi Resonances 
as discussed in Sec. 1.6.6 and below.
Initial sum m ation of the energ}' series gives som ew hat poor results with slow, or 
even no. convergence. We can accelerate and improve the convergence of the Fade 
approxim ants by analyzing the singularity s truc tu re  of the energy series as modeled 
by the approxim ants. Foies are modeled by the roots of the polynom ial Q. \  pole 
tha t we can consider to  be real is one that is present in a series of Fade approxim ants 
and remains stable, i.e. in the same location in the  complex 6 plane, as L and M  are 
varied in a sm ooth m anner.
For the |0. Ü.Ü. 1) and |0. 0 .0 .2 ) states it was found th a t the Fade approxim ants 
were placing a second order pole at à = 1/2 (D  =  1). The placem ent of this pole 
agrees with the discussion of poles in the hydrogenic energ}' function as discussed
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above. If we m ultiply the energ}' series by the factor (ô — 1/2)^ and sum  the resulting 
series a t d =  1 / 2  we determ ine tha t the residue of the second order pole at 6 =  1 / 2  
is equal to —1/2. Finally we subtract, from the original energy series, the term  
• ('^^('"tially subtracting  off the pole at c) =  1/2 (D  =  1 ). This new series 
sums much be tte r agreeing with other results to four decimal places (five significant 
figures) for both P" states under consideration.
We can do better by again looking at the singularity structure of the Fade approxi­
m ants after having subtracted  off the pole a t d =  1/2 {D = 1 ). For bo th  the |0. 0. 0. 1) 
and |U. Ü. Ü. 2) states the Fades place a first order pole at S = —l f 2  ( D = —3). F rê­
vions work by Doren and Herschbach[43]. and the discussion in Sec. 4.1.1. has shown 
that we should expect a second order pole at D  = —3 but ra th er we find a first 
order pole! In a sim ilar m anner we determ ine the residue (from the [n + l/n]  Fade) 
of this pole and sub tract it. The numbers we obtain give us one additional decimal 
place of agreem ent. The results for the ls2p  ''^P° states and their interdim ensionally 
degenerate counterparts, the 2pZd s ta tes  respectively, are shown in Table 4.2.
S tate Energy (an) Reference
ls 2 p 'P " -2.133 1G2 4
-2.1.33 104 19 [0 2 ]
ls 2 p 'P ° -2.123 843 0
-2.123 843 08 [62]
2p3d n(K .T )-^  =  -2(0.1)" -0.503 800 39
-0.503 800 40 [03]
2p.3d:'D" ^(A-,T);^. =  -2 (0 . 1 )" -0.559 328 200
-0.559 328 25 [03]
2s2p 'P ° -0.090 3
-0.094 17 [64]
-0.093 13 [65]
.V =  3 -0.294 13
Table 4.5: Energies of the '"^P° and states calculated from 27'^‘ order Fade
sum m ation along with energies calculated elsewhere.
Sum m ing the series for the j l .0 .0 . 2) s ta te  proved to be a bit m ore problematic. 
.\s  discussed in Sec. 4.1.1 there was no evidence of a pole at 6 = 1/2 (£> =  1). .A.fter
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some analysis there seemed to be a fairly stable first order pole at d = 1 / 1 0  and the 
residue seemed to converge at about 0 .0 1 2 1 . After subtracting this pole we found 
no remaining stable poles on the positive real S axis, however there did seem to be 
a somewhat stable first order pole near d =  —0.L5 with a residue of 0.0309. After 
subtracting these two poles there remained no lone stable poles but many stable 
pole-zero pairs and the energ}' was still not converging well. The energ}' seemed to 
want to converge to about —0.7354 or so. This energ}' is midway between the 2.s2p 
‘ P" and 2s2p states [64. 65] and we expect the jl.O.O, 2) s ta te  to be a singlet 
(see Ecp (2.53)).
The [iresence of stable pole-zero pairs in the Fade approxim ants is a sign of a 
possible branch cut connecting two branch points of the energ}' function. Recall that 
for 5-wave states, branch points arose from the presence of Fermi Resonances where 
two states were degenerate at zeroth order for some value of A. Let's look at possible 
Fermi Resonances th a t might connect the |1, 0 ,0 .2 ) s ta te  with some other s ta te .
4.3 Fermi Resonances
.\s  we did for 5 -wave states in Sec. 1 .6 . 6  we again consider the harmonic order energ}' 
coefficient
“ “2^  5 ) + 5 ) ("" + 5 ) ' ('“ + 5
where
rii = — =---- — =  1  — -, for P" states. (4.9)
The harmonic frequencies o,'i. u:-)- ^md ^ , ' 3 are identical to the 5 -wave frequencies 
but now we have an additional frequency u-q tha t may bring about a more complex 
spec trum  of Fermi resonances when it is commensurate with the original frequencies. 
Figure 4.1 is a plot of these frequencies as functions of A. We see very clearly that 
fcjr a particular value of A, A =  A’ =  0.755929. ü,', =  cj.,. We will find co =  s'q for 
states with quantum  numbers (ria, n ,, ng, n^} and {n'„, n',, n ' g .  n',} when n* =  n'
1 0 5
and Ho =  n'g (since the ra tio  of uj2  and W3 is no t a  rational number in this case) and 
11 a +  ” t =  n'„ +  n',. From Eq. (4.9) we must have
for a =  1 : 1  Fermi Resonance. Thus, in general, the harm onic order
energies will be degenerate when A — 0.755929 for the states |ng, n ,. ng. - ) and 
|n„ ±  ±  1 ) rem embering that, for P°  states, the quantum  num ber " =  1
or 2  which implies that only pairs of states will be degenerate.
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Figure 4.1: uJo, a,'3 , and as functions of A.
The states |0 ,0 ,0 ,1) and |1,0. 0. 2) are such th a t they are degenerate a t the  1 : 1 
Fermi Resonance. Figure 4.2 is a plot of the harm onic order energies for ^P° states 
\-erses A. .As can be seen from the figure there are several other Fermi Resonances 
(•(jiresponding to the many possible com binations of com m ensurate harm onic fre­
quencies. We also plot the harm onic order energies for P" states in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Harmonic order energies as functions of A for ^P° states. The order of the 
sta tes from lowest to highest is jOOOl). |1002). |0101). |2001). |1102). etc. at A =  0.2. 
Notice the degeneracy at A =  0.755929 for the |0001) and |1002) sta tes.
W ith the knowledge of a Fermi Resonance between the |0. 0. 0. 1) and |1. 0. 0. 2) 
state.s we would expect to find one or two square-root branch points a t the same 
location(s) in the complex S plane for both states. Furtherm ore, as A —> 0.755929 
the luanch-point(s) should move toward the origin. The branch points can be found 
by calculating the quadratic Fade approxim ants. S[l/x[/\]. of each energy series and 
plotting  the discrim inant polynom ial. P~ — AQ R. As we vary L. M. and .V in a 
regular way we look for branch points that rem ain stable.
.Analysis of the 11.0.0.2) s ta te  gives a single branch point on the negative real 
d-axis at d,. =  —0.032 for A =  0.5. .As A is increased toward 0.75 this branch point 
mov(>s toward the origin. There is also a complex conjugate pair o f branch points at 
-1-0.0105 ±  0.0249/ that also converge toward the origin as A increases. .Analysis of
lOi
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Figure 4.3: Harmonic order energies as functions of A for ^P° states. The order of the 
states from lowest to highest is |0002). 11001). |0102). |2002). |1101). etc. at A =  0.2. 
Notice tiiere are no states degenerate with the |0002) state.
the jo. 0.0. 1) state also shows a stable single branch point at (),. =  —0.032 but no 
other stable complex conjugate pairs.
It would seem that these two states are connected, due to a Ferm i-type Resonance, 
by the branch point at =  —0.032. Thus, the energ}- function for each s ta te  is 
actually part of a single two-valued function evaluated on one of its Riemann sheets. 
Usuall}' one finds a pair of branch points with a branch cut connecting them. There 
were no other stable branch points common to these two states but perhaps the 
second branch point is too far from the origin for the Fades to model accurately.
As was discussed in Sec. 1.G.6, the presence of branch points being shared by two 
energy functions suggests th a t the corresponding states will exchange character as 
one goes from large D to D = 3. This exchange of character usually comes about 
by the presence of an avoided crossing. Thus, one can relate the presence of stable
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scjuare root branch points to the presence of avoided crossings and therefore to the 
conclusion that the sta te  will change character as one varies D  from large D  to the 
physical D  =  3.
Another verification th a t each energ}' function is a single branch of a two-valued 
function is In- adding the two energ}' series and seeing if the  branch point is still 
present. .As mentioned previously, when two energy functions are each a single branch 
of a two-valued function they can be w ritten  as
^ 0 0 0 1  ( ^ ')  =  f {^ )  +  ' Jà — ( ) f
and
£^1002 — / ( ^ )  ~  v^(5  — Sc-
If we add the.se two functions
E{6) = £ " 0 0 0 1  (<^ ) +  E ioo2{S)
and analyze the branch point structure we should no longer see the branch point 
at S,.. This is exactly what is found when we add the energ}' series of the |0 . Ü.0 . 1 ) 
and jl.O.O. 2) states. The branch point a t Sc =  —0.032 is removed thus validating 
the assumption th a t these two states are single, separate branches of a two-valued 
function.
Furthermore, with the function E{S) no longer having a  branch point on the 
negative real axis perhaps it will sum b e tte r  than the |1 .0 ,0 . 2) s ta te  did alone. We 
first looked at the pole structure of E{6) and found a second order pole at S = 1/2 
with a residue of approxim ately —1 / 2  as well as a first order pole at ô = 0 . 1  with 
a residue of about 0.0131. When these poles were subtracted the remaining series 
summed much better and converged to E (S  = 1/4) =  —2.8201 a.u. (We evaluated 
the energy at S =  1/4 because for P° s ta tes  6 =  1/(D  4- 1)). Now by subtracting 
the energy of the 10.0.0,1) state, Eoooi(l/4) =  —2.123843 a.u. we find an energ}' 
for the jl.O .O .2) s ta te  of Eioo2 ( l / 4 ) =  —0.6963 a.u. This energy is in much better
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agreement with the 2s2p  ^P°  s ta te  found in the literature. Also, we can sum  E{6) at 
D = Ô {6 = 1/6) to find an  energ)' for the interdimensionally degenerate ^D°  s ta te . 
W e find £■(1/0) =  —0.85346 a.u. and after subtracting off the energ)- of the s ta te  
tha t is interdimensionally degenerate with the |0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ) s ta te  we find £ '1 0 0 2 ( 1 / 6 ) =  
—0.294132. I have not yet found a s ta te  in the literature to compare this to  but it 
seems to lie below the .V =  3 threshold. The energies discussed above are listed in 
Table 4.2.
Finally, we mentioned in Sec. 4.1.2 that, for large D. the |0. 0. 0. 1) s ta te  is a  T  =  1 
s ta te , while the 11.0.0.2) s ta te  is a T  =  0 state. We also mentioned th a t all singly 
excited states are T  =  0 states. Therefore, since the |0. 0. 0. 1) s ta te  sums to  a singly 
excited state at D =  3 either our designation for the T  quantum  number is wrong or 
the jo. 0 . 0 . 1 ) s ta te  must change character from a T  — 1 s ta te  a t large D to  a T  =  0  
sta te  a t small D. From the above branch point analysis it is clear tha t the |0. 0 . 0 . 1 ) 
s ta te  exchanges character w ith the jl. 0, 0. 2) sta te  becoming a. T  = 0 s ta te  while the 
jl.O.O. 2) s ta te  becomes a T  =  1 s tate . The exchange of character can also be seen 
through wavefunction analysis which will be considered in the next section.
4.4 W avefunction Summation
In this final section we will consider only wavefunctions of P " states. .A.s discussed in 
Sec. 2.2.1 the wavefunction can be w ritten as
p t . . -
wh('i('
F '- -  = 1 1  ami =
\ ± F , J
W'e then substitu ted  this wavefunction into the Schrbdinger equation to ob tain  a m a­
trix  differential equation for the function whose components are functions only
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of rlie internal coordin<ttes. After a few coordinate transform ations and the equiva­
lence transform ation of Eq. (2.43) we obtained the wavefunction G^ ". pertu rba tion  
equations
p
(H/ — c/I^ r) Gp_i =  0 p =  0.1, 2----
1=0
Like F  . '  is a column vector whose com ponents are functions only of the internal
coordinates. The com ponents of G^'" are then expanded in a power series in 
which can be written as
OC
G ^ ^  =
p = 0
where G ^ '  is also a colum n vector. Expanding the H am iltonian in powers of 
allowed us to derive a set of perturbation equations with which to solve th e  com­
ponents of G ^ ". Im plem entation of the m atrix  m ethod results in each com ponent. 
Gp ". being a sum of trip le products of harm onic oscillator eigenfunctions. Each 
triple product can be designated as|r/[. ;/v.
=  f l u ,  f l u - ,  f ^ u ,  •
Consider the following example. For all P°  states. G ^ " has two com ponents 
labelcfl by either 7  =  1  for the top component or 7  =  2  for the bottom  com ponent. 
The zeroth order com ponent. G o ’", tor the s ta te  |0. 0. 0 .1) s ta rts  out with the triple 
product [0 . 0. 0) in the top component and noth ing  in the bottom  component. W hen 
the first order wavefunction is calculated we find th a t the top component contains
0.G97 1210) -  0.477 jOlO) +  0.287 10-30) 4- 0.163 |201) -t- smaller terms. (4.10) 
while the bottom  component contains
-3.425 1100).
Higher order corrections contain more terms bu t result in a sim ilar sum.
I l l
We Slim these term s by doing a point-by-point sum m ation. We first choose a value 
for {/ i .  r-j. d}.  then transform  to normal coordinates {çi, q^. q^}. We then evaluate 
all the relevant triple products that come in a t all orders th a t we are concerned with. 
For a given order we add the triple products multiplied by their coefficients (Eq. 
(4.10)). .\t  this point we have a power series expansion in 6 for a single point in {ri. 
/•j. 0} space. We then either do a Fade sum m ation, or a straight sum m ation, and 
evaluate the result at. D = 3 or whatever dimension we are interested in.
For the jO.O.O. I) ‘ P " s ta te  we plot, in Figs. 4.4. the top component of the wave- 
fiinctioii for various values of dimension using straight sum m ation through third 
order in .\t  large dimension the top component has large electron density on
the /'i =  r > potential ridge, indicative of a doubly excited state. But. as dimension is 
reduced toward D = 3 the single lobe splits into two lobes. They fall off the potential 
ridge much like singly excited states. Thus the |0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ) state changes character 
from doubly excited to  singly excited as D goes from infinity to 3.
The iiottom com ponent of the jO.0,0, I) ‘P" s ta te  is shown in Fig. 4.5. These 
plots are also straight sum m ations through th ird  order in d^^~. Notice how. even at 
large D. the bottom  com ponent shows singly excited character. In fact, the bottom  
com ponent is the T  = 0 component and singly excited states are P  =  0  states.
Similarly. Fig. 4.G shows the evolution of the top component of the 11.0.0.2) ‘P" 
s ta te . These plots are stra igh t summations through third order in For large D
this s ta te  starts out looking doubly excited and remains looking doubly excited as 
D  - 7  3. But. if we look a t Fig. 4.7. we see th a t the bottom  component looks like a 
singly excited state for all D\ W ith a little care we can compare the relative sizes 
of the top and bottom  components and we find th a t as P> —> 3 the top component 
becomes larger than the bottom  component. This suggests th a t the jl.O.O. 2) state 
has more T =  1 character a t £) =  3 than it had for large D. This is further evidence 
th a t the jO.O.0.1) and |1 ,0 ,0 , 2) states exchange character as we go from large D  to 
D  =  3.
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Figure 4.4: The top component for the state |0 ,0 , 0 ,1 ). The horizontal axis is Pi and
the vertical axis is ranging from 0 to 10/9.
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Figure' 4.5: The bottom  component for the state |0, 0 ,0 . 1). The horizontal axis is ri
and the vertical axis is r-i- ranging from 0 to 10/9.
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Figui'o 4.6: Tho top component for tlic state |1 ,0 ,0 . 2). The horizontal axis is f % and
the vertical iixis is fv, ranging from 0 to 10/9.
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Figure 4.7: The bottom com ponent for the state |1 .0 ,0 . 2). The horizontal axis is r,
and the vertical axis is fg, ranging from 0 to 10/9.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This work has extended previous work on the helium atom  by enabling one to calcu­
late not only S'-wave states but in addition, any state with any to ta l orbital angular 
momentum. Thus we can now calculate the entire spectrum  of the helium atom 
including bound states as well as resonances. Advantages of dim ensional perturba­
tion theory over o ther methods include having electron correlation present at lowest 
order, being able to calculate wavefunctions without any additional work than that 
recjuired to calculate energ}' coefficients, and there is no need to truncate  a wave- 
fuuctiou expansion since, a t each order in the wavefunction expansion is exact. 
The wavefunction expansion at each order in is a finite sum  of triple products of 
Hermite polynomials.
Calculating the wavefunctions via the m atrix  method makes it relatively easy 
ro calculate expectation values. .An operator would be expressed in term s of the 
normal coordinates Çj. and possibly their derivatives, which would then be expressed 
as matrices. Like the Hamiltonian, the operator would become a rank - 8  tensor and 
the expectation value would be a contraction of this operator w ith a wavefunction 
on the right followed by contraction of the wavefunction s transpose on the left.
This research has dem onstrated the validity of the higher angular momentum 
methods developed by Watson and Dunn. The results obtained for the lowest lying 
states of P" sym m etry are quite satisfying in light of the com plexity of the formal­
ism. This gives one hope for the success of future calculations of yet higher angular
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m om entum  states. Not only does this research validate the form alism  for the two- 
eleetroii atom , but gives us confidence th a t th e  formalism is correct for V-electron 
atom ic s ta tes  with arbitrary* angular m om entum  as well.
Work th a t can now easily be accomplished is the calculation of any s ta te  of the 
helium atom  with the only lim itation being com puter memorv" and round-off error. 
To help w ith this problem it is the author's intention to eventually w rite the code 
in parallel. O ther projects th a t can now be considered are the following. Develop a 
b etter understanding of the K. T. and A  quan tum  numbers since our D PT  approach 
s ta rts  w ith an inherently molecular-like atom  which is known to describe douljly 
excited s ta tes  well. \Ve hope to better understand  the presence of the rotor series 
which is obtained when one keeps all quantum  numbers fixed but increases L. And 
finally one can also expand about a different point in the potential to be able to 
calculate resonance widths.
There are many more possibilities for fu rther study using D P T  on the helium 
atom. One can also try  to apply this formalism to completely different systems such 
as Bose-Einstein condensates or quantum  dots. In fact, this work has begun and 
hopefully D P T  as applied to these systems will be as fruitful as it was for the helium 
atom.
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A ppendix A
T he Ham iltonian Expansion Code
A .l  main.h
C Header f i l e  to dec lare  arrays and v a r ia b le s  common to a l l
C ro u tin es .
real*16 R12W(3,0 :6 0 ,0 :6 0 ,0 :6 0 )
real*16 0 (6 ,0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 ) ,1 (2 ,0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 )
r e a l* 16 6 ( 0 : 6 0 ,0 : 3 0 ,0 : 6 0 ) ,b n om (0:60 ,0:60),a l(0:60 ,0:60)
real#16 a 2 (0 :6 0 ,0 : 6 0 ) ,c o t (0 :6 0 ,0 : 6 0 ) ,s (0 :6 0 ,0 :6 0 )
real*16 cosch i(0 :60)  , s in ch i(0 :60)
r e a l* 16 ZERO, ONE, sqrt2
in teger  maxj
common / a l l /  R12W,U,T,B,bnom,al, a2 , c o t , s , c o s c h i , s in c h i ,
. ZERO,ONE,sqrt2,maxj 
c This code uses about 45 MB for SIZE=60
A. 2 main.f
PROGRAM SETUP_HELIUM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
c Modified for higher L 8/96
c Modified for lambda = zero 11/96
in teger  SIZE, lamvar 
c in teger  i , j , k , 1 , i a r r (3)
r e a l* 16 lam, lambar, c_m, r_m, Vxx, Vyy, Vxy, VO, EO, E2 
r e a l* 16 omega(4 ) ,  t a n c h i , ch i, cml, s_m, rm3, cmfact
123
r e a l* 16 lam l, lam2 , lam3, lambda, de lta  
include 'main.h’
ZER0=O. OqO
ONE=1.0qO
SIZE=60
sqrt2 = sqrt(2*0NE)
Input various parameters
writeC*,*) 'Do you want lambda variation? 1=YES, 2=N0.’ 
read(5 ,* )  lamvar 
i f  (lamvar .eq. 1) then 
writeC#,*) 'Quadratic lambda variation '  
w r i te ( * ,*)
writeC*,*) 'Enter lambda for de lta  = 1/3; (D=3): ' 
readC*,*) lamS 
writeC*,*)
writeC*,») 'Enter lambda for  delta=0; (D = I n f i n i t y ) : ’ 
readCS,*) lam 
writeC*,*)
writeC*,*) 'Now enter a lambda for some other delta=l/D:
writeC*,*) 'Enter D: '
readCS,*) d e l ta
d e lta  = 1/d e l t a
writeC*,*)
writeC*,*) 'Enter lambda for de lta  = ' , d e l ta ,  
read C 5 ,* )  lambda
lam2 = C9.q0*lam3 + lam*C3.qO/delta -  9 .q0) -  
3 .qO*lambda/delta)/CONE -  3.q0*delta)  
laml = (lambda -  lam -  lam2 * d e lta * d e lta ) /d e lta  
writeC»,*) ' lambda = lam + laml*delta + lam2*delta“2 ' 
writeC*,*)  
e ls e
writeC*,*) 'Enter lambda for d e lta  = 1/3; CD = 3 ) : '
readCS,*) lam
writeC*, • )
laml = ZERO
lam2 = ZERO
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endif
writeC*,») 'lam = ' ,  lam 
writeC*,*) ' laml = ' ,  laml 
writeC*,») ' lam2 = ' ,  lam2 
writeC*,*)
writeC*,*) 'Enter maximum order in sqrtCl/D) Cmax.’ ,SIZE,' ) :  ' 
readCS,*) maxj 
writeC*,*) 'maxj = ' ,maxj 
writeC*,*)
C Analytic  expressions
C  temporary var iab les  fo r  convenience: cml, rm3, cmfact
leunbar = sqrt2 * lam /  16 .qO
c_m = -2 .  qO*lambar* Clambar + sqrt C lambar* lambar + ONE))
writeC*,*) ’COSCtheta_m) = ' ,  c_m
cml = ONE + c_m
r_m = ONE /  C4.qO*cml*cml)
writeC*,*) ’r_m = ’ , r_m
EO = - 4 . qO*cml*cml*cml/CONE-c_m)
writeC*,*) ’ECO) = ' ,  EO
s_m = sinCacosCc_m))
writeC*,*) ’sinCtheta_m) = ' ,  s_m
rm3 = r_m*r_m*r_m
cmfact = 2.qO*C0NE-c_m)
Vxx = C0.375q0/Cr_m*s_m*s_m)-0NE+lam/C2.q0*sqrtCanfact))) /  rm3
writeC*,*) 'Vxx =’ , Vxx
cmfact = lam /  Ccmfact*sqrtCcmfa c t ) )
omegaCl) = sqrtCC0.75q0/Cr_m*s_m*s_m) -  2 .q0 -  cml*cmfa c t ) /rm3) 
Vyy = C3.qO*Cc_m*c_m)/Cs_m*s_m) + ONE) /  C2.qO*r_m*s_m*s_m)
Vyy = CVyy + C3.q0+c_m)*cmfact/2.q0) /  rm3
Vxy = Cc_m/Cs_m*r_m*s_m*s_m) + cmfact*s_m)/rm3
VO = - 1 .5qO/Cr_m*r_m*s_m*s_m) + laml/Csqrt2*r_m*sqrtCONE-c_m))
writeC*,*) 'Vyy = ' ,  Vyy
writeC*,*) 'Vxy = ' ,  Vxy
writeC*,*) 'VO = ' ,  VO
omegaC2) = sqrt C CVxx-Vyy)* CVxx-Vyy) + Vxy«Vxy) 
omegaC3) = sqrtCVxx + Vyy - omegaC2))
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omega(2) = s q r t (Vxx + Vyy + omega(2)) 
onega(4) = -c_m/(r_m*r_m*s_m*s_m) 
writeC*,*) ’omega(l) omega(l)
writeC*,*) ’omegaC2) = ' ,  omega(2)
writeC*,*) ’omegaC3) = ' ,  omega(3)
writeC*,*) ’omegaC4) = ' ,  omegaC4)
i f  Clam .eq. ZERO) then 
c there i s  no transform ation to  normal coordinates;
c X and y are already normal coord inates . This implies th a t
c chi = p i / 2 .  See helium higher L p o te n t ia l  expansion notes
c page 4A.
chi = asinCONE) 
coschiCl) = ZERO 
sinchiC l) = ONE
tanchi = ZERO ! we won’t  a c tu a l ly  use tanchi s ince  i t  i s  a c tu a l ly  s in g u la r  
e ls e
chi = Vxy /  CVyy -  Vxx)
tanchi = CVyy-Vxx)* CONE + sqrtCONE + chi * chi))/V xy  
chi = atanCtanchi) 
coschiCl) = cosCchi) 
sinchiC l) = sinCchi) 
writeC*,*) ’tanCchi) = ’ , tanchi  
endif
writeC*,*) ’chi = ’ , chi  
writeC*,*) ’s in ch i  = ’ , s in ch iC l)  
writeC*,*) ’coschi = ’ , cosch iC l)
E2 = VO
C Preliminary i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  
c a l l  binom 
c a l l  c h ifa c t  
writeC*,*) ’setup_C — ’
CALL setup_C 
writeC*,*) ’setup_B — ’
CALL setup_B
c a l l  sin_derivsCs_m,c_m)
c a l l  gtoyCs_m,c_m)
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c C entrifugal p o te n t ia l
writeC*,*) ’setup_U — ’
CALL setup_U(r_m, s_m) 
c a l l  cotan(r_m, s_m, c_m)
C P o ten t ia l  term
writeC*,*) ’setup_V — ’
CALL setup_VCr_m, lam, lam l, lam2, c_m) 
writeC*,*) ’setup_W — ' 
c a l l  setup_WCr_m,s_m)
C K inetic  term
writeC*,*) ’setup_T — ’
CALL setup_TCr_m)
C Save parameters for  i t e r a t iv e  loop to  compute ECj), j = 3 , 4 , . . . ,  maxj 
writeC*,*) ’save — ’
CALL save_paramsComega, EO, E2) 
c 20 formatCalO. 1 2 , ' : ’ , 1 2 , ’ : ' , i 2 ) 
end
A .3 binom .f
C C alculates binomial c o e f f i c i e n t s  recursively
subroutine binom 
im p lic it  none 
in teger  n, m 
include ’m ain .h’ 
do n=0 ,maixj 
do m=0 ,maxj 
bnomCn.m) = ZERO 
enddo 
enddo
do n = 0 , maxj
bnomCn.O) = ONE 
do m = 1 , n/ 2
bnomCn.m) = bnomCn.m-l) * Cn+ONE-m)/ CONE*m) 
end do
do m = 0 , n/ 2
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bnom(n,n-m) = bnom(n,m) 
end do 
end do 
end
A 4  chifact.f
subroutine c h ifa c t  
im p lic it  none 
integer  j 
include ’main.h’ 
c o sch i(0) = ONE 
s in c h i (0) = ONE 
do j =2 ,maxj 
co sch i( j )  = c o s c h i ( j - 1) *cosch i(l)  
s in c h i ( j )  = s in c h iC j-1)» s in c h i( l )  
enddo 
end
A. 5 cotan.f
subroutine cotan(r_m, s_m, c_m) 
im p lic it  none 
in teger  i . j .m .n
r e a l» l6 r_m, s_m, c_m, j fa c t .p r e fa c t  
include ’main.h’ 
c S ( j ,n )  i s  ca lcu la ted  in setup_U.f  
i f  (c_m .eq. ZERO) then 
prefact=l/s_m  
e ls e  
prefact=c_m/s_m 
a 2 (0 , l )  = ONE 
endif
j f a c t  = ONE 
do j=0 , maxj 
do n=0 , j
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c o t ( j ,n )  = ZERO 
do m=0 , j  
do i=m,j
c o t ( j ,n )  = c o t ( j .n )  + a 2 ( j - i , l ) * a lC i ,m )  
enddo 
enddo
c o t ( j ,n )  = c o t ( j ,n ) * p r e f a c t * s ( j ,n ) * j f a c t  
enddo
j f a c t  = j f a c t* s q r t 2 /r_m 
enddo
a 2 ( 0 , l )  = ZERO 
end
A .6 gtoy.f
subroutine gtoy(s_m,c_m) 
im p l ic i t  none 
in teger  j , p , i
real*16 s_m,c_m, tan_m, fact  
include ’m ain.h’ 
do j=0 ,maxj 
do p=0 ,méixj 
a 2 ( j ,p )  = ZERO 
enddo 
enddo
a2(0 ,0) = ONE 
do j = 1 , maxj 
a2(j.O ) = ZERO 
end do
i f  (c_m .eq . ZERO) then  
fact  = -  ONE 
a 2 ( 0 , l )  = ZERO 
do j = 0 , maxj- 2 , 2 
a2 ( j + 1 , 1) = fa c t  
a 2 ( j + 2 , l )  = ZERO 
fa c t  = - f a c t  /  C(j+2)*Cj+3)*0NE)
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end do
i f  ((m axj/2 )» 2  .ne. maxj) a2 (m axj,l)  = fa c t  
e l s e
tan_m = s_m /  c_m 
f a c t  = ONE 
do j = 0 , maxj- 1 , 2 
a2 ( j , 1) = fa c t  
fa c t  = - f a c t  /  ((j+l)*ONE) 
a2 ( j + l , l )  = tan_m » fact  
f a c t  = fa c t  /  ((j+2)*0NE) 
end do
i f  ((m axj/2 )* 2  .eq. maxj) a2 (m axj,l) = fa c t  
a 2 ( 0 , l )  = ZERO 
en d if
C and f i l l  in  remaining a2_j“{(p)> elements 
do p = 2 , maxj 
do j = p, meixj 
a 2 ( j ,p )  = ZERO 
do i  = 1 , j - p +1
a2 ( j ,p )  = a2 ( j ,p )  + a2 ( j - i , p - l )  * a2 ( i , l )  
end do 
end do 
end do 
end
A. 7 sin_derivs.f
subroutine sin_derivs(s_m,c_m) 
im p l ic i t  none
rea l*16  s_m, c_m, cot_m, fact  
in te g e r  j , p , i  
in c lu de  ’m ain.h’ 
do j=0 ,maxj 
do p=0 ,maxj 
a l ( j , p )  = ZERO 
enddo
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enddo
cot_m = c_m /  s_m 
fa c t  = -ONE 
al(O.O) = ONE 
do j = 1 , maxj 
a l ( j , 0 )  = ZERO 
end do
C i n i t i a l i z e  elements
do j = 0 , maxj- 1 , 2 
a l (j , 1) = fa c t  
fa c t  = fa c t  /  ((j+l)»ONE) 
a l ( j + l , l )  = cot_m • fa c t  
fa c t  = - f a c t  /  ((j+2)*0NE) 
end do
i f  ( ( (maxj/2) *2) .eq. maxj ) alCmaucj , 1) = fa c t  
a l (O . l )  = ZERO
C and f i l l  in remaining a l_ j" { (p )}  elements 
do p = 2 , maxj 
do j = p, maxj 
a l ( j , p )  = ZERO 
do i  = 1 , j -p +1
a l ( j , p )  = a l ( j ,p )  + a l ( j - i , p - l )  * a l ( i , l )  
end do 
end do 
end do 
end
A .8 setup-B .f
subroutine setup_B 
im p l ic i t  none 
real*16 I fa c t  
in teger  j , k , l ,  twok 
include ’m ain.h’ 
do j= 0 ,maxj 
do k=0 ,maxj/ 2
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do 1=0 ,men j 
BCj.k.I) = ZERO 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
do j = 1 , maxj 
do k = 0 , ( j - l ) / 2  
twok = 2*k 
I fa c t  = ONE 
do 1 = 0 , j -tw ok -1
B ( j ,k , l )  = Ifact»bnom(j,twok-H)*bnom(j-twok-1,1) ■ 
co sch i(j- tw o k -1- 1)* s in c h i (1 )
Ifa c t  = - I f a c t  
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
end
A .9 setup_C.f
subroutine setup_C 
im p lic it  none 
real*16 Ifact  
in teger  j . k . l ,  twok 
include ’main.h’ 
do j=0 ,maxj 
do k=0 ,maxj/ 2  
do 1=0 ,maxj 
T ( l , j , k , l )  = ZERO 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
do j = 0 , maixj 
do k = 0 , j / 2  
twok = 2*k 
I fa c t  = ONE
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do 1 = 0 , j-twok
T ( l , j , k , l )  = lfact*bnomCj,twok)*bnom(j-twGk,l)* 
c o s c h i ( j - tw o k - l )* s in c h i ( l )
I fa c t  = - I f a c t  
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
end
A. 10 setup _T.f
subroutine setup_T(r_m) 
im p lic it  none
real»16 r_m, term, c (0 :60)
in teger  j ,k , l ,m ,n
include ’main.h’
c ( 0 ) = r_m*r_m
c ( l )  = ZERO
c(2) = -O.SqO
do j = 3 ,  maxj
c ( j )  = - c ( j - l ) * ( j - l ) / ( s q r t 2 *rjm *(j-2 ))  
enddo
do j = maxj, 2 , - 1  
do k = 0 , j / 2
do 1 = 0 , j - 2*k
T ( l , j , k , l )  = c ( j )  •  T ( l , j - 2 , k , l )  
end do 
end do 
end do
now do add itional term due to  higher L which m u lt ip l ie s  a sp in  matrix  
do j =4,maxj
do k = 0 ,( j -4 ) /2  
do l= 0 ,j-2*k-4  
T ( 2 , j ,k , l )  = ZERO 
do m=0,j-4 
term = ZERO
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do n=0 , min(m,l)
term = term + B (j-m -3 ,k ,l-n )*co t(m ,n )  
enddo
T ( 2 , j , k , l )  = T ( 2 , j , k , l )  -  term*2.q0*(j-m-2)*  
. c ( j -m ) / ( j -m - l)  
enddo !m 
enddo !1 
enddo ! k
enddo !j
end
A. 11 setup _U.f
subroutine setup_U(r_m, s_m) 
im p lic it  none
integer  i ,  j ,  k, 1 , m, mmin, mmax 
real*16 r_m, s_m, term, p re fa c t  
real*16 g (0 ;6 0 ) ,c (0 :6 0 )  
include ’main.h' 
g(0) = l.qO /  (s_m*s_m) 
do j = 1 , maxj 
g ( j )  = ZERO 
do m = 1 , j
g ( j )  = g ( j )  + (m+ONE) •  a l( j ,m )  
end do
g ( j )  = g ( j )  •  g ( 0 ) 
end do
term = sq r t2 /  r_m 
prefact = ONE 
do j = 0 , maxj
g ( j )  = g ( j )  • prefact  
prefact = p re fa c t  * term 
end do 
do j=0 ,maxj 
do i=0 ,maxj 
s ( j . i )  = ZERO
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enddo
enddo
do j = 0 , maxj 
do i  = 0 , j
s ( j , i )  = b n o m C j,i )* co sch i( i )* s in ch i( j - i )  
end do 
end do
c(0) = ONE /  ( 4 . OqO * r_m * r_m) 
do j = 1 , maxj
c ( j )  = - c ( j - l )  * (j+ 1) /  ( j* sq r t2 *r_m) 
end do
c See s-wave p o te n t ia l  expansion notes for  U1,U2,U3. See higher!  
c p o ten t ia l  expansion notes for  U4,U5,U6. 
do j=0 ,maxj 
do k=0 ,maxj/ 2  
do 1=0 ,maxj 
do i = l ,6 
U ( i , j . k . l )  = ZERO 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
do j = 0 . maxj 
do k = 0 . j / 2
do 1 = 0 . j - 2*k 
do i  = 0 . j - 2*k 
term = ZERO 
mmin = l+2*k+i-j 
i f  (mmin.lt.O) mmin=0 
mmax = i
i f  (1 . 1t.mmax) mmax=l 
do m = mmin. mmax
term = term + s ( i .m )* T (1 . j - i , k . 1-m) 
end do
U d . j . k . l )  = U ( l , j . k . l )  + c ( j - i )» g ( i )* te r m  
end do
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end do 
end do
do k = 0 , ( j - 2 ) / 2  
do 1 = 0 , j - 2- 2*k
U ( 2 , j ,k , l )  = - U ( l , j - 2 . k . l )  * 6 . OqO
end do 
end do
do k = 0 , ( j - 4 ) /2  
do 1 = 0 , j-4-2*k
0 ( 6 , j . k . l )  = c ( j - 4 ) * T ( l . j - 4 .k , l )
0 ( 3 . j . k . l )  = 8.q0 •  0 ( l , j - 4 , k , l )  -  0 ( 6 . j . k . l )  
end do 
end do
c Higher L terms 0 ( 4 , j . k . l )  and 0 ( 5 , j . k . l )  m ultiply  a sp in  matrix 
c 0 (6 . j . k . l )  i s  m ult ip lied  by the square of a spin matrix and is  ca lcu la ted  
c above.
do k=0, ( j - 3 ) / 2  
do 1=0, j-3-2*k  
do i= 0. j -3  
term = ZERO 
mmax = 1
i f  (i.It.mmax) mmax = i  
do m= 0 . mmax
term = term + s ( i .m ) * B ( j - i - 2 .k ,l-m )  
enddo
0 ( 4 . j . k . l )  = 0 ( 4 . j . k , l )  + g (i)*2 .q O *c(j- i-2 )* term  
enddo ! i  
enddo ! 1
enddo !k
do k=0. ( j - 5 ) /2  
do 1=0, j-5-2*k
0 ( 5 , j . k . l )  = -2 .q O « 0 (4 ,j -2 ,k , l )  
enddo 
enddo 
end do
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A. 12 setup _V.f
subroutine setup_V(r_m,lam,laml ,lam2,c_m) 
im p l ic i t  none
r e a l* 16 r_m, lam,laml,lam2 , c_m 
in teger  i , j , k . l , k 2 ,r ,p,pmax,m,n2 ,n ,k l  
real*16 p f a c t , I f a c t  
real*16 p re fa c t ,  v t j . v t l
r e a l* 16 vtu, v tk l ,  v tk 2 , v tn , vtn2 , vtq, k2 fa c t  
r e a l* 16 a ,b 2 , c , e , j f a c t , n f a c t , n 2 fact  
real*16 F (0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 ) ,  0 (0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 )  
real*16 V (0:60 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 )  
include ’main.h’ 
vtj  = -ONE /  (sqrt2  * r_m) 
prefact = - 2 . OqO /  r_m 
do j = 0 , majcj 
do k = 0 , j / 2
do 1 = 0 , j - 2 *k
U ( l , j , k , l )  = U ( l , j , k , l )  + p r e f a c t * T ( l , j ,k , l )  
end do 
end do
prefact = prefact * v t j  
end do
a = sq r t2 /  r_m
b2 = ONE /  ( 2 .OqO * r_m * r_m)
c = c_m
e = (ONE + c) /  (ONE -  c) 
c = c /  (ONE -  c) 
n2fa c t  = b2 /  (a*a) 
nfact = -n2fa c t  * c /  a 
j f a c t  = c /a  
k2fa c t  = a*c /  (b2*e) 
do j = 0 , mcixj 
do k=0 , j / 2
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do r = 0 , j - 2 *k
DCj.k.r) = ZERO 
end do 
end do 
end do 
vtj  = ONE 
do j = 0 , maxj 
vtq = v t j  
do m = 0 , j / 2  
vtn  = vtq
do n = 0 , min(m, j - 2*m)
v t l  = vtn»bnom(j-m-n,m)*bnom(m,n) 
do 1 = 0 , j - 2*m-n
v tk l  = vtl*bnom(j-2 *m-n,1 ) 
do kl = 0 , m-n
vtk2 = vtkl*bnom(m-n,kl) 
do k2 = 0 , kl
vtn2 = vtk2 »bnom(kl,k2 ) 
do n2 = 0 , n
D(j,kl-k2+n-n2,n+l+k2) =
D(j,kl-k2+n-n2,n+l+k2) + bnom(n,n2) ♦ vtn2 
vtn2 = -v tn 2 
end do
vtk2 = -v tk 2  * k2 fa c t  
end do
vtk l = vtk l » e 
end do
v t l  = - v t l  * j f a c t  
end do ! 1
vtn = vtn * j fa c t  * (j-m-n) /  (O.SqO - j + m + n) 
end do !n
vtq  = vtq * (j-m) /  ( 4 . OqO*( 0 .5q0 -  j + m)) 
end do !m
v tj  = - v t j  * a*(0.5q0+j) /  (ONE+j) 
end do ! j
do j=0 , maxj
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vtu = ONE 
do r = 0 , j
do k = 0 , ( j - r ) / 2  
F ( j .k .r )  = ZERO 
do i  = 0 , r
F ( j ,k ,r )  = F ( j ,k ,r )  + D ( j - i ,k ,r - i ) * v t u * a 2 ( r ,r - i )  
end do 
end do
vtu = vtu • a 
end do 
end do
p re fa c t  = ONE /  (r_m*sqrt2<‘sq rt  (ONE-c_m) ) 
do j = 0 , maxj 
do k=0 , j / 2
do r=0 , j - 2*k
i f  (F ( j ,k ,r )  .ne. ZERO) F ( j ,k ,r )  = F ( j ,k ,r )  * prefact  
end do 
end do 
end do
C Convert F ( j ,k ,r )  expansion c o e f f i c i e n t s  to V ( j ,k , l )  
do j= 0 ,maxj 
do k=0 , j / 2  
k2 = 2 *k 
Ifact=ONE 
do l= 0 , j - k 2 
V ( j , k , l )  = ZERO 
do r=0 , j - k 2 
pmax = 1
i f  (pmax.gt.r) pmauc = r 
do p=mcix (0 , l+r+k2- j  ) , pmax 
i f  ( ( p / 2 )*2 .eq.p) then  
pfact=ONE 
e l s e  
pfact=-ONE 
endif
V ( j ,k , l ) = V ( j ,k , l )  + bnom (j-r-k2,I-p)*bnom (r,p)»F(j,k ,r)»
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c o s c h i ( j - r - k 2 - l+ 2 * p )« s in ch i( l+ r -2*p )op fact* lfact  
enddo !p
enddo !r
U ( l . j . k . l )  = U d . j . k . l )  + lam $V (j,k ,l)
I f a c t = - l f a c t  
enddo ! 1
enddo ! k
do k=0 , ( j - 2 ) / 2  
do l= 0 , j - 2 - 2 *k
U ( 2 , j ,k . l )  = U ( 2 , j ,k . l )  + la m l» V (j-2 ,k ,l )
enddo
enddo
do k = 0 , ( j - 4 ) /2  
do l= 0 ,j -4 -2 * k
U ( 3 . j ,k , l )  = U ( 3 , j ,k , l )  + lam 2*V (j-4 ,k ,l)
enddo
enddo
end do !j
end
A. 13 setup _W.f
subroutine setup_W(r_m, s_m) 
im p lic it  none
rea l» 16 r_m, s_m, W(3 ,0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 )  
real*16 j f a c t ,  k f a c t . l f a c t  
rea l» 16 fa c to r  
real»16 R 12(0:60,0:60,0:60)  
integer j , k , l ,m ,n ,p , f a c t o r 1 
include ’m ain.h’ 
c a l l  setup_Wl(W,r_m,s_m) 
j fa c t  = ONE 
do j=0 ,maxj 
kfact = j f a c t  
do k = 0 , j
Ifa c t  = kfact
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do 1=0 , j - k  
fa c to r l  = 0
i f  ( ( k . l e . ( j - 1) ) -and .( j . g e . 1))  then
i f  ( l . l e .  ( j - k - D )  f a c t o r l  = fa c to r l  -  ( j - k - 1 ) 
i f  ( l . g e . l )  f a c t o r l  = fa c t o r l  -  1 
endif
i f  ( ( k . g e . 1) - a n d . ( j .g e . 1))  fa c to r l  = fa c to r l  + k 
i f  ( j .eq .O ) then 
fa c to r  = ONE 
e ls e
fa c to r  = (factorl*ONE)/(j»ONE) + ONE 
endif
R 12(j, k , 1 ) = lfa c t* co sch i  ( j -k -1 )* s in c h i (1) * 
bnomCj,k)*bnom(j-k,l)*factor  
I f a c t = - l f a c t  
enddo ! 1 
kfact = -k fa c t  
enddo !k
j f a c t  = - j f a c t / ( s q r t 2*r_m) 
enddo ! j
do j = 2 , maxj 
do k = 0 , j - 2  
do 1 = 0 , j - k -2  
fac tor  = ZERO 
do m=2 ,j
do n = 0 ,m in(k/2 ,(m-2 ) / 2 ) 
do p = 0 ,m in(l,m -2 *n-2 ) 
fa c to r  = fa c to r  + R12(j-m,k-2*n,1-p)*W(1 ,m,n,p) 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
R 1 2 W (l,j ,k ,l)  = fa c to r  
enddo 
enddo
do k = 0 , j - 3  
do 1 = 0 , j - k - 3
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fa c to r  = ZERO 
do m=3,j
do n = 0,m in(k/2, (ni-3)/2) 
do p = 0,min(l,ni-2*n-3) 
fac tor  = factor  + Rl2(j-m,k-2*n,l-p)*W (2,m,n,p) 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
R 12W (2,j,k ,l) = factor  
enddo 
enddo
do k = 0 , j - 4  
do 1 = 0 , j - k - 4  
fa c to r  = ZERO 
do m=4,j
do n = 0 ,m in(k /2 ,(m -4)/2)  
do p = 0 ,min(l,m-2*n-4) 
fa c to r  = factor  + Rl2(j-m,k-2*n,1-p)*W(3,m,n ,p) 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
R12W (3,j,k ,l) = factor  
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
end
A. 14 setup _W l.f
subroutine setup_Wl(W,r_m, s_m) 
im p l ic i t  none
real»16 r_m, W2(0:60,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 ) ,s_m 
r e a l* 16 factor,W (3 ,0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 )  
in teg er  j ,k ,l ,m ,n ,nm ax  
include ’main.h’ 
c a l l  setup_W2(W2,r_m,s_m)
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fa c to r  = r_in/sqrt2 
do j = 2 , maxj 
do k=0 , ( j - 2 ) / 2  
do l= 0 , j - 2*k-2
W (l , j ,k , l )  = ZERO 
do m=0 , j -2  
run ax = m
i f  ( l . lt .n in ax) nmax = 1 
do n=0 , nmax
W Cl.j.k.l) = W C l.j .k .l)  -0.5dO*W2(j-m-2,k,l-n)*
. cot(m,n)
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
do k = 0 ,( j -3 ) /2  
do l=0 ,j-2*k-3
W (2 ,j ,k , l)  = factor*W 2(j-3 ,k ,l)  
enddo 
enddo
do k = 0 , ( j -4 ) /2  
do 1=0,j-2*k-4
W (3 ,j ,k ,l)  = -2 .d O »W (l,j -2 ,k ,l)  
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
end
A. 15 setup _W2.f
subroutine setup_W2(W2,r_m,s_m) 
im p l ic i t  none 
r e a l* 16 r_m, s_m
in teg er  i , j , k , l , k 2 ,r ,p,pmax,m,n2 .n ,k l  
r e a l* 16 prefact, v t j , v t l , I f a c t , p f a c t  
r e a l* 16 vtu, v tk l ,  vtk2 , v tn , vtn2 , vtq
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r e a l* 16 a ,b 2
real*16 F (0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 ) ,  0 (0 :6 0 ,0 :3 0 ,0 :6 0 )  
real*16 W2(0:60,0 :30 ,0:60)  
include ’m ain .h’ 
a = sq r t2 /  r_m 
b2 = ONE /  (2 .q0 * r_m # r_m) 
do j = 0 , maxj 
do k=0 , j / 2
do r=0 , j - 2 *k
D ( j ,k ,r )  = ZERO 
end do 
end do 
end do 
vtj = ONE 
do j = 0 , maxj 
vtq = v t j  
do 1 = 0 , j / 2  
vtn = vtq
do n = 0 , m in d ,  j - 2* l)
v t l  = vtn*bnom(j-1 - n , 1 ) *bnom(l,n) 
do m = 0 , j - 2 *l-n
v tk l  = vtl*bnom(j-2 *l-n,m) 
do kl = 0 , 1-n
vtk2 = vtkl*bnom (l-n,kl)  
do k2 = 0 , kl
vtn2 = vtk2 *bnom(kl,k2 ) 
do n2 = 0 , n
D(j ,k1-k2+n-n2 , n+m+k2 ) =
D(j,kl-k2+n-n2,n+m+k2) + bnom(n,n2) * vtn2 
vtn2 = -v tn 2 
end do
vtk2 = vtk2 *a/b2 
end do !k2
v tk l  = -v tk l  
end do !kl
v t l  = - v t l / a
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end do !m
vtn = -v tn /a  
end do ! n
vtq = -vtq*(l.dO/4.dO)  
end do ! 1
vtj = -v t j  * a 
end do ! j
do j=0 , maxj 
do k=0 , j / 2  
vtu = ONE 
do r=0 , j - 2*k
FCj.k.r) = ZERO 
do i  = 0 , r
F ( j ,k , r )  = F ( j ,k ,r )  + D ( j - i , k , r - i ) « a l ( r , r - i )  
end do 
F ( j ,k ,r )  = F ( j ,k ,r )* v tu  
vtu = vtu*a 
end do 
end do 
end do
prefact = ONE /  (r_m*r_m*s_m) 
do j = 0 , maxj 
do k=0 , j / 2
do r=0 , j - 2 »k
i f  ( F ( j ,k , r )  .ne. ZERO) F ( j ,k ,r )  = F ( j ,k ,r )  * prefact  
end do 
end do 
end do
C Convert F ( j ,k ,r )  expansion c o e f f i c i e n t s  to  W 2(j,k ,l)  
do j=0 ,maxj 
do k=0 , j / 2  
k2 = 2 *k 
Ifact=ONE 
do l=G ,j-k2 
W 2(j,k .l)  = ZERO 
do r=0 , j - k 2
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pmax = 1
i f  ( p m a x . g t . r )  pmax = r  
do p=max ( 0 ,  r + l + k 2 - j  ) , pmeix 
i f  ( ( p / 2 ) * 2 . e q . p )  t h e n  
p fact=O N E 
e l s e  
p fac t= -O N E  
e n d i f
W 2 ( j , k , l ) = W 2 ( j , k , l )  + b n o m ( j - r - k 2 , I - p ) * b n o m ( r , p ) « F ( j  , k , r ) *  
c o s c h i ( j - r - k 2 - I + 2 * p ) * s i n c h i ( l + r - 2 » p ) » p f a c t * l f a c t  
e n d d o  !p
en d d o  !r
I f a c t = - l f a c t
c i f  ( W 2 ( j , k . l ) - n e . Z E R 0 )  w r i t e C l O , * )  j , 2 * k , j - 2 * k - l . l , W 2 ( j , k , l )
e n d d o  !1
en d d o  ! k
e n d  do  ! j
end
A. 16 save.f
s u b r o u t i n e  s a v e _ p a ra m s(o m e g a ,E O ,E 2 )
i m p l i c i t  none
i n t e g e r  i , j , k , l
r e a l * 16 o m ega( 4 ) ,  EO, E2
r e a l » 1 6  p r e f a c t ,  f a c t l ,  f a c t 2 ,  m u l j , m u lk ,  m u l l ,  p r e j , p r e k  
r e a l * 16 f a c t S  
i n c l u d e  ' m a i n . h '
o p e n ( u n i t = 1 0 , f i l e = ' p a r a m s . l i s ' , s t a t u s = ' unknown' )  
w r i t e ( 1 0 , * )  maxj 
do i  = 1 , 4
w r i t e d O , * )  o m e g a ( i )  
end  do
w r ite d O ,* )  s in c h i ( l )  
w r ite d O ,* )  c o sc h i( l )  
w r ite d O ,* )  EO
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w rited O ,* )  E2 
c lose( lO )
o p e n ( u n i t = 1 0 , f i l e = ’T l . l i s ’ , s t a t u s = ’unknown.’ ) 
o p e n ( u n i t = l l , f i l e = ’T 2 . 1 i s ’ , s t a t u s = ’unknow n’ ) 
o p e n ( u n i t = l 2 ,  f i l e = ’U V l . l i s ’ , s t a t u s = ’unknow n’ ) 
o p e n ( u n i t = 1 3 , f i l e = ’U V 2 .1 i s ’ , s t a t u s = ’unknow n’ ) 
o p e n ( u n i t = 1 4 ,  f i l e = ’U V 3 .1 i s ’ , s t a t u s = ’unknow n’ ) 
o p e n ( u n i t = 1 5 , f i l e = ’U V 4 .1 i s ’ , s t a t u s = ' unknow n’ ) 
o p e n ( u n i t = 1 6 , f i l e = ’UV5. l i s ’ , s t a t u s = ' unknow n’ ) 
o p e n ( u n i t = 1 7 , f i l e = ’UV6. l i s ’ , s t a t u s = ' unknow n ' )  
f a c t l  = 2 .q 0 * o m eg a (2 )  
f a c t 2  = f a c t l * f a c t l  
f a c t s  = O N E /s q r t (2 .q O * o m e g a ( l ) )  
m u l j  = ONE /  s q r t ( 2 . q 0 * o m e g a ( 2 ) ) 
m ulk  = om ega(2)  /  o m e g a ( l )  
m u l l  = s q r t ( o m e g a (2) /  o m e g a (3 ) )  
p r e j  = m u l j  *m ulj *mulj 
do j  = 3 ,  maxj 
p r e k  = p r e j  
do k = 0 ,  j / 2
prefact = prek 
do 1 = 0, j-2*k
i f  (T(l,j,k ,l)-ne.ZERO) writeClO,*) j , k , l ,  
prefact*om ega(2)»T (l,j ,k ,l)  
i f  (T(2,j,k,l).ne.ZERO) w r ite C ll ,* )  j , k , l ,  
pref act*fact2*f act3 /sqrt2*T ( 2 , j , k , l )  
i f  ( U ( l , j ,k , l )  .ne. ZERO) w r ite (1 2 ,* )  j . k . l ,  
p r e fa c t» U ( l , j ,k , l )  
i f  (U (2 , j ,k , l )  .ne. ZERO) w r ite (1 3 ,* )  j . k . l ,  
prefact* fact1*0(2 .j , k , l )  
i f  ( 0 (3 , j . k . l )  .ne. ZERO) w r ite (1 4 .* )  j . k . l .
prefact*fact2*U(3. j . k . l )  
i f  (0 (4 , j . k . l )  .ne. ZERO) w r ite (1 5 .* )  j . k . l .
prefact*fact3*fact1/m ulj * 0 (4 .j , k . l )  
i f  (0 (5 , j , k . l )  .ne. ZERO) w r ite (1 6 ,* )  j . k . l .  
prefact*fact2*fact3 /m ulj* 0 (5 ,j . k . l )
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i f  ( U ( 6 , j . k . l )  - n e .  ZERO) w r i t e ( 1 7 . * )  
p r e f a c t * f a c t 2 * U ( 6 , j . k . l )  
p r e f a c t  = p r e f a c t  •  m u l l  
e n d  do
p r e k  = p r e k  * m ulk  
end  do
p r e j  = p r e j  •  m u l j  
e nd  do
w r i t e C l O .* )  - 1 , 0 , 0 . ZERO
w r i t e C l l , * )  - 1 , 0 , 0 , ZERO
w r i t e C l 2 , * )  - 1 , 0 , 0 , ZERO
w r i t e C l S , * )  - 1 , 0 , 0 , ZERO
w r i t e C l 4 , * )  - 1 , 0 , 0 , ZERO
w r i t e  C IS .* )  - 1 , 0 , 0 . ZERO
w r i t e C 1 6 .* )  - 1 , 0 , 0 . ZERO
w r i t e C l 7 , * )  - 1 , 0 , 0 . ZERO
c lo s e C lO )
c l o s e C l l )
c l o s e C l 2 )
c l o s e C l S )
c l o s e C l 4 )
c l o s e C l S )
c l o s e C l S )
c l o s e C l 7 )
openCunit=10, f i l e = ’R12W1. l i s ’ . s ta tu s = ’unknown’ ) 
openCunit=ll, f i l e = ’R12W2. l i s ’ . s ta tu s = ’unknown’ ) 
openCunit=12, f i l e = ’R12W3.1is’ , s ta tu s = ’unknown’ ) 
f a c t l  = 2.qO*omegaC2) 
fac t2  = f a c t l * f a c t l  
mulj = ONE /  sqrtC2.qO*omegaC2)) 
mulk = sqrtComegaC2) /  omegaCD) 
mull = sqrtComegaC2) /  omegaCS)) 
prej = mulj*mulj*mulj 
do j = 3 ,  maxj 
prek = prej 
do k = 0, j
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p r e f a c t  = p r e k  
do  1 = 0 ,  j - k
i f  l R 1 2 W ( l , j , k , l ) . n e . Z E R O )  w r i t e C l O ,» )  j . k . l ,  
p r e f a c t * f a c t l * R 1 2 W ( l , j  , k , I )  
i f  ( R 1 2 ¥ ( 2 , j . k . l ) - n e . Z E R O )  w r i t e C l l . » )  j . k . l .
p r e f a c t » f a c t l / C m u l j » s q r t 2 ) » R 1 2 W C 2 . j . k . l )  
i f  C R 1 2 W C 3 .j .k . l )  - n e .  ZERO) w r i t e C l 2 . » )  j . k . l .
p r e f a c t » f a c t 2 » R 1 2 W C 3 . j . k . l )  
p r e f a c t  = p r e f a c t  » m u l l  
e n d  do
p r e k  = p r e k  » mulk  
end do
p r e j  = p r e j  » m u l j  
end do
w r i t e C l O . » )  - 1 , 0 , 0 . ZERO
w r i t e C l l , * )  - 1 . 0 , 0 . ZERO
w r i t e C l 2 . * )  - 1 . 0 , 0 . ZERO
c lo s e C lO )
c lo seC ll )
closeCl2)
end
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Appendix B
Code For Solving Perturbation Equations
B .l  qcom m on.h
C  c o n s t a n t s ;  SIZE i s  mauc o r d e r  i n  s q r t ( 1 / D )  a n d  LEN i s  t h e
c  maiximum a r r a y  d im e n s io n
i n t e g e r  S IZ E ,  L E N .a n g le n  
c 4 0 t h  o r d e r  f o r  p - o d d  
c d a t a  S IZ E , LEN, a n g l e n  / 4 0 , 6 3 , 2 /
c 5 4 t h  o r d e r  f o r  p - o d d
d a t a  S IZ E , LEN, a n g l e n  / 5 4 , 8 1 , 2 /  
c 2 0 t h  o r d e r  f o r  d - e v e n  
c d a t a  S IZ E ,  LEN, a n g l e n  / 2 0 , 3 3 , 3 /
c LEN i s  e q u a l  t o  3 * ( m a x j - 2 ) / 2  + s t a t e m a x  w h ere
c s t a t e m a x  = 1 , 2 , 3 ............  i s  t h e  maximum q u an tum
c num ber a f t e r  i t  i s  i n c r e a s e d  by o n e .  The g r o u n d
c s t a t e  000 w o u ld  h a v e  a  s t a t e m a x  = 1.
r e a l * 1 6  ZERO,ONE 
d a t a  ZERO,ONE / 0 . q 0 , l . q 0 /
C w a v e f u n c t i o n  t e n s o r s  and  t e m p o r a r y  s t o r a g e
C A( 0 : SIZE,LEN,LEN,LEN)
C 4 0 t h  o r d e r  p - o d d
c REAL*16 A ( 3 2 , 6 3 , 6 3 , 2 , 0 : 3 8 ) , 1 1 ( 3 2 , 6 3 , 6 3 , 2 ) ,  1 2 ( 3 2 , 6 3 , 6 3 , 2 ) ,
c . 7 3 ( 3 2 , 6 3 , 6 3 , 2 )
c r e a l * 1 6  7 7 ( 6 3 ) ,  s q t ( 6 3 ) ,  R2(63)
c INTEGER a s i z e ( 0 : 3 8 )
C 5 4 t h  o r d e r  p - o d d
1 5 0
REAL#16 A C 41,81 ,81 ,2 .0 :52) , 7 1 (4 1 ,8 1 ,8 1 ,2 ) ,  7 2 (4 1 ,8 1 ,8 1 ,2 ) ,
. 7 3 (4 1 ,8 1 ,8 1 ,2 )  
real*16 7 7 (8 1 ) ,  s q t ( 8 1 ) , R2(81)
IN7EGER a s iz e (0 :5 2 )
C 20th order fo r  d-even
c REAL#16 A (1 7 ,3 3 ,3 3 ,3 ,0 :1 8 ) ,  7 1 (1 7 ,3 3 ,3 3 ,3 ) ,  7 2 (1 7 ,3 3 ,3 3 ,3 ) ,
c . 7 3 (1 7 ,3 3 ,3 3 ,3 )
c real*16 7 7 (3 3 ) ,  s q t (3 3 ) ,  R2(33)
c IN7EGER a s ize (0 :1 8 )
C  p o te n t ia l  expansion c o e f f ic ie n t s  and associated  po in ters
C 40th order fo r  any s ta te
c real#16 R12WK10660) ,R12W2(9880) ,R12W3(9139) ,UV1(6391) ,UV2(5530)
c real-16  7KK5530) ,UV4(5130) ,UV3(4750) ,7K2(4750) ,UV6(4750)
c real-16  UV5(4389)
c real-16  E (- l :1 9 )
c integer P7R2(0:40,0:40),P7R(0:40,0:20)
C 54th order fo r  any s ta te
rea l-16  R12W1(26235),R12W2(24804),R12W3(23426) 
rea l-16  UVK15022) ,UV2(13482) ,7X1(13482) 
real-16  UV4(12753),UV3(12051),7X2(12051),UV6(12051) 
real-16  UV5(11375) 
real-16  E (- l:2 6 )
integer P7R2(0 :5 4 ,0 :5 4 ) ,P7R(0:54,0:27) 
c—Angular momentum m atric ies  
c p-odd
real-16  MM(2,2),Sbar(2,2),Sbar2(2,2)  
c d-even
c real-16  MM(3,3),Sbar(3,3),Sbar2(3,3)
c Quadruple p r e c is io n  takes about 180 MB for  40th order p-odd 
c Quadruple p r e c is io n  takes about 250 MB for  40th order d-even
COMMON /ARRAYS/ R12W1,R12W2,R12W3,UV1,UV2,7X1,UV4,UV3,7X2,UV6,
. UV5,7 7 ,s q t , R2, MM, Sbar, Sbar2,E,P7R2, P7R 
COMMON /WVF/ A, 71, 72, 73, as ize
1 5 1
B .2 qinput.f
c
c  Reads pre-computed expansion c o e f f i c i e n t s  from f i l e s
C
SUBROUTINE INPUT(maxj , om ega,sinchi,coschi,lam bda)  
INCLUDE ’qcommon.h’
C  v a r ia b le s
INTEGER maxj, j ,  k, 1, n,m
REAL*16 omega(4) , tmp, s in c h i , coschi
Character»4 lambda
character»48 pathl
m=0
Do i = l , 4
I f( la m b d a C i: i) .ne. ’ ’ ) m=m+l 
enddo
pathl= ’ /hom e/carzoli/helium /higherL/Setup/ ’ / /
. ’potterms/lam=’
0PEN(UNIT=10, FILE=pathl//lambda(1 :m)/ / ’/ params. l i s ’ , 
. STATUS=’OLD’ )
READ(10 ,* )  maxj 
i f  (maxj.gt.SIZE) maxj = SIZE 
w r ite (* ,» )  ’maxj = ’ ,maxj 
do n = 1,4
READ(10,*) omega(n) 
enddo
read d O ,*) s in ch i  
read d O ,») cosch i  
READdO,*) E ( - l )
READdO,*) E(0)
CLOSE(UNIT=10) 
n = 1
do j = 0 ,maxj 
do k = 0 , j / 2
PTR(j-2«k,k) = n 
n = n + j  + 1 - 2 *k
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end do 
end do 
n = 1
do j = O.maxj 
do k = 0 , j
PTR2(j-k,k) = n 
n = n + j + 1 -  k 
end do 
end do
OPEN(UNIT=10, FILE=pathl//lambda(l:m)//’/ U V l . l i s ’ , 
. STATUS=’OLD’ ) 
read( 1 0 ,* ) j ,k , l , tm p  
n = j -  2 *k
do while  ( ( n .g e . 0 ) . a n d . ( j . le-maxj))
UVl(PTR(n,k)+l) = tmp 
read( 1 0 ,*) j ,k ,I , tm p  
n = j -  2 »k 
end do
CLOSE(UNIT=10)
0PEN(UNIT=10, FILE=pathl//lambda(l:m)//’/U V 2.1 is’ , 
. STATUS=’OLD’ ) 
read( 1 0 ,* ) j ,k , l , tm p  
n = j -  2 *k -  2
do while  ( (n .g e .O ) .a n d .( j . le .m a x j ) )
UV2(PTR(n,k)+l) = tmp 
read( 1 0 ,*) j ,k , l , tm p  
n = j -  2 *k -  2 
end do
CL0SE(UNIT=10)
0PEN(UNIT=10, FILE=patbl//lambda(l:m)//’/ T l . l i s ’ ,
. STATUS=’OLD’) 
read d O ,* )  j ,k , l , tm p  
n = j -  2 *k -  2
do while  ( (n .g e .O ) .a n d .( j . le .m a x j ) )
TKl(PTR(n,k)+l) = tmp 
rea d d O ,* )  j ,k , l , tm p
1 5 3
n = j -  2*k -  2  
end do
CLQSE(UNIT=10)
0PEN(UNIT=10, FILE=pathl//lambda(l:m)//’ /U V 4 .1 is’ ,
. STATUS=’OLD’ ) 
readdO , •) j .k . l . t m p  
n = j -  2*k - 3
do while ( (n .g e .O ) .a n d .( j . le .m a x j) )
UV4(PTR(n,k)+l) = tmp 
readdO ,*) j ,k . l , t m p  
n = j -  2*k -  3 
end do
CL0SE(UNIT=10)
OPEN(UNIT=10, FILE=pathl//lam bda(l;m )//'/R 12W l.lis’ , 
. STATUS:' OLD') 
read dO ,*) j .k . l , t m p  
n = j -  k -  2
do while ((n .g e .O ).a m d .(j . le .m a x j))  
R12Wl(PTR2(n,k)+l) = tmp 
read dO ,*) j .k . l . t m p  
n = j -  k -  2 
end do
CLQSE(UNIT=10)
0PEN(UNIT=10, F IL E :path l//lam bdad:m )//’ /R12W2.1is’ , 
. STATUS:’OLD’) 
read dO ,*)  j .k . l . t m p  
n :  j -  k -  3
do while ( (n .g e .O ) .a n d .( j . le .m a x j) )  
R12W2(PTR2(n,k)+l) :  tmp 
readdO ,*) j .k . l . t m p  
n :  j -  k -  3 
end do
CLOSE(UNIT:10) 
i f  (maxj.ge.5) then  
OPEN(UNIT:10, FILE=pathl//lam bda(l:m )//V U V S.lis’ . 
STATUS:’OLD’ )
1 5 4
readClO,*) j .k . l , t m p  
n = j -  2*k -  5
do while ( (n .g e .O ) .a n d .( j . l e .m a x j ) )
UV5(PTR(n.k)+l) = tmp 
readClO.*) j .k . l . t m p  
n = j -  2*k -  5 
end do
CL0SE(UNIT=1G)
endif
i f  (maxj.ge.4 )  then
0PEN(UNIT=10, FILE=pathl//lambda(l:m)//’/U V 3.1 is’ , 
STATUS=’OLD') 
readdO .*) j .k . l . t m p  
n = j -  2*k -  4
do while ( (n .ge .O ).an d . ( j . le .m a x j) )
UV3(PTR(n.k)+l) = tmp 
readdO .*) j .k . l . tm p  
n = j -  2*k -  4 
end do
CLOSE(UNIT=10)
OPEN(UNIT=10. FILE=pathl//lambda(l:m)//’/ T 2 .1 i s ’ .
STATUS='OLD') 
readdO .*) j .k . l . t m p  
n = j -  2*k -  4
do while ( (n .ge .O ).an d . ( j . le .m a x j) )
TK2(PTR(n.k)+l) = tmp 
readdO .*) j .k . l . t m p  
n = j -  2*k -  4 
end do
CL0SE(UNIT=10)
0PEN(UNIT=10. FILE=pathl//lambda(l:m)//’ /U V 6.1 is’ .
STATUS= 'OLD') 
readdO .*) j .k . l . t m p  
n = j -  2*k -  4
do while ( (n .g e .O ) .a n d .( j . l e .m a x j) )
UV6 (PTR(n.k)+l) = tmp
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r e a d ( 1 0 , * )  
n  = j  -  2*k  -  4 
e n d  do
CLOSE(UNIT=10)
OPEN(UNIT=10. F I L E = p a t h l / / l a m b d a (  1 : m) / / ’ /R12W3. l i s ' ,  
STATUS=’OLD’ ) 
r e a d ( 1 0 , * )  j , k , l , t m p  
n = j  -  k -  4
do w h i l e  ( ( n - g e . 0 ) . a n d . ( j . l e . m a x j ) )  
R 1 2 W 3( PT R2 (n ,k )+ l )  = tmp 
r e a d ( 1 0 , * )  j , k , 1 , tmp 
n = j  -  k -  4 
e n d  do
CL0SE(UNIT=10)
e n d i f
RETURN
END
B.3 qhelium .f
c
c Matrix method for  tw o-e lec tron  atoms (3 dof)
c for higher angular momentum.
c 4 /29 /97: Converted to q l=anti-sym m etric , q2=bend, q3=symmetric
c 5 /77 /97: Fixed t im ’s bug where he m u ltip lied  d e r iv a t iv e s  and
c coordinates in  the wrong order!
c 6 /23 /97:  Improved c a lc u la t io n  of a s iz e  so as to tru ncate  the
c wavefunction beginning at (maxj- 2 ) /2  +1 . Also f ix e d  bug in
C comp_H_A.f where coordinate d e r iv a t iv e s  are ca lcu la ted  and loop
c l im i t s  were too small fo r  the  c a lc u la t io n  of the maxj- 2  wavefunction.
PROGRAM MATRIX.He 
IMPLICIT NONE 
include 'qcommon.h'
C  mise lo c a l  var iab les
INTEGER maxj, s t a t e (4 ) ,  i ,  j ,  n, i l , i 2 , i 3 , i4,smax,auigmom 
INTEGER even l,even2 ,even3 ,even4
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LOGICAL evenE, savewf
REAL#16 omega(4 ) ,  temp, s in c h i ,c o s c h i ,  pre2, pre3, pre32 
REAL#16 pre4,pre5  
CHARACTER#14 fname 
character#4 lambda
C
C Input pre-computed p o ten tia l  expansion c o e f f i c i e n t s
C
0PEN(UNIT=10. FILE='states.l i s ’ , STATUS=’OLD’) 
read( 1 0 ,# ) lambda 
read( 1 0 ,* )  angmom
READdO,#) s t a t e ( l ) ,  s t a t e (3) , s t a t e ( 2 ) ,  s ta te (4 )  
c lo s e (u n i t= 10)
c a l l  input(m axj,omega,sinchi,coschi,lambda)  
i f  (angmom.gt. (anglen-1) ) then
w r ite (# ,# )  'You must increase the  value of anglen in  common.h' 
w r i te ( * , ' ( l x , a , I 2 ) ') ' to  c a lc u la te  t - 2*gamma_2 = ' , angmom 
stop  
endif
i f  ( ( s t a t e ( 4 )  .g t .  angmom+1).or.(state( 4 ) . I t .1 ) )  then 
writeC#,#) 'Fourth quantum number i s  in va lid :  should be from’ 
w r ite ( # , ' ( l x , a , I 2 ) ') '1 to ' ,angmom+l 
stop  
endif
savewf = .True. !do we wish to  save the wavef unctions?  
do i  = 1, 3
E(0) = E(0) + ( s t a t e ( i )  + 0.5#0NE) # omega(i) 
enddo
E(0) = E(0) + omega( 4 ) / (2#0NE) # (angmom - 2#0NE# (s ta te (4 )  -1 ))
C
C P refactors  for  der ivative  terms
C
p r e 2  = s i n c h i  
p r e 3  = c o s c h i
p r e 3 2  = 2 . q 0 * p r e 2 # p r e 3 # s q r t ( o m e g a ( 2 ) # o m e g a ( 3 ) ) 
p r e 2  = p r e 2 # p r e 2 # o m e g a ( 2 )
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pre3 = pre3*pre3*omega(3) 
pre4 = sinchi*sqrt(omega(2))  
preS = coschi*sqrt(omega(3))
C
C S h if t  s t a t e d )  to compensate for  1-based arrays  
C
smajc = 0 
do i  = 1,3
s t a t e d )  = s t a t e d )  + 1 
i f  ( s t a t e ( i )  .gt.smax) smeix = s t a t e ( i )  
end do
C
C Axis contraction —> e ith er  even or odd elements are used depending
C on
C
i f  ( ( ( s t a t e ( l ) / 2 ) » 2 . e q . s t a t e d ) )  . e q v .
( ( s t a t e (4 ) / 2 ) * 2 .eq . s t a t e ( 4 ) ) )  then
evenl= l
even2=0
e l s e
even l=0
even2=l
endif
even 4= sta te ( 1 ) - ( s t a t e (1 ) / 2 ) *2 
s t a t e ( l )  = ( s t a t e ( l )  + 1) /  2
C
C I n i t i a l i z e  arrays sqt and R2 for use in recursion m u lt ip l ica t io n s  
C
do i  = 1 ,LEN
s q t ( i )  = sqrt(ONE*i)
R2(i) = sqrt(ONE* i * ( i+1)) 
end do
c I n i t i a l i z e  angular momentum m atric ies Sbar, Sbarsquared and MM 
do i= l ,a n g len  
do n= l,anglen
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Sbar(i ,n ) = ZERO 
Sbar2(i,n) = ZERO 
MM(i,n) = ZERO 
enddo 
enddo
HH(1,1) = angmom/(2*ONE) 
do i=2 ,angmom+l 
n = i- l
MM(i,i) = (angmom/( 2 .qO) -  i  + ONE)
MH(n,i) = G.5qO«sqrt(n*(angmom -  i  +2)*0NE)
HH(i,n) = -  MM(n,i)
S bar(i ,n ) = -  sqrt(n*(angmom-i+2)*ONE)
S b ar(n .i)  = Sb ar(i ,n )  
enddo
do i= l ,an g len  
do n=l,anglen  
do j= l ,an g len  
Sbar2(i,n) = Sbeir2(i,n )+Sbar(i, j)*Sbar(j ,n) 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
C I n i t i a l i z e  zeroth order wavefunction  
asize(O) = smax 
do i l  = l ,(sm ax+l) / 2  
do i 2 = 1 , smax 
do i3  = l.smax 
do i4= l,ang len  
A ( i l . i 2 , i 3 , i 4 . 0 )  = ZERO 
T l ( i l , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 )  = ZERO 
enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do
A ( s t a t e d )  . s ta te  (2) , s ta te (3 )  , s t a t e ( 4 )  ,0) = ONE 
T K s t a t e ( l )  , s ta t e (2 )  , s ta te (3 )  , s t a t e ( 4 ) )  = ONE 
c Wavefunction eixis s i z e  increases  by three up to a_(m axj-2)/2 .
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c then the s i z e s  
c s ta r t  to  decrease by th r e e .
c F ir s t  check to  see i f  la r g e s t  wavefunction, a_(m axj-2)/2 ,  
c w i l l  f i t  in  the array
i f  (L E N .l t . (3 * (maxj- 2 ) /2  + smax)) then  
w r i te (* ,* )  ’LEN, in common.h, i s  too small for  the  l a r g e s t ’ 
w r i te (* ,« )  ’quantum number you entered. Set LEN t o ’ 
w r i te (* ,* )  3» (maxj- 2 ) / 2  + smax,’ and change wavefunction’ 
w r ite (* ,* )  ’ arrays a l s o . ’ 
stop  
endif
do j = l , (maxj-2 ) / 2
a s i z e ( j )  = a s i z e ( j - l )  + 3 
enddo
w r ite (* ,» )  ’NOTE: wavefunction truncation w i l l  begin with ’ ,
. ’a ( ’ , (maxj-2 ) / 2+ l , ’) ’
do j = (maxj- 2 ) / 2+1 ,maxj- 2  
a s i z e ( j )  = a s i z e ( j - l )  -  3 
enddo
do n = 1 , maxj-2  
do i l  = 1 , ( a s iz e (n )+ l ) / 2  
do i 2 = l ,a s i z e ( n )  
do i3  = l ,a s i z e ( n )  
do i4 = l ,a n g len
A ( i l , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 , n )  = ZERO 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
C
C output f i l e  for  energy expansion c o e f f i c i e n t s
C
open  ( u n i t = 9 , f  i l e = ’E c o e f f . l i s ’ , s t a t u s = ’unknown ’ ) 
w r i t e ( 9 , «)  m a x j / 2
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w r ite (9 ,* )  E ( - l )  
w r i te O ,* )  E(0) 
u r iteC * ,*)
w riteC *,*) ' j E(j) '
w r i t e (* ,142) -1 ,  E ( - l )  
w r ite (« ,1 4 2 )  0 . E(0) 
evenE = -FALSE, 
i f  (savewf) then 
fname = ’AOO.lis'
open (un it= 55 , f  i l e = f  name, status= ’ unknown ’ )
w r ite (5 5 ,* )  2 * s ta te ( l ) - e v e n 4 ,s ta te (2 )  . s t a t e ( 3 ) ,state(4).ONE  
w r ite (5 5 .* )  - 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ZERO 
c lo se (u n it= 5 5 )  
en d if
C *******************
c  »*** main loop ****
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
do 900 n = 0. majcj-3
C
C Compute H * A contributions from A(n) to  A(n+1) . A(n+2) . . . .
C
CALL compute_H_A (n . maxj . pre2. pre3. pre32. pre4. preS. angmom. 
even l)
C
C Extract energy c o e f f i c i e n t s  on every other i t e r a t io n
C
i f  (evenE) E ((n + l) /2 )  =
- A ( s t a t e d )  . s ta te (2 )  .s ta te (3 )  . s ta t e (4 )  .n+1)
C
C F ina l correc tion s  to  wavefunction tensor
C
do j  = 1 . ( n + l ) / 2  
i  = n + l - 2 * j
do  i l  = 1 .  ( m i n ( a s i z e ( i ) . a s i z e ( n + l ) ) + l ) / 2  
do  i 2  = 1.  m i n ( a s i z e ( i ) . a s i z e ( n + l ) )
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do 13 = 1, m inCasized) ,a s i z e ( n + l ) ) 
do 14 = l,ajigmom+l 
I f  ( A ( l l , 1 2 ,1 3 .1 4 ,1 ) .ne.ZERO) A ( l l ,1 2 .1 3 ,1 4 ,n+l) = 
A (ll ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,n + 1 )  + A d i , 12 ,13 ,1 4 ,1 )  * E(j)  
enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do 
end do
C
C Scale a(n+l) by fa cto r  K -tllde  
C
c orthogonality condition
A ( s t a t e d )  , s ta te (2 )  , s ta te (3 )  ,s ta te (4 )  ,n+l) = ZERO 
If  (savewf) then
fname(2:2) = ch a r (lch a r (’0 ’ ) + I n t ( (n+ 1)/lO )) 
fname(3:3) = ch a r (lch a r (’0 ’ ) + n+1 -  10* ln t( (n+ 1)/lO )) 
open(unlt=55, f l l e = f  naune, sta tu s= 'unknown’ ) 
endif
do 14 = 1, anglen 
I f ( (1 4 /2 )* 2 .e q .14) then 
even3=even2 
e ls e  
even3=evenl 
endif
do 11 = 1 , ( a s lz e (n + l)+ l ) / 2  
do 12 = l ,a s l z e ( n + l )  
do 13 = l ,a s l z e ( n + l )
I f  ( A d i ,  1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,n+1) .ne.ZERO) then  
temp = omega(l)* (2* (1 1 -s ta te ( 1 ) ) -even3+even4) + 
omega(2 ) • ( 12- s t a t e (2 ))+
omega( 3 ) • ( 1 3 - s t a t e (3)) + om ega(4)* (sta te(4 )-14)
I f  (temp.eq . ZERO) then  
A d i , 1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,n+1) = ZERO 
e l s e
A(ll,12,13,14,n+1) = A(ll,12,13,14,n+1) / temp
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endif
i f  (abs(tem p ).le .O .q -20) w r ite (» ,» )  ’Warning: K tilda  ’ 
'element i s  zero or very small without being the s t a t e ( 1) ’ , 
. ’s t a t e ( 2 ) . s t a t e (3) element which should be z e r o . ’
i f  (savewf) w r ite (55 ,* )  2 * i l - e v e n 3 , i 2 . i 3 , i 4 ,  
A ( i l , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 , n + 1 )  
endif
T l ( i l , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 )  = A ( i l , i 2 , i 3 . i 4 .n + 1 )  
enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do
i f  (savewf) then
w r ite (5 5 ,* )  - 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , ZERO 
c lose (u n it= 55)  
endif
C
C Only even energy terms are nonzero
C
i f  (evenE) then
w r ite (* ,1 4 2 )  (n + l) /2 ,  E ((n + l) /2 )  
w r i te O ,* )  E ((n + l) /2 )  
endif
evenE = . n o t . evenE 
900 continue
c lose (u n it= 9 )
142 fo rm a t(2 x ,i2 ,2 x ,e4 0 .3 3 )  
c 955 fo rm at(4 i5 , 3 x , e24 .17) 
end
B.4 qcomp_H_A.f
c
C This subroutine tadces the tensor XI, which i s  i n i t i a l i z e d  with  
C a copy of the  ten sor  a(n) prior to  the  subroutine c a l l ,  and
C computes a l l  product ten sors  of the form
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cC / m l  m2 m3 \
C 1 X • X •  X l a
C \  1 2 3 /  n
C
C which contribute  to a ( n + l ) , a (n + 2 ) , a(maxj). To fo llow
C the n o ta t io n  in the implementation sec t io n  of Dunn e t  a l .  ,
C (The program counts the order
C in  i / o  beginning with the E ( - l )  in f in ite -d im en s io n a l  term,
C but t h i s  i s  usually  referred  to  as the zeroth term. Bender et
C a l .  being one exception to  t h i s .  Therefore, the s l i g h t
C discrepency in  counting term s.)
C
SUBROUTINE compute_H_A(n,maxj ,pre2 , pre3, pre32, p re4 , preS , angmom, 
. even l)
IMPLICIT NONE 
include ’qcommon.h’
C lo c a l  var iab les
C a x i s l ,  a x is 2 ,  axis3 represent s i z e  of current ten so r ,
C
REAL*16 pre2 , pre3,pre32, p re4 , preS, term, termp, f a c t o r , factor2  
r e a l* 16 fa c to r S , factor4
INTEGER m ,m l ,m 2 ,m 3 , i l , i2 , i3 , i4 ,a x is l ,a x is 2 ,a x is 3 , l im l , l im 2 , l im 3  
INTEGER n , maxj,p ,angmom, evenl 
l o g ic a l  even3, evenS 
even 3= (even l. eq .0) 
a x i s l  = a s ize (n )  
do ml = 0 , maxj-n 
C T2 = T1
a x i s 2 = asize(n )  
a x is3  = asize(n )  
do i l  = l , ( a x i s l + l ) / 2  
do i 2 = 1 ,a x is 2 
do i3  = l ,a x is 3  
do i 4 = l , angmom+1 
T 2 ( i l , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 )  = T l ( i l , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 )
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enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do
do m3 = 0, maxj-n-ml 
T3 = T2
a x is 2 = a s ize (n )  
do i l  = l , ( a x i s l + l ) / 2  
do 12 = 1 ,eucis2 
do 13 = l ,a x i s 3  
do 14 = 1 ,angmom+1 
13(11 ,12 ,13 ,14 )  = 12(11 ,12 ,13 ,14 )  
enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do
do m2 = 0, maxj-n-m3-ml 
m = ml+m2+m3+n
If (m .le .(m axj-4))  then 
11ml = (min(aixisl,aslze(m+2 ) ) + l ) / 2  
llm2 = m ln(axls2 ,asize(m+2) ) 
llm3 = m in(axls3,aslze(m +2))
If (m l .e q .(2 * (m l/2 ) ) )  then
factor  = UV3(PTR(m2+m3,ml/2)+m3) + 4*pre2*(m2+2)* 
(m2+l)*TKl(PTR(m2+m3+2,ml/2)+m3) +4* 
pre32+(m3+l)*(m2+l)*TKl(PTR(m2+m3+2,ml/2)+m3+l) + 4* 
pre3*(m3+2)• (m3+l)*TK1 (PTR(m2+m3+2,ml/2)+m3+2) 
factor2 = UV6(PTR(m2+m3,ml/2)+m3) 
e ls e
factor  = -  2»pre4*(m2+l)•
TK2(PTR(m2+m3+l,(ml-l)/2)+m3) -2*pre5*
(m3+l)•TK2(PTR(m2+m3+l, (m l-1)/2)+m3+l)
I f ( ( m - n ) .g e .1) factor=factor+UV5(PTR(m2+m3, (ml-1)/2)+m3) 
endif
factors  = 2*R12W3(PTR2(m2+m3,ml)+m3) -4*pre4* 
(m2+l)*R12W2(PTR2(m2+m3+l,ml)+m3) -4»pre5*
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(m3+l) *R12W2(PTR2(m2+m3+l ,ml)+m3+l) 
do i l  = 1 , 11ml 
do 12 = l , l lm 2 
do 13 = 1 , llm3 
do 14 = 1 ,angmom+1 
I f  (7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ) -ne.ZERO) then  
I f  (m l .e q .(2*(m l/2 ) ) )  then 
c U3, Tl_3, Tl_7, Tl.lO
A (ll,12 ,13 ,14 ,m +2) =
A (ll,12 ,13 ,14 ,m +2) -  factor  * 7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 )  
do p = 1 , angmom+1 
A (ll,12 ,13 ,p ,m +2) = A (il,12 ,13 ,p ,m +2) -  !
7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 )*Sbar2(p,1 4 )*factor2 !U6
enddo
c R12W3, R12W2.2, R12W2.4 diagonal term
A(1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,14,m+2) = A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,14,m+2) -  factor3»  
M M (i4,14)*73(ll,12,13,14)  
e l s e  !ml Is odd 
c R12W3, R12W2_2, R12W2_4, US, 72_2, 72_4 top diagonal  
I f ( 1 4 . g t . l )  A (l l ,12 ,13 ,14 -l ,m + 2) =
A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 -1 ,m+2)- (factor*Sbatr(14-1 ,14) + 
factor3*MM(14-l,1 4 ))*73(11,12 ,13 ,14)  
c R12W3, R12W2.2, R12W2.4, US, 72_2, 72_4 bottom diagonal
i f ( 1 4 . l t . (angmom+1)) A(11 ,12 ,13 ,14+ 1 ,m+2) = 
A (ll,12 ,13 ,14+l,m +2) -  (factor3*HM(14+l, 14) + 
factor*Sbar(14+l,1 4 ) )«73(11,12 ,13 ,14)  
endlf ! (ml. e q . ( 2«(ml/2 ) ))  
endlf  ! (7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ) .n e .ZERO) 
enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do 
en d lf  ! (m .le .(m axj-4))
I f  (m .le.(m axj-3 ) )  then  
11ml = (m ln(axls l ,as lze(m + 1) ) + l ) / 2  
llm2 = m ln(axls2 ,aslze(m +l)+l)
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Iim3 = m in(axis3 , a s i 2 e(m+l)+l)  
i f  (m l .e q . (2 * (ml/2 ) ) )  then  
fa c to r  = -  4*pre2*(m2+l)*
TKl(PTR(m2+m3+l,ml/2)+m3) -  2*pre32*
(m3+l)♦TKl(PTR(m2+m3+l,ml/2)+m3+l) 
fa c to r2  = -  2*pre32*(m2+l)*
TKl(PTR(m2+m3+l,ml/2)+m3) -  4*pre3*
(m3+l)*TK1(PTR(m2+m3+l,ml/2)+m3+l) 
e ls e
i f  ( (m -n ) .g e .1) then
fa c to r  = pre4»TK2(PTR(m2+m3,(ml-l)/2)+m3) 
factor2  = pre5*TK2(PTR(m2+m3,(ml-l)/2)+m3) 
e l s e  
fa c to r  = ZERO 
factor2  = ZERO 
endif  
endif
factor3 = 2*pre4*R12W2(PTR2(m2+m3,ml)+m3) 
factor4  = 2*pre5»R12W2(PTR2(m2+m3,ml)+m3) 
do i l  = 1 , l im l  
do i 2 = l , l i m 2 
do i3  = 1 ,lim3 
do i4  = 1 ,angmom+1 
i f  ( T 3 ( i l , i 2 , i 3 . i 4 ) .n e .ZERO) then  
i f  (ml. e q . (2* (m l/2 ) ))  then 
c Tl_2, T l_5, diagonal of R12W2.1
i f  ( i 2 . g t . l )  A ( i l , i 2 - l , i 3 , i 4 , m + l )  = 
A ( i l , i 2 - l , i 3 , i 4 , m + l )  -  s q t ( i2 - l ) » ( f a c t o r +  
factor3*MH( i 4 , i 4 ) ) *T3( i 1 , i 2 . i 3 , i4)  
i f  (i2.1t.LEN) A ( i l . i 2 + l , i 3 , i 4 ,m + l )  =
A( i l , i 2+ l , i 3 , i4 ,m + l)+ sq t( i2 ) * (factor+factor3*  
M M (i4 . i4 ) )* T 3 ( i l , i2 , i3 , i4 )  
c Tl_6 , T l_9 , diagonal of  R12W2_3
i f  ( i S . g t . l )  A ( i l , i 2 , i 3 - l , i 4 , m + l )  = 
A ( i l , i 2 , i 3 - l , i 4 , m + l )  -  sq t ( i3 - l )* ( fa c to r 2 + fa c to r 4 *  
MM(i4, i 4 ) ) * T 3 ( i l . i 2 . i 3 , i4)
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i f  (13.lt.LEN) A ( i l , 12 .13+1 ,14 ,m+1) =
A(1 1 ,12 ,13+ 1 ,14 ,m+1) + s q t (13 )* (factor2+factor4*  
MM(14,14))*13 (11 ,12 ,13 ,14 )  
e l s e  ! ml odd 
I f  ( 1 4 .g t . l )  then 
c upper diagonal of R12W2.1 and T2_l
I f  ( 1 2 .g t . l )  A ( l l , 1 2 -1 ,1 3 ,1 4 -1 ,m+1) =
A ( l l ,1 2 -1 ,1 3 ,1 4 -1 ,m+1) -  sq t (1 2 - l)« ( fa c to r 3 *
MM(14-1 ,14 )+factor*Sbar(1 4 -1 ,1 4 ) )»T3(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  
I f  (12.1t.LEN) A ( l l , 12+ 1 ,13 ,14 -1 ,m+1) =
A ( l l , 12+1 ,13 ,14 -1 ,m+1) + sq t(12 )« (factor3*
MM(14-1,14) +factor*Sbar(1 4 -1 ,1 4 ) )*T3(11.12 ,13 ,14)  
c upper diagonal of R12W2_3 and T2_3
If  ( 1 3 .g t . l )  A ( l l , 1 2 ,1 3 -1 ,1 4 -1 ,m+1) =
A ( l l , 1 2 ,1 3 -1 ,1 4 -1 ,m+1) -  sq t (1 3 - l)* ( fa c to r 4 *
MM(1 4 -1 ,14)+factor2*Sbar(1 4 -1 ,1 4 ) )*T3(11,12 ,13 ,14)  
I f  (13.lt.LEN) A ( l l , 12 ,13+ 1 ,14 -1 ,m+1) =
A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 + 1 ,1 4 -1 ,m+1) + sq t(13 )* (factor4*
MM(1 4 -1 ,14)+factor2*Sbar(14-l ,1 4 ) ) *T3(11,12 ,13 ,14)  
endlf
I f  ( 1 4 .I t . angmom+1) then  
c lower diagonal of R12W2_1 and T2_l
I f  ( 1 2 .g t . l )  A ( l l , 1 2 -1 ,13 ,14+ 1 ,m+1) =
A ( l l , 12 -1 ,13 ,14+ 1 ,m+1) -  s q t (1 2 - l)* ( fa c to r 3 *
MM(14+1,14)+factor*Sbar(14+1,14))*T3(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  
I f  (12.1t.LEN) A ( l l , 12+1,13,14+1,m+1) =
A ( l l ,12+1,13,14+1,m+1) + sq t(1 2 )» (fa cto r3 *  
MM(14+l,14)+factor*Sbar(14+1,14))*73(11,12 ,13 ,14)  
c lower diagonal of R12W2_3 and T2_3
If  ( 1 3 .g t . l )  A ( l l , 1 2 ,1 3 -1 ,14+ 1 ,m+1) =
A ( l l ,1 2 ,13 -1 ,14+ 1 ,m+1) -  s q t (1 3 -1 )* (factor4*
MM(14+1,14)+factor2*Sbar(14+1,14))*73(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  
I f  (13.1t.LEN) A ( l l , 12,13+1,14+1,m+1) =
A ( l l ,12,13+1,14+1,m+1) + s q t (1 3 )* (factor4*
MM(14+1,14)+factor2*Sbar(14+1,14))*73(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  
endlf
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endif 
endif 
enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do 
endif ! (m.le.(maxj-3 ))
i f  ( ( (m -n ) .g e .3 ) .a n d .(m l.eq .(2 * (m l/2 )) ) )  then 
l im l = (m in (ax is l ,a s ize (m -2 ) ) + l ) / 2  
lim2 = min(axis2 ,a s ize(m -2 ))  
lim3 = m in(axis3, as ize(m -2 )) 
fa c to r  = UVl(PTR(m2+m3,ml/2)+m3) 
do i l  = l . l im l  
do 12 = l , l im 2 
do 13 = 1 ,1 im3 
do 14 = 1 ,angmom+1 
i f  ( T 3 ( i l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ) .n e .ZERO) then
4 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m-2) = ! U1
4 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m-2) -  fac tor  » 13(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  ! 
endlf  
enddo 
end do 
end do 
end do
endlf ! ( ( (m -n ) .g e .3 ) .a n d .(m l .e q .(2$(m l/2 ) ) ) )
I f  ( ( (m -n ) .n e .0 ) .and .(m .le .(m axj- 2 ) ) )  then  
11ml = (m in (a x is l ,a s ize (m ))+ l ) / 2  
llm2 = mln(axls2 ,aslze(m )+2) 
llm3 = mln(axls3,aslze(m)+2)
If  (m l.eq .(2» (m l/2) ) )  then 
fa c to r  = UV2(PTR(m2+m3,ml/2)+m3) 
e ls e
factor  = UV4(PTR(m2+m3, (ml-l)/2)+m3) 
endlf
factor2  = 2*R12Wl(PTR2(m2+m3,ml)+m3) 
do 11 = 1 , 11ml
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do 12 = l , l i m 2 
do 13 = l . l lm S  
do 14 = 1 ,angmom+1 
I f  (7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ) .n e .ZERO) then 
If  ( m l .e q . (2 * (ml/2) ) )  then
A (l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m ) = A d i , 1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m) -  factor»  
73(11 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 )  
term = 73(ll,12,13,14)*7Kl(P7R(m2+m3,ml/2)+m3) 
termp = term » pre2 !
I f  ( (1 2 + 2 ) .le.LEN) A ( l l ,1 2 + 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m) = !
A(11 ,12+ 2 ,13 ,14 ,m) -  termp»R2(12) !
A (l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m ) = A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m )  + !
termp » (2 *12- 1) !
I f  ( 1 2 .g t .2 )  A (l l ,1 2 -2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m )  = !
A ( l l ,1 2 -2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m) -  termp*R2(12-2) !
termp = term * pre32 !
I f  (12.1t.LEN) then !
I f  (13.1t.LEN) A ( l l , 12+1,13+1,14,m) = !
A ( l l ,12+1,13+1,14,m) -  termp » !
s q t (12) * s q t (13) !
I f  ( 1 3 .n e . l )  A ( l l , 1 2 + 1 ,13 -1 ,14 ,m) = !
A ( l l , 12+1,13-1 ,14 ,m) + termp » !
s q t (12) » sq t (1 3 - l)  
endlf  !
If  ( 1 2 . n e . 1) then !
I f  (13.1t.LEN) A ( l l , 12 -1 ,1 3 + 1 ,1 4 ,m) = !
A ( l l ,12-1 ,13+ 1 ,14 ,m) + termp # !
s q t (12-1) » sqt(13) !
If  ( 1 3 .n e .1) A ( l l , 1 2 -1 ,1 3 -1 ,1 4 ,m) = !
A ( l l ,1 2 -1 ,1 3 -1 ,1 4 ,m) -  termp » !
s q t ( 1 2 - l )  » s q t (13-1) !
end lf  !
termp = term * pre3 !
I f  ( (1 3 + 2 ) .le.LEN) A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 + 2 ,1 4 ,m) = !
A (ll ,12 ,13+2,14 ,m ) -  termp»R2(13) ! 
A (ll ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m )  = A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m )  + ! 71_8
! U2
I
71_1
! 71_4
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termp * (2*13-1) !
i f  ( 1 3 .g t .2 )  A ( i l , i 2 , i 3 - 2 . i 4 ,m )  = !
A(1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 -2 ,1 4 ,m) -  termp*R2(13-2) !
c diagonal of R12W1
A (l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m )  = A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,m )  -  factor2*
MM(14,14)*73(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  
e l s e  '.ml odd 
c top diagonal of R12W1 and U4
I f ( 1 4 . g t . l )  A ( l l , 1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 -1 ,m) = A ( l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 -1 ,m)-  
(factor2*MH(14-l, 14)+factor*Sbar(14 -1 ,1 4 ))*  
7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 )  
c bottom diagonal of R12W1 and U4
I f ( 1 4 . l t . (angmom+1)) A(1 1 ,1 2 ,13 ,14+ 1 ,m) = 
A (l l ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 + l ,m )  -  (factor2*MM(14+l,14)+ 
factor*Sbar(14+1 ,14))*73(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  
en d lf  ! ( m l .e q . (2 * (m l/2) ) )  
en d lf  ! (7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ) .n e .ZERO) 
enddo 
enddo 
end do 
end do
endlf ! ( ( (m -n).n e .O ).and .(m .le .(m axj- 2 ) ) )
C /  \
C 7 = 1 1  * X * I I 7
C 3 \  2 / 3
do 13 = l , a x l s 3  
do 11 = 1 , ( a x l s l + l ) / 2  
do 14 = 1 ,angmom+1 
do 12 = 2 , a x l s 2 
77(12-1) = s q t (12 -1 )*73(11 ,12 ,13 ,14 )  
end do
7 7 (a x ls2 )  = ZERO
I f  (axls2.1t.LEN ) 7 3 (1 1 ,a x l s 2 + l ,13 ,14) = s q t ( a x l s 2 ) * 
7 3 ( l l , a x l s 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 )  
do 12 = a x l s 2 , 2 , - l  
7 3 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 )  = 77(12) + s q t (12 -1 )*73(11 .12-1 ,13 .14)
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end do
T 3 ( i l . l , i 3 , i 4 )  = TT(1) 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
a x is 2=axis2 + 1 
i f  (axis2.gt-LEN) a x is2  = LEN 
end do ! m2
C /  \
C T = I I * I # % I T  
C 2 \  3 / 2
do 12 = 1 , a x is2 
do 11 = l , ( a x i s l + l ) / 2  
do 14 = 1 ,angmom+1 
do 13 = 2,cixis3  
TTC13-1) = sqt (13-1 )*72(11 ,12 ,13 ,14 )  
end do
TT(axls3) = ZERO
If  ( c ix i s 3 . l t .LEN) 7 2 (1 1 ,1 2 ,a x ls 3 + l , 14) = sq t (a x is3 )*  
7 2 ( l l ,1 2 ,a x i s 3 ,1 4 )  
do 13 = c ix ls 3 ,2 , - l  
72(11 ,12 ,13 ,14)  = 77(13) + s q t (13 -1 )*72(11 ,12 ,13-1 .14)  
end do
7 2 (11 ,12 ,1 ,14 )  = 77(1)  
enddo 
enddo 
enddo
axls3  = axls3 + 1 
I f  (axis3.gt.LEN) ax is3  = LEN 
enddo !m3 
C /  \
C 7 = I X  * I * I I 7
C l  \  1 / I
do 12 = l , a x i s 2 
do 13 = l ,a x is 3
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do 14 = 1 ,angmom+1 
i f  ( ( 1 4 /2 )* 2 .e q . i4 )  then 
even5=. n o t . even3 
e l s e  
even5=even3 
endif
i f ( .not.evenS) then  
TT((axisl+l)/2)=ZER0  
i f  ( a x i s l . g t . 2) then 
do i l = 2 , ( a x i s l + l ) / 2  
T T ( i l - l ) = s q t ( 2 * i l - 2 ) * T l ( i l , i 2 . i 3 . i 4 )  
enddo 
endif
do i l = l , ( a x i s l + l ) / 2  
T K i l , 12 ,13 .14) = sqt(2*11-1) *71(11,12,13,14) + 
TT(ll)  
enddo
do l l= ( a x l s l+ 3 ) / 2 ,  (LEN+D/2 
7 1 (1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,14)=ZER0 
enddo 
e l s e  
77(1)=ZER0 
If  ( a x i s l . g t .1) then 
do 11=1, a x l s l / 2  
77(11+1)= sq t(2*11)*71(11,12,13,14)  
enddo
do 11=1 ,a ix ls l/2  
7 1 ( l l , i 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ) = s q t ( 2 * l l - l ) * 7 1 ( l l , 1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ) +  
77(11) 
enddo 
endlf
7 1 (ax is  1 /2+1 ,12 ,13 ,14)=77(a x is  1/2+1) 
do l l= a x ls  1/2+2, (LEN+D/2 
71(11,12,13,14)=ZER0  
enddo 
endlf
enddo
enddo
enddo
a x i s l  = a x i s l  + 1 
i f  ( a x i s l  .g t  .LEN) a x is l  = LEN 
even3=.n o t . evenS 
end do !ml 
return  
end
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Appendix C 
M athem atica N otebook for W avefunction  
Sym m etries
This notebook takes a wavefunction list generated from the helium m atrix  methoo 
code and puts a m ark in an array where there are non-zero elements. T he array is 
w ritten out as a m atrix  of columns. In reality, for higher angular m om entum , the 
array is four dim ensional so we should have a m atrix  of m atricies. The fourth  index 
has a small range. For p-odd sta tes it can be 1  or 2. For d-even states it can be 1 
or 2  or 3. etc. So when we place a mark in the array to  say th a t there is a nonzero 
element there, we will use a  " 1 " as the mark when the element has a fourth index of 
1 and we will use a "2" when the element has a fourth  index of 2. etc. If elements 
with (liHerent fourth indices but exact first, second and  th ird  indices exist then we 
will use a m ark consisting of both  fourth indices such as ' ' 1 2 ".
To see how M athem atica arranges indicies we can create a sample three dimen­
sional array and place a non-zero number at some location. In this exam ple the 
non-zero numbers have indicies 1,1.2 and 1,2.1. W hen the array is displayed notice 
th a t third index represents the location in the inner colum n. The first and  second 
index give the row and column, respectively, of the ou ter m atrix  structure. 
wavearray=Table["0".{.x.L3}.{y,l,3},{z,l,3}]; 
wa\ earra}' [[1 .1 ,2 ]]=" 1 ": 
wavearray[[1 .2 . 1 ]]=" 1 " ;
MatrixForm[wavearray]
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/  / o \
v ° /
/o^
v V
0 ^ \
0 0
I V
o S
0 0
J 1 °  J
 ^ 0 ^
0 0
V V j /
For tlie wavefunction analysis we arrange the array so that ais along the inner 
column and aand agive the m atrix  row and column. This means that the indicies for 
ahecoiue the th ird  index for the array. We set up a function th a t reads a wavefunc- 
tioii from a directory and displays an array corresponding to tha t wavefunction as 
descrilx'd alxne. T he variable "filel" must contain the path and filename as shown, 
wavefn[file 1 _] ; =  (wavearray=Table[" 0", {x. 1,3 }.{y, L.3 },{z, 1 . 6  }] ; 
file2=(3[K>nRead[filel];nl=Read[file2.Xumber]:n2=Read[file2.Number]; 
u3=Read[file2.Number]:n4=Read[file2.Number]:Skip[file2.Number]:
W liile[nl>0.
If[(nl<7)& & (n2<4)& & (n3<4).
If[wavearray[[n3.n2.nl]]==" 0". wavearray [[n3.n2.nl|]=ToString[n4]. 
n ü = wavearray [[n3.n2.nl]]: wavearray [[n3.n2.nl]]=no< >ToString[n4]]]: 
iil =  Read[file2 ,Number] ;n2=Read[file2,Number] :n3=Read[file2.Number]; 
ii4 =  Read[file2 . Number] :Skip[file2, Number]] :Clo.se[file2]:
.StandardForm[MatrixForm[wavearrav]])
/
.\n  inner column can be labeled like
\
- / ’ I 
-i'.J
V • /
We see that there are two cases.
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A) .t'i =  Z3  =  X5  =  • • - =  0 so th a t we transform X2  —> Xi, x.  ^ —^ Xo. . . . ,  Xo, —^ x,.
B) x -2 — x.i =  xe =  • • - =  0 so th a t we transform Xi —> x i. X3  —)• xo. ___
XV; _ 1 —> X,.
The states are labeled like poddOOOl or devenlOOl where the four integers give the 
four large dimension quantum numbers no. and i. The wavefunction array  file
names are given by AXX.lis where XX is p. For example. AOO.lis holds the elements 
for a,) and AO 1.lis holds the elements of a . Here are some examples:
wavefn[ "Re.search:heIium:higlierL:MemoryIntensive:quadnip:poddGGGl:A00.1is"]
/
V
/l> G ^ ( o \
G G G
G G G
G G G
G G G
U J
 ^0 ^  ^G ^ o \
G G G
G G G
G G G
0 G 0
U j0 ^ ro\
G G G
G G G
G G G
0 G 0
Vo/ 10 j 1 0 / /
wavefn Research:helium:higherL:MemoryIntensive:quadrup:poddGGGl:AGl.lis"]
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(V
 ^ 0 ^ ( l \  ^ 0 ^
2 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
U  J U  j Uy
f o \ ? l \
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
v «  J U  j U /
/ o \
(  ^ 1
0 0 Ü
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
VO J U  j voy
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